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Cecilie Goodrich

FADS AND THEIR PERPETRATORS:
THE EXAMPLES OF KREBIOZEN AND LAETRILE
The public's ignorance of science and mistrust of government leave
it prey to dangerous fads.
One fine July day, the arriving sunbathers and swimmers at Nantasket Beach
on Boston's South Shore found a genuine
"sea monster" on the beach . Not a live
monster - the odor left no doubt of that but clearly not any sort of sea creature that
anyone there had ever seen. Someone called
the police. The crowd grew as the news went
out over an alert radio station, and the police
had their hands full directing traffic and trying vainly to keep the crowd back. By late af·
ternoon marine biologists from a local uni·
versity had arrived and begun to examine the
Carcass. The evening television news on all
the local channels carried brief accounts and
showed the scene from a discreet distance.
One of the hair-raising features of the monster was briefl y confirmed by an expert: the
monster had NO BONES. It also had a dis·
proportionately tiny head fo r its big body,
wI th a long, somewhat arched neck. Overnig~t, m?re sightseers came and departed ,
taking WIth them samples of decaying mons~er . More biologists and oceanographers arnved, representing a total of four prestigious
local universities. After looking at the simmering carcass briefly, they chatted and began to talk with reporters and with members
of the crowd. The experts pronounced the

monster to be a basking shark, and not particularly rare after alL As news that th e monster
was not officially a monster went through the
crowd, a murmur arose, growing to a grumble, and finall y becoming loud enough to
hasten the departure of the experts. It appeared thai the official opinion was not only
unwelcome, but downright offensive.
That incident occurred during the summer of 1969, while 1was a postdoctoral fellow
working in the Boston area. I was particularly
puzzled by the attitude of the disappointed
monster-watchers . The general populace
was not particularl y backward; anyone with
a smattering of an old-fashioned biology
course might ha ve had a clue about the
"monster" from some of the earliest reports.
The cartilaginous fishes, which include the
sharks, rays and skates, are characterized by
a complete lack of bone. That apparently bizarre feature was actually an indication that
the creature was among the groups of a ni mals known to science. But I did discover
from a heavy treatise that the basking sha rk is
bizarre from a biological point of view: instead of feeding with the vicious teeth that
are familiar from Jaws , it strains microscopic
life from the water like some of the whales .
The effectiveness of this feeding strategy is

Cecilie Goodrich, a uative of Colorado, received a B. S. in zoology from the University of Michigan and a Ph.D. in physiology from Harvard Uuiversity . She did postdoctoral rese~rch at the National Institute for Medical Research in Mill
Hill, England , and at the Harvard University Medical
School, and is prese,ltly an Associate Professor in the Departme,ll of Biology and Health Sciences at Cleveland State
University. Her publicatious include studies of body temperature, respiration , sleep, and hibernation in various allim~15, and maturation of brain control systems in lIewborn
mice.
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.lttes ted by the large size o f both whal es and
b.l~k ill g .s h a rk s, the la tt e r being o ften reco rded in excess of 35 ieet in length.

The issue of expert credibility
Sin ce Ihat experience. other episodes
hcH' t' streng then ed m y concern over a genera llclck of trus t in o rthodox science. Many of
us \".' ho (eJeh, pa rticularl y a t beginning and
n on-major I(·vels in college, enCQunter a frus tr.lling ba rrier to the communication of the
facts o f our disciplines. Beyond th e unders iand ablp? difficu lti es of communica ting with
stud ents who are not very sophisti ca ted in
the techniques of lea rning, we find an un\v illingness to repl ace prev iously acquired
in co rrect info rmation. Hum an reproduction
is a su bject that bris tles with famil y folklore
and inaccurate details from friends and previous "health " classes; furthermore many
boo ks which are o therwise accurate contain
maj o r mi ss tatements due to a lack of specific
information on humans . Many of the facts
a bout the reproduction of rats and other routin e laboratory species cannot be transferred
to humans. Knowing this, f prepared for my
first non-major class w ith pa instaking compilation and di stillation of facts specifically
about human reproduction. I was astonished
at th e resu lts of th e first examination! Many
students rearranged th e seq uen ce of the
menstrual cycle, although this would have
disastrous consequences in the use of certain
birth control techniques; some found it difficult to believe that human males and femal es
ha ve such different ana tomical arrangements
for the openings of their urinary an d reproductive tracts; some did not accept the hydraulic mechanism of erection preferring instead to believe in a nonexistent bone. This
tea ching experience has become routine for
me, but it is particularly striking since the information is of practical importance to almost
everyone and is , not beyond a student's capacity to understand.
A recent article by Barry Singer and Victor Benassi in American Scientist ) examines a
perverse attachment to false beliefs among
students. Apparently motivated by experience in the classroom similar to min e, Singer
and Benassi carried out an experiment in six
classes of an introductory psyc hology
course, to which they introduced a skilled
amateur magician . Since previous litera ture
had indicated that advance billing can be influential in determining the nature of beliefs
formed , the instructors introduced the magi cian either as an "alleged psychic" or simply
as an amateur magician. The magician then
performed three "psychic" stunts - blind i

fold reading, teleportation of ashes, and
mental bending of a metal rod. Written feed·
back from the students yield ed the surprising
result that for both types of introducti on 75 %

of the students believed that the magician
was truly a psychic. Benassi and Singer then
added a new condition in which the instruc·
tors emphatically and repeatedly stated that

the performer was an amateur magician. AI·
though this time the students reported in
writing that they had heard and understood

the instructor, 50% of the studen ts were still
convinced that the performer wa s a psychic.
Still more disturbing were the results of a series of follow-up studies in which the students were asked to consider other alternatives for their conclusions. The students
readily admitted that magicians could perform similar feats, and even that a vast majority of "psychic" practitioners were likely to be
frauds and magicians. When asked to reconsider their judgment in this more rationa l
framework, they still judged the perform er to

be a genuine psychic.
.
To a degree, we teachers bear respons lbiUty for our students' naivete in decidi ng
what to believe. It has req uired centuries to
develop systematic methods of obsen'ation
and analysis and a realization of th.e a~solule
necessity for objectivity, all of whICh IS nOh'
formalized as the "scientific method. " All hu-

mans apparently have the tendency to impose patterns on events which are act:uaU y
random. We require training and expenence
to distinguish between events that are
merely coincidentally correlated and. thos~
that are causally linked. But in teachmg SCIence we tend to reserve extensive discussion
of th~se topics of method for our advanced
students. We present principles and facts almost as dogma because there is so much material to be covered in so little time. Little
wonder then that.our students are uncertain
about the validity of prominent theories, and
are easy prey to so-called theories which are
really superstitions.
. '
The issues of beliefs and theIr formatIon
have importance beyond the classroo.m. The
public in general is assailed by theones an.d
their promoters clamoring for belief. There IS
Eric von Daniken's Chariots of the Gods, more a
chariot of von Da niken than of anv extra terrestrial being. Investigation reveals' simple
and natural explanations for the "mysteries"
which he uses as evidence for the visits of
other beings. A number of journalists and
free-lance writers have done well with the
"Bermuda Triangle," even to the length of
creating a non-triangular "Great Lakes Triangle," though the P. B.S. television series Nova
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has thoroughly debunked both of these fads.
There are flying sa ucers and "bigfeet," as I
suppose they must be termed if several exist.
Orthodox scientists have smiled indulgently
and largely ignored these widespread but
unfounded beliefs.
Similar issues of credibili ty are involved
in current legislative deba tes which have profou nd political and social implications: defi nition of the beginning of human Hfe, revision of requirements for the function of the
Food and Drug Administration, determination of a right of " freedom of choice" whe re
safety and health are in volved. ScientHic
ques tions that require intricate technical
knowledge are now s ubj ec ts for legislation
and judicial decision. A modem remoteness
between the citizen and the technicalities of
various scientific fields may ha ve created a
vacuum of understanding that can be cleverly manipulated by unscrupulous entrepreneurs or true believers seeking to force the
rest of society into their ve rsion of "correct"
moral posture.
Science as an institution is poorly
e.quipped to respond to certain forms of quesbon or assault. Scientists traditionally carry
on their professional activities singly or in
small groups, forming effective lobbies wi th
great difficulty. Modem scientific style is not
convincing to ou r elected representatives .
Scientists ca rry on their professional arguments in the compara tive isolation of their
professional societies, w here even the professional science writer may not be able to extract the esoteric essence of th e respecti ve arguments without the assistance of the
proponents themselves. Fu rther, the nature
of scientific debate today is not what it used
to be, at least in my field . There is now a tendency on the part of bona fide giants in a field
to icily ignore wha t they consider nonsense.
It is relatively rare for a Great Man to issue
forth to battle and destroy what he thinks is a
patently ridiculous idea. The reputable business of his field goes on in routine channels,
effiCiently neglecting those who are not
members of the club . This is quite a different
state of aHairs from the nineteenth century,
when it was customary for the Great Man to
demo lish foolis h ideas and their perpetrators. Pasteur and Virchow exemplify
nineteenth-cen tu ry European scientists w ho
WOn deep res pect both among their colleagues and wi th the general public, in part
because of well-publicized exchanges in profe ss ional meetings . The forceful rh etoric
adopted by men of this sort combined with
their major discoveries to create a social stature for the European professor which has

lasted to this da y.
If the experts in a field do not adjud ica te
the theories and practices of their field s today , then how is one outside th e field to
know which theories are va lid? What ad v ice
can be given to legislative bodies or to individua ls on establishing a basis for their actions? In default of clear leadership we now
have charismatic public figures whose opinions are expressed largely in certain prestigious non -professional pe riodica ls o r in appearances on television .
Passage of legislation w ithout expert advice produces SCientificall y ridicu lous re s ults , as the following example illustrates.
On January 18, 1897, Edwin ). Goodman ,
M.D., of Solitude, In diana, promoted the in troducti on of a bill into the Indiana House of
Representatives, " A 8iU Introducing a New
Mathema tical Truth." Its main provision was
to make the va lue of 'iT equal to 16~approx
imatel y 9.2376 .
. On February 5, 1897,
the bill passed that house unanim ously and
was forwarded to the state Senate, where for
reasons that are no longer clear it was assigned to the Committee on Temperance _
This Committee returned the bill with a favorable recommendation and the bill passed
its first reading in the Senate. By coincidence
a Purdue professor of mathematics, C. A .
Waldo, was present to care for the details of
a n academic a ppropriations bill and happened to hear a portion of the final debate on
the value of 'If. He spent the following night
coachin g many sena tors, with the result that
the bill was postponed indefinitely and has
not been reintroduced to this day. 2Scientific
principles are not established by legislation,
which cannot adapt itself to unforeseen new
discoveries, even if at the time of enactment it
reflects the best cu rrent knowledge. Nor can
court decis ions es tablish scientific facts, although legal precedent has some simila rities
to developing science. We simply must rely
on technical ex perts for up-to-date infomlation in their fields.
In the pages that follow I will illustrate
these comments on the public alienation
from science by tracing the histories of two
so-called cancer cures, Krebiozen and Laetrile, which scientific study has shown to be
worthless. Krebiozen seems to have been effectively discredited by responsible scientists
and the action s of governmental agencies.
Laetrile still ha s its advocates, whose fana ticism presents a frighteni ng example of how
unscrupulous or deluded persons can evade
the law and manipulate political forces to
thwart rational controls designed to protect
the ignorant and unwary.
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But be fo re turning to these specific exbe useful to exa mine fur th er
the Il a tu re o r th e attrac tio n of irrational beli e fs, .11ld the s pecial cha ra cteristics of the
p.o;;eudosciell ti sts w h o promulgat e and expl o it s uch bl'liefs.
a mplt'~, It \ . . . ilt

Superstitions, fads, and
their perpetrators
A fai r am o unt of information is now
a\'a ila ble on the fo rmation of what ma y be
term ed "occ ult l ' b e liefs - that is, beliefs
w hich are not based o n ra tional processes. Sir
Ja mes Fra zer, in Thr Goldel l Bougll l provides
the classic ana lys is of one s uch belief, sympathetic ma gic. Hi s Law of Simil arity s ta tes
that , for a beli e ver in this magic , like
produ ces like, and an effec t will resemble its
ca lise. By the Law of Contact, things which
have o nce been in contact can continue to act
o n each olhe r when sepa rated by ph ysical
di s tance. Homeopath ic medicine is fuU of
such reasoning, and a little analysis often reveals s uch prindp les operating in many folk
re medies and modern fads. A number of diseases reduce appetite or cause nausea as the
di seas e engages variou s natural defense
mechanisms; a magical extension of this observation is the claim of a therapeutic value in
fa s ting , even for healthy individuals.
Psycho logis ts have stud ied the formation of beliefs for many years. Eyewitness experience is highl y influential in forming
op inions - "I saw it myself, " or "seeing is
believing." The nature of authority in formation of beliefs through second-hand or more
remote accounts is less dear. Rumors have a
surprisingly believable quality, particularly
when accompanied by specific details. But
why are details from some sources more believable than those from other sources? Why
is a faith healer so s uccessful, and why are 50
many physicians less credible? The answers
are complex. Even more puzz ling is the common observation that indiv iduals who are
highly rational often embrace irrational be li efs. Physicists have been hoodwinked by
magicians, since the techniques of the magi cian are not familiar to the physicist. But" why
does the physicist abandon his scientific impartiality to believe that he has witnessed a
para normal occurrence that defies ph ysical
laws? Beliefs that are rationally incompatible
are readily compartmentalized so that the beli ever is often unaware of hi s inconsistency.
We humans are not alone in our touching persistence in viewing life in terms of predictable patterns. During the Second World
War B.F. Skinner rewarded a group of pigeons with food delivered on arbitrary

schedules. The pigeons developed in divid ·
ual bizarre behaviors, such as hopping in a
peculiar manner, or partial1y extendin g one
wing. These pigeons apparently "believed "
that the food was rewarding their idiosyn cratic behavior. How many of us develop
similar superstitions in an attempl to control
or understand random events? And how
many of us are willing to defend such beha\·ior as rational? We exercise our intuition extensively, and usually successfullYI in dealing with a complex array ~f environm::ntal
situations. We therefore fall mto bad habI ts In
the application of intuition. We jump t~ conclusions without considering all the avallable
information and tes ting our conclusions. We
fail to consider alternatives. We even select
instances which appear to support ou~ opinion, and unconsciously neglect opP?sm g experience. Clairvoyance is the. pSYChlC n~m~
given to the common expenence of ~omC1 ~
dental coupling of a dream or met;ttallrnage
with a subseq uent event. But how many
dreams and imaginings lack correspondence
to real events? Surely many times the num ber needed to establish a belief in one's "psychic powers." And yet the negative instances
are forgotten .
It is apparent that we need to apply ~ur
best rational processes when we deal v·l1th
situations beyond our professional. c.om ~e
tence. As the importance of a deCISIOn 10 creases, it is necessary to exercise more ~a u 
tion in collecting and considering aiternatlV.e
information. The situation becomes mo~e ~ If
ficult where there is an obvious conflIct In
choices. The confJicting theories are often
presented persuasively, and talented ch~rla
tans are often able to make their presentation
m ore attractive than the cold Cacts to the contrary. In many cases analysis of ce r~ain objec~
tive characteristics of a theory can YIeld a re~a
tively reliable basis for deciding the theory s
cr edibility. Martin Gardner has carefully a ~d
often amusingly analyzed a number or m ·
stances in his book Fads & Fallacies ill t/le NamE'
of Science! Some current fads, such as p o pular diets, actually have a venerable .hIstOry.
Certain features appear repeatedly In pse udoscientific"theories and in the attitudes an d
assertions of the ir originators.
An objective examination of ~ew. t~e
ories and their proponents can rea dily dl shn guish three major ca tegories: 1) u.nu suaJ, but
probably va lid hypotheses whIch ma y re quire further investigation for fu~er proof; ~)
obvio us rubbish perpetrated eIther unWit tingly by eccentrics or wittingly by e.ntre~ re 
neurs for their own ga in; and 3) theones With
a highly specialized basis, or with too little
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eyide nce for a conclusive eva lu ation at
pres{'n t. Although the non-specialist can seldo m master the technical knowledge necessary to judge a new theory directly, any careful obse rver, with a visit to the library, can
come to a reasonably accurate conclusion by
evaluating the theorist's personal characteristics and apparent motivation and the kind
of evide nce adva nced in support of the theory.
1. Personal characteristics of the theorist. The training a nd professional experience of the proponent of a controversial theory are relatively easy to review, and they
provide useful guides to evaluation of the
theory itself. A person who is well-trained at
a res pected institu tion is more likely to propound a via ble theory than someone who
merely dabbles in science. At one time, when
the ma ss of information in an area was relatively small and more elementary, it was possible for a dilettante to make a valuable contribution. Thorough information is required
in order to formu late a theory thdt will ad vance a particu lar field , and as th e field
grows and inevitably becomes more co mplex, the cha nces become smaller that a novice will be able to co ntribute anything usefu l.
Mos t advances in theory require a new synthesis of existing information or new insight
into known processes. Unless the main body
of informa tion in a given field involves "barking up the wrong tree," one must command
that information before beginning to contribute materiall y. Under some circumstances, to
be sure , insight from a different but in some
way related field may lead to a new application of principles or synthesis of existing in forma tion. Examples of this are plentiful in
biology, but they do not detract from the basic requirement of expertise on the part of the
ongi nator of an idea. A pair of S\-viss engineers contributed materially to the under sta nding of mammalian kidney function on
the basis of their knowledge of countercurrent flow systems; but Linus Pauling, a Nobel
Lau reate in molecular biology, has failed to
convince a scientific audience by his enthusias tic recommendations of vitamin C, since he
is now working outside his area of expert
knowledge.
As initial training is a useful indicator of
reliability, so also is continuing activity after
earning a graduate degree. The career of a
great sdentist is usually marked bv a steady
strea m of results, which are customarily submi tted to the scrutiny of peers in the field and
published in readily identifiable places . In
many cases it is possible to trace a logical
chain of research ultimately lead in g to the

7

theory under stud y. The relative strength of
that chain of findings can help in evaluating
the credibility of a theory's proponent.
Martin Gardner has pointed out that the
pseudoscienti st generally considers himself a
lonely individual, often stating or implying
that thi s is due to the prejudice of the scientific Establishment. It is true that the established workers of greatest repute may sometime s behave in a cantankerous fashion
when new ideas are introduced. They may
make it more difficult to publish unorthodox
findings in a reputable journal or to obtain
funding. It is possible to cite numerous examples of theories which were laughed at and
then acce pted; the theory of continental drift
is a recent example. But contrary to the angry
assertions of the pseudoscientist, science is
not immutable. Jt cannot afford to be! All
fields of science are continually modifying
previous beliefs. The amount of change lI SUally corresponds to the amount of active investigation going on in a given Held, because
with more experime ntal investiga tions, finding new information becomes more likely.
On the ot her han d , theories which have received extensive investigation deserve respect, and should require new information of
major proportions to cause their revision .
Gardner has al so remarked that the
pseudoscientist often considers himself a genius, considers the Establishment to be a col·
lection of blockheads, and believes that he is
being unjustly persecuted . The writings of
some r se udoscientists contain features
which satisfy definition of clinical paranoia , a
mental condition I'marked by chronic, systematized, gradually developing delusions ,
without hallucinations, and with little tendency toward deterioration, remission, or recovery." This characteristic unfort unatel y
manifests itself in the creation of a complex
jargon quite apart from the customary technical terminology of the field. It is not surprising that the orthodox members of the field
shudder, and refuse to wade. through what
they consider to be an ocean of gibberish. The
"lonely genius" reciprocates by vigorously
attacking the most prominent practitioners in
the fie ld; in fact, he often attacks the practitioners rather than their theories.
Eric Hoffer in discussing political and
philosophical fanatics~ has added another applicable feature. "True believers" find their
life spoiled by their inability to attain the distinction which they believe is their just due.
They are restless, unable to construct pa tie ntl y the evidence necessary to s upport
their theories and thus convince their peers.
The fanatic wou ld prefer to pull down the pil-

,
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Jar.; 0 \ tht' e'-.ishng lheorie!i rather than to ad d
modestly \0 the existing s tructure o f knowledge . On the ot hn h.:lnd, th e orthodox scie nIt.;! \"or~ ~ Pd tit.~ntl -," a t accumula ting routine
dell" throughout hi s crea tive career. A tTuly
msighllul scient i st is often uncomfortable in

the role of .111 activis t, shun s notoriety, and
rel inqu ishes the role a t a leader as soon as
po!'>:: . ible in all d la rt to get back to the laborator\' ,

2. Apparent motivation. Is the th eo rist
Tru th , proof of a given theory, personal dcdaim, manev, or some mi xture of
these ()bjectivf's? Although this is a delicate
cri lenon, it ra n be r{'\'ea ling. rf the theoris t is
alread :v con\'inced of the va lidi ty of the theory . then he might not be aware of th e necessity for further proof. Many studies of functioning scien ti sts conducted by unb iased
p rofess ional obse rver.s confirm the co mmonse nse s uggestion that peo ple find wha t they
are looking for. In other wo rds, even if conscio us bias is absent , the design of an experiment may be such that it is unlikely to reveal
information other than what has been expected . An attempt to eva luate motivation
the refo re provides more than an indica tion of
unpro fessio nal subjectivity - it may s uggest par ti cular weaknesses in th e design of a
study and hence in th e support for the the~ct'ktng

ory.
One of the most valua ble attributes for a
scientis t is an ability for se lf-criticism. In my
experience, rea lly respectab le scientists and
stude nts are somewha t dismayed by initial
results which support their hypotheses too
easily. ParadoxicaJIy, it is in some way comforting to confirm that the world is more complicated than a simple hypothesis, so long as
the complications can be accommodated in a
theoretical framework . The reputa ble practitioner will seek to test, or even destroy, his
own theories before contemplating publication. A series of control experiments usually
accompanies the main body of results, showing that extraneous and perhaps trivia l
causes are not involved, and further limiting
the concl usions to those which the author
supports. OUT system of peer review of publications and grant applications provides necessary external scru tin y of results~ but should
not operate until the worker ha s himself answered the obvious questions. The serious
scientist ha s learned how to do this. The
pseudoscien tist, motivate d by some form of
self-agg ra ndizement, cannot. His mental
make - up precludes the necessary se lfcrH-icism, and he unfortunately interprets the
review of outsiders as s lemming from persona l animus.

. 3, Prese~tation of theory; supporting
eVidence, If It be granted that extensive information is usually necessary as the foundation on which a new theory can be erected,
then it follows that such basic information
should be cited by the theorist, and also &ubjected to objective evaluation. It is arelati\'e1y
simple matter to examine the Bibliography or
Refe rences section of a publication, looking
for major figures among the names listed and
for publications of pivotal importance. For
the sciences there exists a marvelous device
called Science Citation Index which lists the
various publications of a particular author .
together with the other pubUcations which
cite that author in a given year. It is thus poss ible to locate rapidly an importan t article on
the basis of the frequency with which other
worke rs in the same field cite it. Of course
this criterion is not infallible, but it is often
helpful.
Formal scientific writing fo llows a can·
ventiona l format which simplifies communication and also provides a built·in check
again st self-deception. The introd uction of
ty pical scientific publications .usually ~on
tains some indication of the baSIS or starting
point for an investigation, toget~er wi.th the
more important questions to be mveshgated .
The technicalities of the introduction may no!
be comprehensible to someone outside the
field, but the outline of the study usuall y
emerges separately. Stripped of the techmcalities, an introduction usually says something like the following:
Certain observations are generally accepl~d ~s.
established. However, in the course of a ce-rlaln In'
vestigation, we found the follow.ing unexpected reo
sult. This is important because It suggests the follow ing ne-w interpretation mi ght be t~ue .
Accordingly we set out to investigate t~e followtng
questions in an attempt to shed more light on that
pOSSibility .

If the write-up reveals an improper pers.onal
stake in the theory being presented, or fall s to
indicate the use of sufficient cont rols and
self-questioning, eve n the no~-~pecia l ist
may reasonably question the vahdlty of the
l·esults.
The nature of objective suppor~ f~r a t~e
ory may become exceedingly spe~l~hzed 111
many technical fields . But a surpnsmg number of eccentric theo rists fail to provid e even
elementary objective s upport. This may be
because tests are techni cally impossible or
prohibitively costly; but sometimes the crucial tests are merely om itted. Such omission
in itself can serve as a criterion in evaluating a
theory and its creator. There is a human ten-
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Pavlov, and a new English-American school
of horm ona l control which included the first
discoverers of homl o nes. Ivy's contribution
in volved an elaboration of th e d iffi cult ani mal surgical techn iques int-roduced in la rge
measure by Pavlov and hi s co-workers. By
painstaking transpla ntati o n of both the hormone source and the target tissu(', Ivy's ex·
periments concl usively ru le d out th e participation of nerves in the observed eHee ts .
Moreover, Ivy's work was not a yo uthful ,
one-shot effort; he co ntinu ed hi s svste ma tic
observations on gastroin testinal hormones
cupies the experts in the field for many yea rs,
w ith major results a nd in 1928 defined a new
the criteria we have been exa mining ca n often anticipate the answer.
horm one (cholecystokinin).
Nor was Ivy's work res tri cted to this
The two ineffective cancer cures discussed in the follOWing pages provide good
general field . In 1939 he published another
examples of pseudoscientists w h ose theories
landmark paper in a somewhat remote field ,
and it was in this e ffort that I first became acbetray fallacies a carefu l layman can detect.
Both Krebiozen and Laetrile have been at one
quain ted with his work. In 1910 the Fre nch
time or another regarded by the public as at
worker Pieron had published a Ph.D. thesi s
least possibly effective cures for cancer. Belief
suggesting the existence of a "hypnotoxin"
in the efficacy of Krebiozen ha s subsided, but
- a factor whose accu mulati on in the brain
Laetrile still has its suppo rters, in spite of a
and its flui ds during waki ng would eve n tuvoluminous literature, both for scientists and
a ll y brin g abo ut s leep. When lvy refor the general public, which sh ows unequivexamined Pieron 's experiment he ente red
ocally that Laetrile not only is ineffective as a
the field with his years of experience in purc.ure but is potentially dangerous. 6 Informasuing elusive horm onal factors and hi s untion about the scientists who have advoca ted
questioned skill in a nima l su rgery. He prothese drugs, and an account of the regulatory
vided the proper conditions whic h were
and legal measures required for their control,
lacking in Pieron's work, and ended by sugis instructive and a bit fri ghtening.
gesting that his experiments supported th e
existence of such a factor. Unfortunately , a
The case of Krebiozen
more sophistica ted modern analysis of Ivy's
Krebiozen is the proprie tary name of a
results indicates that his resu lts were incondefunct cancer cure. Its "discoverer," a Yugoclusive. Ivy's sta ti stical methods were acceptslav phYSician, Stevan Du rovic, first preable in that journal at the time, but not by
pared it in Argent ina from th e blood of
more rigorous curre nt standards.
specially-trea ted horses, bringing it to the
rvy's publications span the years 1919 to
United Sta tes in 1949 . It did not immediatel y
1973, in many highly respected journals. He
achieve any great following, but gradually
retained his primary interest in the gastroingamed atte ntion until the middl e 1950's
te stina l tract, w hile exploring othe r queswhen an emeritus professor in Illinois, Antions.ln 1959 he an nounced a factor which h e
drew C. Ivy, became an enthusiastic convert
initially ca ll ed Lipopolysaccharid e C. preto its curative powers. Because of his estabpared in the same way as Durovic's Krelished scientific reputation, Andrew Ivy's inbiozen. Subsequently Ivy es tablished hi s
~olvement prOvid ed a d egree of respectabilown journal, modestly entitled Ivy Ca ncer
Ity for the materia l, but his in volvement with
News , and used this as a vehicle for publica~ebiozen has damaged his scientific reputation of many case studies of Krebiozen's e ftion.
fectiveness.
Ivy is kn ow n t oday fir st as the misDr. Steva n Durovic and hi s law ye r
guided scientist associated with Krebiozen.
brother Marko organized a corporation origiand second as the medically-trained scientist
nall y named Ins ti tu to Biologica Ouga of
Buenos Aires, Inc., w hich later beca m e Prow~o provided fina l and exquisitely detailed
eVidence for the presence and functional immak Laboratories of Chicago. The Krebiozen
portance of a number of gastrointestinal h o rResearch Foundation, also of Chicago, was
registered as an illinois nonprofit corporamones. He resolved a lengthy controversy
tion, providing Krebiozen to physicians who
between the proponents of a theory of ne rrequested it for their patients. The Foundavous sys tem cont rol o f digestion cha mtion rou tinely requested that patients make a
pioned by the famous Russian physiologist

dency for anyone deeply invo lved in an idea

to find it simple or obvious. ("Elementary ,
my dear Watson.") This is precisely why a
trained scientific practitioner is repeated ly
required to support hi s assertions objectively. It is not suf.ficient merely to present
some backgrou nd, the theory itself, an elaboration of the beautiful m erits of the theory,
and then wi th a flourish , and "voila!" Or
"quod I!ratdemonstrandum ." Ah , but is it really
demonstrated? That is the essen tial question.
And while that may be a question which oc-
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contribution to Promak Laboratories, the
s uppli er of the drug. This circumvented certa in technicalities in the s late .1Ild federal regulations that res tricted manu(,1 ctu rc and sale

of an unregiste red drug. At about the sa m e
time the Ivy Ca ncer Research Foundation
was incorporated as a ChiCtlgo nonprofit co rpOTation whose pu Tpose accord ing to one of

its fund -raising brochures was to "further research conducted bv Dr. Andre\v C. Ivv a nd
others whose projects may be approved by
the Foundation , on the use of Lipopolysaccharide c. "

Drs. Durovic and Ivy and their co ·
workers ran afoul of the Federal Food a nd
Dru'g Administration regulati o ns prohibiting
interstate shipment and sale of a d ru g withQut proper filing gf a plan for investigational

use of the drug. Krebiozen remained availa ble in Illin ois and was widely used , judging
by the presentation of 4,200 case histories by
the Krebiozen Research Foundation and Dr.
Ivy in 1961 in support of broad claims of benefits to cancer patients. After repeated re quests for suffici ent detail s so that the histories could be eva luated , the Krebiozen
Research Foundation later ch ose S04 of th e
original records, which were submitted to
the National Institute of Health's Nation a l
Cancer Institute (NCI) for expert evaluation
by a panel of ex perienced speciali sts. The
medical records were still n o t complete, and
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) itself had to collect the missing details. The 24~emb~r expert panel apparently carried out
Its re~/l~w th oroughly, evaluating not only
the chmcal records, but also X-ray and tissue
pathology. In 1963, the committee unanimously reported that Krebioze n was ineffective.
At the same time, the composition of
Krebi~zen was subjected to analysis, and a
sensational debate over its composition developed in the national press. Ivy's original
~am~ for the material, Lipopolysaccharide C ,
ImplJes the presence of a fatty substance with
attached multiple sugar units. Durovic had
stated previously that his analysis of Krebiozen showed it to be composed of a mixture
of 6 different sugars attached to a simple fat
molec.ule ..However, a sample of the precious
maten~1 gIven to an inspector for the FDA for
analYSIS was found to contain only creatine, a
substance normally found in the human
bo~y, and easily extractable from meat and a
vanety of other SOurces. Samples of the am~ules of KI:ebiozen made up for administrahon t~ patients con tained nothing but miner~l oil m.early batches, and in later batches
mmeral oil plus small amounts of an alcohol

and a dcnvative of creatine which is soluble
in oil. Durovic heatedly denied the accuracy
o f the FDA analyses, hinting that since the
FDA was not [ammar with Krebiozen and
lYas skeptical of its existence., the FDA was
incapable of fairly evaluating his samples.
Senator Paul Douglas set up a committee "to
appraise FDA and NO .. . conclusions on
Krebiozen. " and the committee supported
Drs. Durovic and Ivy. The pubticityover the
compositi on of Krebiozen, however, was severely damaging to its reputation as a rurt',
although this was not realized at the time.
Meanwhile th e main battJe was laking
pla ce over the FDA restra int of Krebiozen's
use . A number of lawsuits were filed on behalf of pat ients, charging that the govern ment , voluntary heaJth agencies such as the
American Cancer Society, and the American
Medical Association were conspiring to prevent the USE' of Krebiozen . One of these suits.
brought by F. Allen Rutherford , a physician
in Sun City, Arizona, was finaUy rejected in
1968 when the District Court ruled that "until
Krebiozen' s sponsors comply with the law,
th e court cannot h ea r a case seeking unfettered int erstate distribution of the sub·
stance." Durovic and Ivy had never adhered
to the FDA regulations requiring the filing of
an acceptable plan for the investigational use
of Krebiozen .
In the. midst of this activity. Ivy coined a
new name for the subs tance, Ncarcalon,"
which meant roughly " cancer inhibitor"
(from classical Greek knrkos, cancer, and eluz·
ione, a natural inhibitor). He sought formal
registration for th e name, and later used it as
a generic or general cherrUcal name for Krebiozen. After 1967 he showed a distinct preference for his generic name. "I've manufactured some of the drug myself. I call it
carcalon, not Krebiozen . Krebiozen is a commercial name; ca rcalon is its biomedical
name. But it's the same thing."
It was indeed th e same thing . Subsequent a nalyses of Krebiozen samples supported the FDA' s initial conclusions. The
principals in the Krebiozen story were in·
dicted in federal court on 49 counts for violations involving mail fraud, mislabeling, making false statements to the government, .and
conspiracy. The case was tried before a JUry,
which acquitted the defendants in 1966. The
California Department of Public Health ind~
pendently issued in 1967 a regulation prohibiting the use of Krebiozen in that state. Cancer cures are tenacious, but the FDA evidence
gave the cure a strong taint of snake oil. Although a medical journal commented in 1971
that Krebiozen was still available in illinois, it
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is largely unknown today.

Conclusions on Krebiozen
The professional credentials of the proponents of Krebiozen were various. There is
no record that Dr. Durovic was engaged in
reputable publication before his announcement of the djscovery of Krehiozen. On the
other hand, the record of Andrew Ivy, which
has been reviewed, deserves mainly admiration. During his wor~ in gastrointestinal hormones, Ivy was a skilled and orthodox scientist. He showed creativity in undertaking
pains taking experiments which would have
been intimidati ng to other workers. His encounter w ith a possible sleep substa nce is a
relatively natural outgrow th of his ea rlier
\\lar k - predictable when his usual techniques would not yield new major discoveries on the digestive system. The control of
the cycle of sleep and waking is still not clear,
and in the 1930's it would have been a natural
area of inquiry for a worker who had successfull y revised the understanding of a function
from exclusively nerve control to complex
con trol involving both nerves and hormones.
Ivy even showed his mettle in leaving the
study of sleep after a single publication - the
best he could demonstrate were equivoca l results. His final conclusion was in support of
the Pieron phenomenon, but he appears to
ha ve known a t least intuitively that he would
make no further progress, because he did not
try. His expertise was in the extraction of
chemica l control factors from body fluids and
fro m glandular tissues, and in measuring the
effects of such extracts. With the expon ential
growth of biomedical science in the 1950's, it
is not surprisi ng to find him tackling the
problem of why some people contract cancer
and some do not. Researchers are still studying possible natural inhibitors in the treatment of cancer: although interferon is usually
considered an inhibitor of viruses, it and
other factors may eventually find application
in cancer therapy .
External evidence supporting Krebiozen
as an effective cancer treatment is weak. Although there are other possible inte rpretations, Ivy's creation of his ow n journal suggests that he may have had difficulties in
publishing results in the usual journals of the
field.lvy had published in reputable journals
previously, and one may presume that he at
least attempted to do so again. With Ivy acting as both author and editor, th ere was no
objective external criticism of the results. Established workers in cancer research were
unable to support the conclusions of Durovic
and Ivy when reviewing the case histories se-
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lected for that purpose by the proponents of
Krebiozen. This again suggests that the pro·
ponents had not been objective in criticizing
their own results . The conclusion is rein forced by the fact that the histories s u bmitted
for review were lacking in major categories of
information ne eded to make appropriate
judgments of effectiveness. The NC I reviewers were forced to have the FDA collect
these data, data which Durovic and Ivy
ought to have obtained in the course of th eir
work as a part of a normal critical evaluation
of their conclusions.
The penchant for jargon among pseudoscientists has already been noted; this is particularly true in the naming of remedies .
Greek and Latin derivations are popular. For
some reason, it is not unusual for a CUTe to be
named and renamed . Ivy first chose a conseTvative name in the fashion used for biochemical molecules - Lipopolysaccharide C - ,
and as the controversy over Krebiozen devel oped, he renamed the material more imposingly - carcalon. But this had little effect,
"Krebiozen" being firmly entrenched as a
designation.
Proponents of ca ncer cures often accuse
the Establishment (governmental regulatory
agencies , professional societies, and the
pharmaceutical industry) of conspiracy to
prevent use of a cu.re. The larger pharmaceutical firms arE" accused of suppressing the
new discovery ou t of envy, since th ey do not
possess the right to manufacture the drug
themselves . The invective unleashed by the
proponents of the cure may be interpreted as
paranoia , but it might also be a clever public·
ity ploy to muddy the water. and justify the
use of the drug for the general public. Many
more details, particularly the statemen.ts of
Durovic and Ivy themselves, would be neces·
sary to obtain clues as to their actual motivation, and since so much time has elapsed, direct statements are as djfficult to obtain as
copies of ivy Cancer News. But enough facts
are availab le to form some conjectures.
Stevan Durovic eventuall y left th e United
States, and was at last report (1969) living
comfortably in Switzerland. When he left, he
was reportedly under indictment for evasion
of $904 ,561 in income taxes. His lawyer
brother Marko stayed behind, contesting the
claim that he owed $405,561 in taxes and pen·
alties. Un like the Durovic brothers, Andrew
Ivy remained behind and was never c~arged
with illegal profit from Krebiozen; he is now
remembered as a scientific crank rather than
as a trail -breaking endocrinologist of high re·
pute.
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The case of laetrile

affected the acce ptance of Laetrile. Ern st
Krebs, Sr., appears to have realized the high
tOXlaty of hiS matenal , because it is claimed
that the substance was not explored further
until his son, Ernst Krebs, ir., had further
purified it. Ernst Krebs, Ir. did not complete
his medical school training but is termed
"Dr." on the basis of an hon~ral'}' D.Se. from
appa r~.nlly increased age may co nfer some
a s~a lJ Oklahoma Ch ri stian college not ac.
unm ented respeclability for the drug . The
credited for graduate-level training.
s to ry of lae trile as it is related by its s upporters has und ergone development, with
Th~ theore tical basis for the biological effect cJauned for Laetrile invol ves a series of
overlays of new de tails in the more recent
half-truths and outmoded theories. An Edinversions. Even a cu rsory compariso n of ea rly
burgh embryolOgist suggested in 1902 that a
an~ I.a te~ pa~ph l e t s s hows increas ing 50type of cell present in ea rly mammaliam em·
ph lSh ca tlOn In e labo ra tin g th e purported
bryos, the trophoblast cdf. is identical with a
!,"echanis~ of Laetrile's action - my thology
cancer cell. The analogy is fairly strong even
in t~e malcing? The (ollowing accou nt is pritoday, since the trophoblast grows rapidly,
manly based on more recent publications of
invading the waU of the uterus to estab~sh
both the proponents and opponen ts.
the fetal portion of the placenta, and a numErnst Krebs, Sr., died in 1970 at th e age
ber of biochemical and structural similarities
of 93; thu s in the 1920' s, when he is said to
exist. A major error in carrying this likeness
have discovered Laetrile he was in h is 40's
too far is in ass uming that there is a single
and had probably received his medica l trainkj nd of ca ncer; actually cancer bears alJ the
in~ a t. I.east 10 years ea rli er. This places his
haUmarks of a condition with multiple causes
SCie ntific backgro und in the era of th e m o re
semantically lumped under a single disease
res~cta ble activities of Ivy, at the time of exname. The first recognition of the real simitenslVe landmark discoveries in the field of
larity deserves attention for historical pur·
bi~hen:ti~try (the ch e mica l reactions throu g h
poses but is worthless today in understandwhIch hvmg systems transact thei r various
ing the peculiarities of cancerous cells. Here
activities), an~ also a t the tim e of importa nt
it is worth noting that this s uggestion is likely
~ evelopment In th e und ers tanding of nutrito have enjoyed a scientific vogue at about
hon and nutrHional diseases. One of th e
the time the elder Krebs was receiving hi s
most famous discove ries at thi s time was the
medical training, a time when most new ba·
Krebs cycle, which d escribes a process in the
sic scientific discoveries quickly found their
utiliza tion of gl~cose as a source of energy.
way into medical education. Trophoblast literThe cycle was discovered, however, by a difally mea ns "nourishing precursor" ce lis,
ferent Krebs (Sir Hans A . Krebs) - a real gi_
d escribing the established embryon iC fun cant In hIS field . More tha n 350 papers by lhis
tion of these cells; however the term sounds
Krebs spanning dales of 1926 to 1974 were
so
imposing that the Laetrile p roponents
stiU being cited in th e scientific literature in
have turned it into a part of their jargon, and
1975 . (See Ta ble for a compa rison of numbers
depict the cells as evil. The evil trop hoblast
of papers ci ted in 1980.) One wonders
cells wea r black hats in pamphlet ca rtoon iJto what extent this coincidence in names has
lustrations [Fig. 1J.
Approx. No. of Times
The name Laetrile was coined as a short·
PubJlcation Publications
ened
version of a chemical name for the sub·
Years
Cited
s tance - Lat"Vo·Mandelonitrile. 11 wa s preStevan Durovic
none
sented as a cure for cancer on the basis of its
Andrew Ivy
1919-1973
35
cyanide group, which can be d eaved from
Ernst Krebs, Sr.
none
Ernst Kre bs, Jr.
none
the parent molecule by certain-enzymes. Th e
Sir Hans A. Krebs
1926-1 979
169
enzyme beta-glucosidase has this effect, and
Emesto Contreras
none
is accordingly a key factor in th e purported
1962
1
John A. Morrone
action of Laetrile. According to literature and
Manuel D. Navarro
1954-1976
3.
film strips prepared and distributed by LaeJohn Richardson
none
tTil e suppo rters , ca n ce ro us ce lls contain
T~ble; Nu~be~ of ~es p u blica tions by persons
Jarger-than-normal amounts of be ta·
~Iscusse~ Ul thiS artide were ci ted in other publica.
glu cos idase; there fore d oses of Laetrile
~ons dunng ]980, according to 1980 Science Citation Index.
which will not harm n o rmal cells (very little
beta-glucosidase) are lethal to cancer cells .
•AU publications in Philippine journals.
This theory thus confers grea t specificity on
Lae tril e is th e tra de nam e of anot her purported cancer ~ure, said by its promoters to
ha ve been acad e nrally discovered by Ernst
Krebs, Sr., M . D . ~ In 1920. Since publication
con~~ ,"g Laetnle and its possible actions
begms In the 1960's, One wonders whe ther
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Fig. 1. Comic-strip ex plana tio n reproduced from a 1975 pamphlet by Vic Lockman, disseminated by the
Committee for Freedom of Choice in Cancer Therapy, a pro-Laetrile group. These panels use the term
"trophoblast" inaccurately. Evidence from a number of reputable sources shows tha t normal and cancerous
cells do not differ significantly in tl1eir levels of the enzymes mentioned . Here Laetrile is referred to as
" Vita min 8-1 7."

Laetrile, making it a ki nd of magic bullet.
Alas. the data do not fit this Iheory. Traces of
be ta-glucosidase are generally foun d in ti ssues, with no marked differen ces in the
amounts betw ee n n orma l and cancerous
cells. The Laetrile theory has also claimed
that another enzyme, rhodanese, is invo lved
in this mechanism, but modern research
does not support lhis. David M. Greenberg.
Ph.D. (Chairman and Professor of Biochemistry Emeritus at the University of California,
School of Medicine, Berkeley and San Francisco) has studied extensively such enzymes

and their possible relationships to cancer. He
states categorically, "The tissues of the body
contain such minute amounts of the enzyme
beta·glucosidase, the only enzyme that can
decompose laetriles, that these compounds
probably are not extensively broken down
when introduced parenterally (i.e., by injec·
tion) and are probably excreted mainly intact
in the urine." In the wo rds of the American
Cancer Society, " the o nl y apparent differ·
ence between inj ected Laetrile and tap wa ter
as a treatment for cancer, is in the cost. "
Another trend, beginning in the] 970' S,
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has bet>n to de-dare Laetrile to be a vi tamin (8well recognized by pathologists, cancer spe·
I I) The da lm fo r "cure'· ap pears less fre cialists and radio logists. As a matter of fact
q~entlv, and d<lims for " prt:'Hnhon ," " re lief
this established relationship between size of
ot pam ..' ilnd genera l retarding effects on es tumor and number of cancerceJls is the basis
tablished canl'ers Me more often seen. It is
(or the prevalence of surgery in treati ng all
no\,- suggested th .l t Laetrile is a natura l co mbut the earliest stages of cancer. Such treatpo nent o f (e lis . dnd if it is not present in s u(fiments as radiation or chemotherapy can be
aen l quantities , Ca nCl"f resuUs in a mann er
used more effectively and with diminished
si md.u to established "deficiency diseases"
undesirable effects if the bulk of the tumor
(e.g., bt' riberi o r pe ll agra) , A health cult ve rmass is first removed surgically. leaving comsion includes the t~ viJ s of air pollution and
paratively fewer cells to be destroyed by anfood ad ditives as general causes of cancer
other treatment.
Laetrile h as an official status similar to
(leading flTst to another rad bogey - hy pog lycem ia ). This \'ersion has brought about a n
that of Krebiozen - it has not been approved
for investigational use, nor has it been ap all iance of the Lae tri le s upporters with su ch
proved as a vitamin . But the behavior of the
o th er faddists as be li eve rs In megavitamin
Laetrile s upporters has been many times
therapy or holistic nutritional therapy . But
more effective than was the case for Kreagain , alas! Facts d o nol s upport these asserbiozen. In mere marketing terms Laetrile has
tions , The Laetrile s upporters may bene fit in
spread rapidly (if illegally) across the United
ha ving th eir agen t class ified as "vitamin "
States either as LAetrile, or under its generic
ra th er than as a "dru g" (if it is either), a nd of
name amygdalirl, or other manufacture r~ '
Co urse one can se ll a lot m o re of the stuff if a ll
names (Cllto H-J , Kemdalin, Apriktrn), or as VIpeople in a modern environment - healthy
tamin B-17, A clever merchandizer has even
or not - are su pposed to tak e it. The FDA repackaged it as "Seventeen, " preceded, by a
jects the suggestion that Laetrile is a vitamin
pi cture of a bee, Laetrile has been a subject of
because it is not a natural constituent o f th e
extensive litigation and repeated laborato.T)'
body. and is n o t required for normal fun ctesting. The comparative suc~ess, of,Laetnle
tioning. This view is reinforced by unequivois therefore simultaneously mtngumg and
cal statements from the Na tional Nu triti on
disturbing, since it forms precedents fo r fuConsortium, a prestigious body whose memture actions against a host of worthle ss
ber societies include the American Society for
agents,
,
Clini cal Nutrition, the American Academy of
A Ca lifor n ia physician, John RlCh ar~
Pediatri cs, and the Food a nd Nutrition Board
son was arrested in 1972 for violations at
of the Nationa l Academy of Sciences - Nastat~ laws in his extensive Laetrile practice ,
tional Research Council.
His first conviction was overturned on apOne of the most dangerous assertions of
peal, and th e two retrials ended with hung
the Laetrile supporters is the "big tumor juries. In 1976 Dr. Richar~son was am,cng
little cancer" theory. The Krebs assertion is
eight Americans indicted WIth three Mexl,can
that there is no relatio n between the size of a
firms for smuggling Laetrile into the Untted
m alignant tumor and the number of m aligStates, This indictment stated that he had denant cells present. This is used to explain
p osited more than $2.5 million for his ~a~trj le
why studies of Laetrile condu cted by "contreatments in 27 months (over $1 mlUlon a
ventional" scientists fail to find Laetrile beneyear). Dr. Ernesto Contreras. I.he Tijua~a
fici al - they are "assuming" that Laetrile is
physician with the most lucra~J ve L?et,n le
ineffective because the mass of tumor is inpractice in the world, d epOSited ~lmilar
creasi n g. But more important, patients reamounts in an American bank dunn g the
ceiving Laetrile are comforted by the reassursame period, Richardson 's license to practice
ance that, though the size of their tumor may
medicine was revoked , but he has smce beappear to increase, the majority of ceUs are
come an even more influential figure . He is
harmless! This explains the frequent failure
also a member of the John Birch Society, and
of Laetrile patients to abandon the ineffective
has received enthusiastic support from man y
therapy and return to potentially useful treatmembers of that organization , The group
ments until their tumors are literally the size
first formed for support of Richardson'S lega!
of a cauliflower. Again the reality is quite
other than the Laetrile theory. Different
defense has become the Committee for Freetypes of cancers have diffe rent patterns of
dom of Choice in Cancer Therapy, claiming
spread, but often grow re latively quietly until
450 chaplers and more than 23,000 members.
large enough to overwhelm natural deThe organ izatio n sponsors meet ings , lecfenses, Size of tumor is related to number of
tures, pamphlets and film strips proclaiming
malignant cells, and the re lationships a re
the latest versions of the theories already oul-
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lined. These contain spurious comparisons
of the effects of "Vitamin B-17" versus "orthodox treatment," and use catchy advertismg techniques to sell their product. The illustration below, using sca re techniques
("CUT!
BURN'.
POISON!") is drawn
fro m one of these pamphlets .
The Medical Freedom of Choice bill was
mtroduced in Co ngress in 1977, with more
Ih.m a hundred co-sponsors among Ihe senators and representatives. This bill would remoye "effectiveness" as a criterion for drug
li censing, leaving only "safety ," Celebrated
litigation has also had a similar direction. In a
decision by the Federal Tenth Circuit Court
of Appeals, Laetrile was allowed for use by
term inally ill cancer patients . The case in volved Glen Rutherford , who claimed to
have been cured of cancer by Laetrile and
soug ht to continue taking th e drug. The Federal District Court focu sed on technicalities in
administering regulations of the FDA. But
the Court of Appeals in Denver gave a shocking opinion that the terms "safety" and "effec tiveness" have no reasonable application
to terminally ill cancer patients, and con cluded that there were no practical standards
for determining these criteria for a drug to be
give n to these patients. This decision was
o\'ert urned by the Supreme Cou rt in 1979.
Justice Thurgood Marshall wrote the opinion, with a large measure of common sense,
Effectiveness does not necessa rily denote capacity to cure.
A drug is effective if it fulfills , by objective indices, its s ponsor's claims of prOlonged life, im-
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proved physical con~itions , or redu(~d pa.in .
For the terminally i\!, as for anyone else, a drug
is unsafe if its potentia l fo rlnfl icting dea th or physical injury is not offset by the possibility of thera peutic benefit.
Moreover, there is a special sense In which the
relationship between drug effectiveness and safety
has meaning in the con text of incurable illnesses.
An otherwise harmless drug can be da ngerous to
any patient if it does not produce its purpor ted
therapeutic effect. . . . If an individual suffering
from a potentially fatal disease rejects conventional
therapy in favor of a drug with no demonstrable
curative properties, the consequences can be irre-

versible.
Tn the face of this decision the strength of
support for Laetrile is more striking . Although the actions of the FDA have been
largely upheld, and Federal legislation modifying the sta ndard criteria of efficacy a nd
safety for drugs ha s not yet passed, states
have responded to weU-organized pressure
on behalf of Laetrile and other fads. As of
March, 1981 , 23 states had enacted laws legalizing the use of Laetrile. Ln some cases this
occurred through overriding a veto by the
governor. Even California, which has been a
leader in state prohibition of quack medicine,
enacted a pro-La e trile law in November,
1980, Eleven other states have similar legislation pending. Twel ve stales, including Ohio,
have defeated Laetrile bilis.
It is seldom made clear in newspaper,
magazine, or "in-depth " television accounts
of the controversy that great weight of eviden ce shows Laetrile to be no more effective
an agen t than water, and potentially much
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Fig.2. Another page from the Lockman pamphlet. These assertions are not supported by reputable shldies.
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more toxic. Laetrile is easily the mos t thoroughly investiga led of all worlhless cures.
Some examples of arguments on eit her side
of the con troversy revea l the quack-cure na tu re of Ih £! "evidence" presented in fa vor of
Laelnle, and of Ih e scie ntifi c pitfalls in proving its worth lessness. One of Ihese difficulties is Ihe "placebo effect," a bugaboo which
haunts th e wo rk of all responsible scientists
who investiga te drug actions on humans. It is
vanously est ima ted Ihat belween 20 a nd 33
per cent o( the patients receiving a new treatmenl may expe ri ence some be nefit , even if
the treatm en t is merely the proverbial s ugar
pill, The ski lled ha nds of a sym pathetic and
gentle practition e r ca n effect sirnHar "cures."
The best sort of investigation is accordingly a
double-blind s tu dy in w hich the patien t is
given a coded drug which is nol identified to
the phYSicia n adm inis te ring it. The o ther side
of Ihe study is managed by inves tiga tors w ho
evaluate indiv idu a l results without knowi ng

who received the rea l treatmen t and who received the placebo_ When the resu lts are finaUy decoded a reaso nable com parison can
reveal benefits beyond the mere placebo e ffect alone.
The Laetrile supporters are fond of citing
a s lud y by the Sloan-Kett erin g Ins titute
w hi ch gave favorable results for a measurable Laetrile effec t o n an experimen tal mouse
tumor. They claim that the favorable findings
were suppresed. In fact a preliminary study
did indeed yield positive resu lts for Laetrile.
The investiga tor, Dr. Kanematsu Sugiura,
then went to th e greater expert, Dr. Daniel S.
Ma rtin, who maintains the colony of special
mice used. Together they des igned an improved experiment, now using a double-blind

technique so that the tumors were evaluated
without knowledge of treatment. As a furthe r preca ution, apparently cancerous tissue
was transp lanted to other, normal mice. U
the rec ipient developed fatal cancer, then
there was definitive evidence for the presence of lethal cancer in the donor. The results
of Ihis belter-designed study were published
in two consecutive papers: Laetrile had no
effect . The previous results were due to erro rs in observation, probably introduced
subjectively and unwittingly by the investiga tors ,
The lit erat ur e ad voca tin g Laet ril e
abounds with anecdotal reports of "cure~ ,
supported by fragmentary information abo ut
the patient's medical history and other !1:1portant conditio ns. Testimonials from Pi!tients who firmly believe that they have been
cured are legion. Both are worthless as obl~('
tive evidence for the possible effect of Laetrile. The following example is chosen from
many: Dr. Contreras, the before-mentioned
Mexica n physician, was asked by the.FDA to
submi t case histories tha t in his opimon had
ou tstanding va lue in documenting the eflt'ctiveness of Laetri le therapy. From the thO~l
sands he has trea ted, Dr. Contreras submitted only twel ve names, of whom one ~l)ll!d
not be traced a nd two refused to proV1de information. Of th e remaining nine, in 1977 .six
we re dead of ca nce r, one had progreSSive
cancer one died of another cause followin g
surgery for cancer, and a ninth was still. alive,
having received radiation and es t~bhshed
chemothera py in addition to Laetrile. Compare Laetrile propaga ~da ~ith t,hese results,
or with the NCI s tudy 10 SCience.
.
The "scientific literature" su pporhng
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Fig. 3. From the Lockman pamphlet. The source of these percen tages is not known . Th ev are not confinned
by publjshed darn in responsible joumals.
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Laetrile is typical of fad literature. Some is in
unorthodox journals. One of the "classics"
cited frequently in support of Laetrile is an arti cle in 1962 by Dr. fohn A. Morrone,
"Chemotherapy of inoperable cancer: preliminary report of 10 cases treated with Laetrile" and published in Experimental Medicine
Qnd Surgery. The journal has discontinued
publication; Dr. Morrone is dead; but the paper is strong support for the cause: "In a review of 17,000 papers on ma lignant neoplas ms and related biological subject, the
trophoblast was described as the sine qua non
of ca ncer. 'I The article continues, stating the
essentials of the earlier theory as already outlined, but in glowing, pseudoscientific
terms. Many papers supporting Laetrile are
published in foreign journals of questionable
reputation . As an example, Manuel D .
Navarro, a Philippine physician, in writing a
book published by the Committee for Freedom of Choice in Cancer Therapy, cites 26
references in support of Laetrile. Two were
in manuscript at the time; one was in press;
one was a paper read before the Osteopathic
Internists convention in Philadelphia in 1954;
one was Dr. Morrone's article already mentioned. The 21 remaining were all in foreign
journals, and 18 of these were single-case
"studies" by the author himself!
It is clear that there is no convincing evidence for effectiveness in Laetrile treatment
of ca ncer; the other requirement for widespread legal use , safety, presents serious
problems. Even a number of Laetrile's support~rs have been aware of its high toxicity,
particularly if administered by mouth. Since
Laetrile is exposed to only small amounts of
beta-glucosidase in the circulation, it is not
only relatively ineffective but also safe by that
route of administration. In contrast, the digestive processes and bacterial action in the
gastro intestinal tract involve significant
amounts of beta-glucosidase. This liberates
t~xic amounts of cyanide, producing real cyamde poisoning. In addition to the trend toward use of Laetrile as a vitamin, with an associated expectation of oral use, oral
administration of Laetrile is advocated by
such prominent spokesmen as Ernst Krebs,
Jr., and Dr. fohn Richardson. Health enthusiasts are now appearing as subjects in clinical
!oumals in cases of Laetrile poisoning follow109 oral use. It should be noted that cyanide,
including that released from Laetrile, is one
of the most toxic substances known to man. It
is ironic that people who turn to health fads
to avoid possible traces of toxic substances in
modern processed foods are now subjecting
themselves to a real and significant danger in
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the oral use of Laetrile .

Conclusions on Laetrile
Let us summarize the major supporting
assertions for Laetrile:

I) It is supposed specifically to attack
cancer cells (trophoblast cells), or to function
as a missing vitamin to prevent cancer or allow natural defenses to cure the cancer.
2) It is asserted that Laetrile is less damaging to normal cells than the orthodox treatments using surgery, radiation, or other
drugs.
3) Energetic accusations are made that a
conspiracy exists among governmental agencies, orthodox physicians and researchers,
and the pharmaceutical industry to prevent
this useful remedy or thera py from being
widely used.
4) Patients and their families are asserted
to have a "human right," the right to " freedom of choice" in selection of treatment; opposition by the scientists who disagree or
regulation by administrative agencies
abridges this right.
The scientific credentials of some of the
major Laetrile proponents have been reviewed. While Ernst Krebs, Sf. was medically trained, his son lacks scientific credentials. Numerous medical practitioners have
embraced Laetrile, but their support of its
theoretical actions is not based on evidence.
Clinical reports of Laetrile "cures" or other
benefits are difficult to verify or are complicated by simultaneous use of established
treatment. Significant support for Laetrile
does not exist outside its cliqu e of supporters. The research supporting Laetrile is
misquoted, out of date, poorly designed, incorrectly interpreted, and lacking in internal
criticism. The Laetrile supporters have isolated themselves as a cult, and claim to be
persecuted by an Establishment which restricts their use of Laetrile . They have
adopted their own jargon to describe Laetrile's effects.
The motivations of these peo ple are
complicated. Terminally-ill patients and
their families require hope from any source.
They are therefore perennial prey to charlatans of all sorts. They want to believe in a
cure. But the physicians who advocate Laetrile, like Andrew Iv y and his associate
Stevan Durovic, have no such excuse. Enormous sums of money are involved with Laetrile, as with any other exotic and unorthodox treatment. Great prestige is also
involved, and is particularly beguiling where
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Fi g . 4, Back pag e o f the Loc kman pamp hl et,
showin g cons piracy accusation.

it is not easily gai n ed through the establis hed
routine of clinical practice or research.
There are severa l kinds of harmful e(·
fects from the use of Laetri le wh ich should be
stTong cau ses (o r concern. The toxicity of
Laetrile w h,e n taken ora ll y ha s been
described. This is literally life-threaten ing ,
and not to be ig-n ored . An equally serious
problem is the potential effect on a patient
who chooses Laetrile instead o( other th er·
apy. Reliable sta ti s ti cs are available about th e
stage o( various ty pes of cancers when first
diagnosed. In 1977 it was estimated overall
that about a third of the people who are diagnosed as hav in g cancer can be saved by
prompt treatment. Of th e remaining two third s who may die, about 17% might have
been saved by earher diagnosis and proper
treatment. Thus even considering various inaccuracies of estimate, many people - perhaps half of all cancer cases - can be saved
by ea rly trea tm ent. Any of these patients
wh o turn s to Laetrile may condemn himself
to more serious disea se. The Laetrile advocates totally misstate the situation for orthodox cancer therapy. Several types of cancers
are now treatable with high expectation of a
normal life and life span. This means that after the discomfort of trea tment (which depends on the type of cancer and its stage),
many patients can lead totally normal lives
until death occurs from some other cause .
Progress in new and improved trea tments is
relatively steady, and improvements involve
less debilitating and disfiguring treatment as
well as other modifications.
The conspiracy accusa tion requires little
examination to be found ridi culous. The be·
havior of the pharmaceutical industry with
the introduction of antibiotics makes an excellent exam ple of the flexibility and rapid re sponse of this large ind ustry when new developments wi th pro ve n worth appear :
Moreover major pharmaceutical firm s sol·

emnly coUect and study many "native drugs~
and other bizarre treatments in the hope of
stumbli ng on new cu res. The history of pharo
macology abound s with valuable discoveries
of this kind . Because of its interest in trying
out new remedies, the pharmaceutical industry has often been thrown into opposi tion to
the FDA regulations on the same side with
the Laetrile forces, The conservative...action of
th e FDA, which saved the United States from
thousands of tragedi es through the use of
Thalidomid e, is well known. In any event,
the numbers of people who would ha ve to be
involved in a real conspiracy are much too
great to be practically workable. Many of the
individ uals supposedly joined in conspiracy
are jealous of their independence and are es·
senti ally natural enemies. To imagine the
pharmaceutical industry in league with the
FDA to suppress Laetrile or any other cure is
non sense. Most people are not aware that the
FDA does license many drugs for investigational use - those drugs for which proper
evidence of efficacy and safety is available.
There are about 200 such drugs currently in
use. Finally, the investment of the gov~rn ·
ment and various private agencies in testin g
Laetrile is hu ge. The FDA and National Cancer Institute have in fact made great efforts to
substantiate the claims made for Laetrile. The
"conspiracy" does not and cannot exist.
Finally, the "freed om of choice" argument This issue cuts two ways. Not only are
the terminally ill entitled to a choice of. thera·
pies, but they are entitled to a chOice ?f
proven therapies and fIeedom from fraud m
their search for assistance. Our government
is charged with the responsibility for thisprotection. We are accustomed to demand It In
consumer protection and product li~bjJity si t·
uations. In this area we have benefited from
the protection of th e Pure Food and Drug Act
for many years. It has perhaps beco~e difficult for us to imagine the dangers of eXistence
without this protection, or with the protec·
tion greatly abridged.
Why is Laetrile so much more successful
than its equaUy ineffective predecessor Krebiozen? AU sorts of non-rational beliefs are
popular today as in the past. Many are rela·
tively benign: few people rea lly harm them selves through reliance on astrology , al·
th oug h they ma y be relie ved of var.yi~ g
amounts of mon ey by their advisers. Belief In
magic isan eccentricity, and we tolerate it . At
the same time there is a climate of cyni cism
and criticism of established authority. The
FDA appears to have behaved stupidly and
arbitrarily in its handling of a number of substa nces, particularJy sacc ha rin . But in d e-
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fe nse of that agency, it seems that the FDA
was merely responding to the Congressional
requirement added in the 1960's that any
agent known to cause cancer in animals be
specially restricted . Detection techniques are
more sophisticated today, making it possible
to detect carcinogenic effects in almost unimaginabl y small quantities of some substances. Legislated regulations inevitably lag
behind the latest technical discoveries. In the
case of saccharin the law is clearly written,
an d does not grant the FDA the kind of
common-sense latitude that seems to be obviously required. Our experience in recent
years is that many relatively new substances
turn out to be associated with frighteningly
toxic effects when we are exposed to them at
low levels for a long time. Since we are so
long-lived in comparison to routine experimental animals, it is obvious that our risk is
much greater over a lifetime. The repair processes that have been studied at the same time
are less well known to the public. The balance between slow damage and repair cannot be predicted . We know that there are
dangers around us. Our experience with bureau cracy does not lead us to respect the
monolithic processes of governmental administration, and scientists are regarded as
remote beings, rarely speaking in intelligible
terms (note that what is practically intelligible to large numbers of citizens has been declining in recent years, by many objective
measures) . Small wonder- but great pitythat many citizens mistrust science in association with government. Though the government is charged with taking care of us, we
fin d it difficult to credit the expertise of the
specialists who are delegated to do the job.
There are other forces at work in the Laetrile controversy which may indicate other
social trends. Legal advice and litigation have
become more sophisticated . More effective
atta cks are being made on the technicalities
of our regulatory systems as well as on the
basic principles of the regulatory acts. Strong
political forces are also involved. Association
with the John Birch Society has provided
supporters of Laetrile with access to impor-

tant techniques in organizing and spreading
their beliefs. There are overtones of moral
fervor similar to the era of Anthony Comstock (organizer of the Society for the Suppression of Vice [18731 and other selfrighteous extremist movements). Dangerous
precedents are at stake. The so-called "freedom of choice" legislation will make a field
day for all sorts of quacks. Electric belts for
treatment of arthritis and magical water for
the treatment of anything at all may return.
If the Laetrile controversy is a typical example, then it may be that scientists today are
less trusted generally than they were ten or
fifteen years ago when Krebiozen was effectively discredited. This is unfortunate, since
it tends to narrow the difference in the public
mind between the real scientist and the pseudoscientist or quack. It is usually not sufficient to rely on conclusions in the media, particularly when legislation is at s take .
Sensational views stated by charismatic personalities make better news than the weighty
opinion of a less appealing expert, even if his
opinion is based on extensive evidence.
Although one may not feel qualified to
make judgments in an unfamiliar technical
field, one may still apply the simple criteria
outlined earlier, which together can signaJ
whether a particular theory receiving publicity deserves belief, or should be classified as
pseudo-science, - or whether enough. d efinitive information is available for forming an
opinion. An apparent conflict between experts can be studied in a few hours to determine at least which side is more probably correct. Equally important, the present climate
demands that scientists venture out of their
laboratories more often to respond to theories that are technically untenable. This will
not completely demolish the cranks; it is clear
that no amount of proof will satisfy Laetrile
supporters, who speak as though they are
embarked on a religious crusade. But the
general public can at least be better informed,
and this in turn is likely to influence legislators and jurists who profess to be responsive
to the will of the people, and who also have
the obligation to protect the people.
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THE CASE OF THE PLASTER NARCISSUS
TI,e perception of beauty is a moral test.
- Thoreau's Journal, 1852
On October 11, 1873, Mr. Tripp went out
for a Saturday evening stroUon the streets of
New Bedford, Massachusetts . When h e
came to Purchase Street, he was brought up
short by an unu sual sight. Around the window of Charles Hazeltine's art shop a crowd
of young men, boys, and girls had gathered.
The boys were laughing, pointing at the win-

dow and poking each other in the ribs. Two
of them we re successfully diverting the attention of some of their friends by striking
poses and cupping their ears. The girls in the
crowd alterna ted between feigned dismay
and encouraging applause. Mr. Tripp could
hardly believe his eyes. In 1873 the youth of
New Bedford were not devotees of art. Th eir
parents had not ye t learned, as we have, the
value of Saturday lesson s at the museum .
The histrionics of the crowd must have puzzled Mr. Tripp as well, since street theatre
was still a century away.
When Mr. Tripp approached the shop
window, he was quick to identify the inspiratio n for the merrymaking. Among vases,
busts, and statues in plaster, bronze and por-

celain the place of honor was given to a nude
figure of "Narcissus ." Th e figure was a plaster copy of an antique bronze statuette (Figure 1), about two feet in height, which had
been discove red at Pompeii in 1862 and was
now in the collection of the Museo Nazionale
of Naples. It was considered one of the finest
ancient sculptures in the Naples Museum. A
nineteenth-century Guide to the Museum
described the attitude of th e figure as "listening with delight to a distant sound" and attributed the title to the Museum director who
recognized it as "Narcissus, immobilized, listening to the voice of Echo, who killed herself
for him and w ho fills the rocks and the moun tains with her amorous accents." Th e Guide
classed it as a Greek work, "more than precious, unique." Unlike most other ancient
statues which were reduced in reproduction ,
it was frequently copied in bronze in its original dimensions, and was popular as an ornament for house or garden. Though the reproduction in Hazeltine's shop window was of
lowly plaster, it was still eminently plain that
this Narcissus was not a fl ower but a man.
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complaint until Nickerson spoke to him, and
he was determined to put up with no more
police interference with his business. After
all, he later teshfied, he had bought his Nar·
cissus in no less respectable a place than Bos·
ton, and had putitin his window for sale and
\
on exhibition as a work of art.
The city marsha l correctly read Ha zel"1
tin e's sil ence as defiance, not assent, and
both antagonists knew that the legal battle
lines were drawn. Learning that the sta tue,
though not in the window on Monday morning, was once again on display in the afternoon, Nickerson obtained a warrant for the
seizure of the Narcissus and arrested Hazeltine on the charge of exhibition of a lewd and
lascivious statue. The criminal complaint was
presented to the New Bedford Police Court
on Thursday, October 16. In ironic anticipa~
tion of the criminal history of the commu nity,
the preSiding judge was a Borden and the
prosecution was represented by Hosea
Knowlton, who was later as District Attorney
to try the double axe-murder case throu gh
~-which the Judge's famil y name has become
famous .
Marshal N icke rso n testified as to his
Figure I. Illus tra tion from a nineteenth·cenrury
conversatio n with Hazeltine and his seizure
Gu ide to the Naples Mu seum of the bronze Narof Narcissus. On cross-examination by de cissus discovered in Pompeii in l862, from which
fense
counsel, Lemuel Willcox, Nickerson
the plaster was copied.
conceded that Hazeltine was a man of good
chara cter. H e was not prepared to say
Mr. Tripp, who saw his citizen's duty ,
whether he wou ld keep a Narcissus in his
marched off the next day to complain to the
parlor. II he had only a wife, perhaps h e
city marshal, John W. Nickerson. The marwould, but with children, perhaps he would
shal immediately went over to th e shop to
not.
make his on-the-spot inspection. He found
Mr. Willcox, opening the case for the de~
that matters weTe worse then he had susfense, argued that the Commo~wealth must
pected. The shameless Narcissus had been
prove that Hazeltine was a WIllful offender,
"placed so as to p oint at a nude female figbut that in fact no intent to violate the statute
ure," who sometimes (unbeknownst to Marhad been shown . It seemed an outrage, he
shal Nickerson) went under the name of
ad ded , "that a person should be arrested for
Venus de Milo. It seemed to the impressionexhibiting one of the most beautiful myths of
able marshal that Venus was longing to
the ancients, materialized in marble." To this
throw her lost arms around the neck of Na roratory the Court replied curtly that "it ap~
cissus.
peared to be made out that the image was inOn Sunday evening M-a rshal Nickerso n
tentionally exhibited" by Hazeltine.
.
met Mr. Hazeltine on the street and told him
The art dealer was the first defense Witto remove "those things" (rom the window.
ness. He referred to the Narcissus as a "beauHazeltine made no response. He (elt that he
tiful work of art, " "a chaste and pure figure. "
h~d already complied s uf(jciently with the
He had sold similar figures before, and most
Wishes of the New Bed(ord police. The evesales in New Bedford had been to ladies. Un ning before when the crowd has assembled,
der questioning by the Cou rt, he repaired the
Policeman Daniel P. Lewis had sugges ted
doubt he might have cast on the delicacy of
that Hazeltine "veiJ" Narcissus. Instead, Halocal female taste by testifying that the nud e
~eltine removed it from the window and put
images he had sold to ladies did not ha ve the
It bac~ only after the Saturday night crowd
sexual organs represented. Captain John A.
had dIspersed. On the following night the
sh~p window was lighted only a few minutes
Hawes followed Hazeltine to the stand. H e
whIle the s~opkeeper was writin g at his desk
asserted that in his parlor was a very fine innear the wlOdow. Hazeltine had received no
fant Christ "in which the sexual organs are
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mocl?' promine nt than these." There is no record of any cross-examination of the ca ptain .
Then Joh n Ho pkins, a dealer in music
an d fanc y goods who had form erly sold
statues, testified that he had a famil y of four
young children; and that while he would not
purcha se the Na rcissus, he would place it
prominently in his parlor if anyon e would
make him a gift of one. The nex t witness, an
artist named William Bradford, stated that he
would have no objection to placing Narcissus
in his house, except that if he had a "daughter of an unfortunate tur n of mind , " he
would not place the statue w here she wou ld
habitually see it. He added th at he perhaps
would not have so much objection toa fema le
bus t, but even that could be made voluptuously offensive. The final de fen se witness,
Orlando Marvin, a n art deale r, had children
(presumably all of a fine turn of mind) and
saw nothing indelica te in Na rciss us.
The closing arguments we re florid.
Willcox argued that a manifest intent to co rrupt must be shown and that "any person
who can read the beautiful story of Narcissus
and then look on this figure with anything
but the loftiest sen timent must be alrea dy
,.orrupt. " Knowlton replie d w ith a sugges tion that H azelti ne 's mo tives were not as
lofty as represented:
Some of the gentle men testify that the bust of a
",oman is just as objectionable, bu t the children
just waking to a new life as men and women pass
by busts and collect round the Na rcissus. They do
not look at it for its artistic bea uty or on account of
the beautiful mythical story of Narcissus .. .. If
art is allowed to make itself immodest, why sha ll
not literature cla im the same right?

The court held that the prosecution had established Hazeltine's probable guilt and ordered him bo u nd over for action by the
Grand JUryl w hich proceeded to issue an indictment aga inst him ,
Mea ntim e, Ha ze ltine , w ho was obvi~usly wa rming to the sport of litiga ting qu eshons of aest hetics in the courts of New Bedford , was pressing hi s own civil action
against Marshal Nickerson for wrongful seizure of the plaster Narcissus. Nickerson's a nswer to the complaint asserted that the statuette was a "common nuisance" which the
marshal had a right to abate by seizure. His
counsel argued that Narcissus was a " nui sance" in a double sense, First, if the statue
was too indecent to be seen in court, it was a
nuisance when exhibited in a public street
"where the standard of morals is no higher."
Also, Narciss us was a traffic nuisance since
he had ca used an obstruction of the street by
gawkers. Willcox responded for the defen se

that Narcissus had asked nobody to look at
him, and suggeste d , with little parental feel in g, that if the stree t was blocked, the ma rshal should have arrested the boys and gi rl s
who obs tructed it.
Judge Borden, w ho had a lread y ru led
once against Na rci ssus, dealt a second blow
in hi s decision of November 10 dismissing
Haze ltine's complaint. The Jud ge see m ed
o ddl y preoccupied w ith the ma terial of
w hich Narciss us was composed :
... It might be supposed . . , from the glowin g
terms in which it ha s been characterized as a work
of art . , . that it is a work wrought in marble, or at
least composed of Parian d u st,. . instead of
which it is of common plaster of Paris, run in a
mould , and in this respect indistinguishable from
the best samples of similar productions d ispe n sed
by itinerant image vendors about our streets .

The cou rt concl ud ed that the ques ti on as to
w hether Narcissus was a nuisance did not
turn on the propriety of exposing such a figure in an art gallery, but on whether it could
be exhibited on the most public streets "considering the prevailing type of in tellectu a l
and moral culture among the varied classes
of persons thronging th e ave nues of a la rge
city. " In this co nn ection, the court paused to
express regret that the " false system of ed ucation which pre vai ls" left young people to
obtain information about sexual anatomy
and relations "from such sources as chan ce
may throw in th eir way" (in th is instance,
Hazeltine's shop w indow).
On Decembe r 30 the final round o f the
battle over Narcissus o pened in the Superior
Court where Hazeltine was tried on the criminal obsce nity cha rges. Both sides seemed to
show signs of exhaustion from the earlier
court proceedings. The prosecution introduced testimony of Marshal Nickerson and
Policeman Lewis about the exhibition of the
s tatue an d their warnings to Ha ze ltine.
Willcox, in his opening for the defense, indicated that he would not repeat the parade of
cha rac ter witnesses to the purity of Narcissus. He asserted that he could bring thousands of heads of families to give their opinions that the sta tue was not obscene and that
they would w illingly place it in their houses,
but hewould forbear since "the image tells its
own story ." H e called Hazeltine to the stand
to testify that , w hen the Saturday crowd had
coUeeted , he had rem oved the statu e to avoid
giving offense, and that he had received no
complaints from the pubJic.lt soon appeared
that Willcox inte nded, despite his openin g
disclaimer, to introduce expert testi mony as
to the sta tue' s decency, but he wasa victim of
early di scou ra ge m e n t. He called John
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Tetlow, Ihe principal of Ihe Field's Academy,
bullhecourt wou ld nol permit the witness to
leslify as 10 Ihe purity o f Ihe slalue or as 10
whether he had seen s imilar figures in
hou se holds he had visiled. Willcox then
abruplly closed hj s case.
The lime had now come (or the final arguments. WiUcox, who spo ke first. reminded
the jury that the question it was to cons ider
was whet her Ha ze ltine exh ibited the image
manifestly intending to corrupt the morals of
youlh . Was Ihe image obscene and did il tend
10 corrupl Ihe youth? Willcox reminded the
jury Ihal during the forl y-eighl hours it was
in Ihe store nobody bul the police had complained. Furth er, h e asked: did anyone imagine that the legislature had in mind the idea
of prohibiting the sa le of art images when it
fram ed Ihe s latute against Ihe sale of indecent articles?

The District Attorney, George Marston,
responded for the prosecution. As the art layman has ever been inclin ed to do, he immedi-

ate ly constituted himself a critic and approach ed Narcissus head-o n. It was absurd,
he said, to talk about that " botch" as a work
of art. Nor was he convinced that art educa-

Figure 2. Antique Statue Gallery, illustration by Au g ust Hervieu , French, 1794-1858, from Mrs .
Frances TroUope's Domestic Manners of the Americons (1832) showing women viewing sculpture
Hwhen there be no gentlemen watching them ."

t!on was essential to New England civilization:
If such instruments as that are n£'(essarv to teach
art, then we don't want any art taught.' We have
got along very well without it in New England for
many years, and we can in years to come.

In any eve nt, Marston did not believe the
crowd of boys had galhered round Ihe window 10 study art. Perhaps il would be proper
to place Narcissus in an art gallery or in a private parlor, but placing it on a public street
was quite another thing. Pointing out that at
the same term of court a drunk had been sentenced to jail for indecent exposure, he put to
the jut)' the question that Polixenes and Perdita debated so eloquently in Shakespeare' s
The Winter's Tale: "Is art superior to nature?"
After receiving instructions from Judge
Bacon, the jury retired. It then proceeded to
demonstrate that an art jury has no easier
task passing on obscenity than in issuing
awards for quality. The jurymen wrangled
for nine hours and balloted 22 times. The first
three baJJots showed 8 for convictio.n and 4
for acquittal, and only o.ne more juryman was
broughl over to the majority during the remainder of the balloting. At one o'clock on
the morning 01 December 31, the jury announced that it was hopelessly deadlocked.
Judge Bacon disch arged Ihem, thinking
rightly that New Year's Eve is no time to be
quarreling about art. The prosecution by now
had had enough 01 Hazeltine and IUs provocative antique; the criminal charges were diSmissed.
In matters of art, as New Bedford went
so went the nation . The issues contested in
the Hazeltine case were not new to
nineteenth-century America . Mr. Tripp' s
consternation at seeing a crowd of boys and
girls in front of Hazeltin e's shop windows is
understandable in light of contemporatJ: gallery decorum: men and women were n gorously segrega ted while viewing sculpture .
An Englis h woman , Mrs. Frances Troilope,
found this custom (Figure 2) one of the most
baffling of the " d omestic matters o,f the
Americans." While visiting the gallenes of
the Pennsylvania Academy of Art, Mrs. Trollope was advised at the screened entrance of
the antique sculptu re ga ll ery (by a lema Ie
guard, no less) to "make haste" so that she
couJd view the casts alon e. Mrs . Trollope,
displa yi ng her "unfeigned surprise:' demanded an explanation, only to be told that
" the ladies like to go into that room by themselves, when there be no gentlemen watching them." She was further surprised on entering the gallery to see the "most ind ecent
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and sha meless manner" in which the cas ts
had been defaced. This particular expression
of American boorishness could be ended
q uit e s peedily, Mrs. Trollope later wrote ,
"were the antique gallery thrown open to
mixed parties of lacties and gentlemen. " (One
wonders whether, on the basis of similar reaso ning, graffiti would disappear from the
walls of bisexual bathrooms.) However ,
so me American ladies did not agree wi th
their British co usin. Clara Crowninshield observed in her travel diary: "It is an aw kward
thing to co ntemplate naked statues with
young ge ntl emen."
Thoug h ladies might be easily embarrassed by nudity in art museums, Hazeltine's
testimony suggested that they were more
com fortable about contemplating male
statues at home, at least if the offending parts
we re discreetly covered by leaf or drape.
Captain Hawes had no qualms about displaying a realistically articula ted Infant
Christ in his parlor. It might seem to us that,
just as the Hazeltine prosecution was reluctant to attack Hawes's testimony, a religious
image wou ld have been immune to any sort
of art criticism on grounds of decency. Howeve r, the fact is that even naked angels had
been denounced as immoral in Boston some
forty years before the Hazeltine trial. Horatio
Greenough 's Chanting Cherubs (now lost),
though derived from a Raphael altarpiece,
were too closely modeled from nature in every detail to suit the taste of the proper 805tonian~ who attended the work's debut at the
Athenaeum in the spring of 1831. They failed
to notice the "ethereal look" Greenough had
striven for in his winged babes, and concentrated instead on the infants' indecorous
nakedness. Babyhood and ethereality notwithstand ing, the Boston press called for
drapery . Just as Policeman Lewis demanded
a "vei l" over the offending Narcissus, so in
certain ci ties muslin aprons were fitted on the
Chan ting Cherubs. Writing of the incident in
The Art Idea some thirty years later (a decade
before the Hazeltine case) James Jackson
Jarves pointed to the immaturity of American
taste: "We had so vague a notion of aesthetic
enjoyment that even the cold purity of the
marble could not protect these little children
from the reproach of immodesty."
Expatriate American sculptors learned
from Greenough 's ex perience to prepare
their fellow countrymen for the unveiling of
their works. Hiram Powers was careful to
stres,that though naked, his Greek Slave (Figure 3) was unwillingl y disrobed . Powers
carved a cross amid the pile of clothes that the
slave had been forced to remove, thus indica-
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Figure 3. The Greek Slave. Marble, 66 inches (1.676
m), 1869. Hiram Powers, American , 1805-1873.
The Brooklyn Mu seum; Gift of Mr. Charles F.
Bound. The 'o riginal clay was finished in 1843, and
an earlier marble version toured the United States

in 1847.
ting that the captive in the Turkish slave market was a Christian woman. The sculptor,
who had based his statue on the Venus de
Medici, sought the approval of the clergy ,
and eminent ministers hailed her purity. In
the words of the Reverend Otville Dewey the
statue was "clothed all over with senti m ent ."
To the citizens of Cincinnati, sentiment
was not enough. They labeled the slave "indecent," and in several other American ci ties
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Figure 4. The Gcnius of the Great Exhibitioll Numhfr 3. Print by George Baxter of The Greek SIRvt on vie\o,' in a
draped booth at the Crystal Palace, London, in 1851 . The Metropolitan MU5eumofArt, New York; The Elisha
WhitielseyColiection, The Elisha Whittelsey Fund , 1955.
the statue was exhibited in a special gallery so
that the sexes might view it separately. At the
Crystal Palace in London it was disp layed in
a draped booth (Figure 4). Even Nathaniel
Hawthorne, a great admirer of Powers, had
so me reservations about the sculptor's fixation on the nude . He said of Powers: "He
seems especially fond of nudity ... none of
his ideal statues having so much as a rag of
clothing." Though we have recently learned
that Hawthorne wrote in his diary (1835-41)
of seeing young girls in the street and "how
pleasant to see how strong winds revealed
their shapes all the way to their belted
waists," he was discomfited by nude sculpture. Particularly unsettling were the colored
statues by the English sculptor John Gibson.
Powers and Hawthorne agreed that the British sculptor had "mortalized" his marbles
through tinting the flesh, and Powers was
quoted by the Athenaeum as calling Gibson's
"tinted" Venus a " tainted " Venus.
Hawthorne recorded in his Notebooks "a certain sense of shame as I look at Gibson's
tinted Venus. " He agreed with Powers that
the wh iteness of marble "removed the object
represented into a sort of spiritual region,
and so gave chaste permission to those nudities which otherwise suggest immodesty. "
Hawthorne was more tolerant of original
pagan statuary, a product of an innocent primeval past, than of nineteenth-century imitations of the antique. In 1868 this acceptance
of ancient sculpture was rationalized on
historic-aes thetic grounds by Reverend
Henry BeUows: he viewed the nude of antiquity as an expression of the Athenian concept

of the unity of body and soul. Bellows emphasized the spirituality of ancient marble
sculpture which "took away th.e colo~ . and
warmth with which the nude IS famibarly
seen." Perhaps the plaster Narcissus in ~ts
whiteness sho uld have qualified as a gUlleless pagan wo rk, had it not been brought into
unfortunate juxtaposition with a half-draped
Venus.
Whatever Hazeltine's intentions may
have been, th e pairing of these statues ap pealed to a penchant of th e nineteent ~
century mind for imagining the amoro.us alll mahon of sta tues . In Rome, the nohon of
providing ancient statuary an iUusion of animation by the use of artificial light led to the
custom of torchlight tours through the galleries of the Vatican museum. In 1807 Mme.
de Stael, in her novel Corinne, or Italy, depicted an illuminated nocturnal visit to the
studio of the sculptor Ca nova, where the
marbles appear to come alive before the eyes
of the romantic lovers Corinne and Lord
Nelvi!. In a painting of Pygmalion and Galatea the French painter Girodet capitalized .on
the ambiguity of lig hted statuary by showmg
Galatea's marble form turning to flesh under
the powerful light of Pygmalion's love. Girodet trained his studio lamps on a plaster cast
of the Venus de Medici to achieve the light effects he reproduced in hi s painting. The
Pygmalion th eme, so popular among ~o 
mantic artis ts and wri ters, was to be catlcatured by Daumier (Figure 5) later in the century.
It was a Romantic susceptibility to
Pygmalion fantasies that inspired Ha w-
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Figure 5. Pygmalion from the Ancient History series
(1842) by Honore Daumier, French, 1808-1879. The
cap tion reads " 0 Triumph of the arts! How surprised were you, great sculptor, when you saw
your marble become animated, and with a gentle
and chaste air slowly bow down in order to ask you
for a pinch lof snuff?J ."

thorne to write The Marble Faun. On seeing
the Faun (Figure 6) attributed to Praxiteles in
the nineteenth century, he began to think
tha t "a story with all sorts of fun and pathos
in it, might be contrived on the idea of their
species having become intermingled with the
human race; a family with the faun blood in
them ha ving prolonged itself from the classic
era till our own days." The novel juxtaposes
two American a rt ists, Kenyon and Hilda,
vdth a pair of Italians, the Roman count
Donatello and the mysterious artist Miriam.
The plot revolves around Donatello's passion
fo r Miriam whose persecutor he murders at
her behest. Hawthorne presents the Italians
as animations of famous works of art: Miriam
is compared to Guido Reni's presumed portra it of the beautiful murderess Beatrice
Cenci, and Donatello, the natural man, rese mbles Praxiteles's Faun down to his
pointed ears. Whereas Hawthorne was attracted to a story in which "the mo ral instincts and intellectual characteristics of the
fa un might be most picturesquely brought
ou t," most Americans were horrified at what
they co nsidered the immorality of Europeans, which they traced to the corrupting
influence of sensual art. One American traveler even suggested that a high rate of illegiti-

Figure 6. The Marble FaUll. Marble, 67-1/4 inches
(1.705 m) Capitoline Museum , Rome. Photo
Alinari. This statue, which no longer wears a fig
leaf, was made famous by Hawthorne's novel The
Marble Faun (1860).

mate births among the French was d ue to the
immorality of the exhibitions at the Louvre.
A special feature of the city fathers' outrage at Hazeltine's display of the Narcissus
was the fact that the statue was not a marble
or bronze reproduction destined for the collection of a wealthy connoisseur but a plaster
copy that could be marketed to the masses.
Americans have shared with the English the
snobbish belief that pornography is all very
well for the elite but a dangerous commodity
for mass consumption. The English showed
this conviction in their long struggle to keep
Lady Chatterley under the counter and o u t of
paperback . The culminating battle in the
campaign against the book was the unsuccessful 1960 obscenity prosecution of Penguin Books at the O ld Bailey. Echoing the
words of his Victorian cousins from New
Bedford, Mr. Griffith-Jones, senior Treasury
Counsel, trained the fire of his opening statements on the fact that 200,000 paperback
copies of the book had been printed , and
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were available for purchase at the-economica l

:'public decency" but (not infrequentl y) also

pri ce of three shiHings sixpence. Expressing

In

horror at the wide circulation th e book might
have among the impressionable, and pe rhaps concem ed that Lady Chatterley would
se rve as . rol e mode l, he asked the jury: " Is it
a book that you wou ld even wis h yo ur wi fe or
yo ur servants to read?"
The class-orient ed puritan ism evin ced
by the Hazeltine a nd Lady Chatterley prose-

Benchley for example, was no friend of censorship and, in his Love Conquers All (1922),
he pronounced the suppression of James
Branch Ca bell's lurgen "silly." Yet, in his ap-

cutions, a moral fu ssiness that wou ld tru st

only the wea lthy to acquire an immunity to
obscenity, has persisted in twentie th -century
America. It is a deep-rooted prejudice th a t is
to be found not only among the battlers for

defenders of free expression. Robert
f

praisal of Cabell's literary intentions, Benchley expressed a distaste for popular dissemination of erotic art that could have won him a
place on the Hazeltine prosecution team:
"Jurgen" is a frank imitation 01 the old-time pornographers and although it is a very good imitation, it need not rank Mr. Cabell any higher than
flit maker 0/ a plaster-o/-paris copy of somt BotufulI1
sculptural oddity. lEmphasis added.]
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Robert Plank

ONE GRAND INQUISITOR AND SOME LESSER ONES
Dostoevsky's profound fable has political and psychological resonances
that are still being heard - notably in Orwell's 1984
1.
C?n a summer day during some year in
the .slxteenth century after His birth, Jesus
Chnst returns to Earth : silently and incon spicuously He appears in the center of the old
Spanish city of Seville. The people intuiti vely
recognize Him, h ail Him, worship Him, as k

for blessing an d miracles. He heals a blind
man, He wa kes a dead child to life. The Cardina l Inquisitor comes out of th e cathedra l,
takes the en tire scene in, ha s his guards arrest the uninvited v isi t o r from highe r

spheres. At night h e visits the prisoner in His
cell and delivers a m o nolog u e settin g forth
why the Chu rch is and must be devoted to

undoing Christ's work: Jes us had come into
the wo rld to give men freedom, to seek the ir
willin g love. When the devil , that "dread a nd
wise s pirit ," thrice te mpt ed Him , H e rebuffed him; He ought n o t to have don e so.
Now the Ch urch h as to take its clues from Satan . Mankind is not capable o f responding to
Ch ri s t: too m ea n to g rasp Hi s message o r to
ac t o n it, p eo ple need miracles, mys tery, a u thority. Dispensing th ese abundant ly, th e
Ch urch mini s te rs to the ir n eeds . O nl y the
C hurch can re lieve them o f the burd e n o f
freedom and responsibility , make mankind
happy by taming it into an ant-heap of billions o f s inless ch ildren. Wh y ha s Jes us returned to disturb th e grea t work that h as pro-

ceed ed for fiftee n centuries in His name tho ugh in fu ll awa re ne ss o f being in truth the
o pposi te of what He h ad preached and w h a t
He h ad died for? Billions would be obedient

a n d happy. rul ed over by an ali-powerfu l
clergy, an elite of a hun d red thousa nd who
wou ld car ry the burden of all ma nkind 's
guilt, who alone, tragic figures , wou ld be un happy. So in th e m orn in g the Inquisitor will
have Jesus indi cted, co n victed, and burned
at the stake. The masses tha t were at His feet
today will stoke th e fires tomorrow .
Christ never says one word . At the end
He gets up and presses a kiss on the Inquisito r's wit hered lips. The old man sh udd ers
down to the core of his being. He decides not
to try the prisoner and releases Him With the
injunction, "Go, a nd come no more . . comr
not at all, never , n ever!" The prisoner s tcp'
o ut into th e night.
This is, in abri dged form (in fact, pitUully
ove rsimp li fied) , th e s ubs tan ce of Fyodor
Dos toevsky's Ltgend of tll~ GraTld tnqU'!fltOT , A
" poem in prose" embedded in Book V ehn.,.
ter V of The Brothers KarOffUJUW lne legend l.t
a semi-ind ependen t work - the cent 'rp~ v
of the novel , yes, but a lmost cqu.IlUy hnpfftsive by itself. There are, in fact. venti ediI

ti on. of th e Legend published sCP"'o' ly.
one of the m with an intToduction by D .H
Lawrence. Lawrence Oldmired the work. but
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not withou t reserva ti o n. He rema rks th a t
"the man w ho put those questions t o Jesus
could not possibly have been a Spa ni sh Inquis itor" Wh y, he wonders , "d id Dostoevsky drag in Inquisitors?" The question
can be answe red . Dostoevsky did not " drag
in " his Inquisitor, he fo und him : in Friedrich
Schill er's tragedy 001/ Carlos, written in 1787.
I am not speaki ng here of the ideas expressed by Dos toevsky so mu ch as of the basic si tu ation o ( th e s to ry. The ideas have a
number o( so urces, not ably the Bible; the
s tory is an ex pressio n - one might say, a
co nfess ion - o( Dostoevsky'S re li gio u s
ideas, including hi s aversion to the Roman
Cat holic Church (enhanced , perhaps, by the
a lmost hereditary antagonism between Russia and Poland), a nd h is revulsion agains t the
modernistic ideas he had stood for in his
youth.

King: He is my only son. For whom hal'{I J
gathered?

Inquisitor: Better for putrefaction than for
freed om.

The lnquisitor's reply is an epigram
which Dostoevsky elaborates into a program.
Furthermore, Dostoevsky's Inquisitor, like
SchWer's, is ninety years old. In Schiller he is
blind, in Dostoevsky he sees all too much,
but a trace of the original image is left: he has
"sunken eyes, in which there is still a gleam
of light." In both works, all fall to their knees
as the Inquisitor passes by.
Now, it would be convenient, to be sure,
if I could point to some conclusive evidence,
preferably a remark by Dostoevsky, that
Schiller was one of his models. But it does not
seem that he ever made such a remark, and,
even apart from the fact that he died within
months after completing The Brothers ~ra,~za
ZOD, it is simple to understand why.hedidn t:
An enormous amount o( criticism has
every educated Russian - and thIS was the
been written on the meaning o(Dostoevsky's
small audience for whom he wrote - would
Legend, includjng some fairl y ou tlandjs h inknow it. Schiller (1759-1 805), thou gh very
terpretations. ElIis Sandoz, (or instance, who
much out of fashion today, was throughout
wrote an entire book on the Grand Inquisitor
the nineteenth century one of Europe's most
(Polilical Apocalypse, 1971 ), discusses such
famous writers. Anyone writing today about
problems as whether " paracJete " reall y
Prince Hamlet of Denmark would hardly feel
ought to be an appe llation of the Holy Ghost,
the need to explain that Shakespeare had
as in Catholic liturgy, or somethin g quite difwritten a play on the same person.
ferent; and about the possible connection beIt is also quite possible that Dostoevsk}'
tween John the Baptist and the Antichrist.
was so imbued with Schiller's play tha~ he
Dostoevsky in a way encourages such flights
was not even quite aware of w~.ere the SItuaof fancy, for ambiguities are built into the
tion of his story came from . Philip Rahv, a repiece. Unless there are clear indications to
sp ected critic of Russian literature, has sugthe contrary, readers tend to assume that the
gested two other nineteenth- cen tury
main character in a story represents, secondsources: a short story, "A Dream," by the
hand, the author's own views; but here we
German novelist Jean Paul Richter, a~d a
have two equal main characters, the Inquisipoem, "Christ in th e Vatican," by VIctor
tor and Jesus, with opposite views. In fact,
Hugo, Dostoevsky may well ha~e kn o~
we have the author's opinions third-hand ,
both: he was a voracious reader, m the first
for he presents the Legend as a piece of fichalf of his life preferring German literature,
tion invented by Ivan Karamazov. And what
in the second half French. Both these works
Dostoevsky thought of Ivan is a complex
question itself.
feature a return of Jesus and His confrontation with the Catholic Church; but they are
But whatever the ideas and I shall return
confrontations in Rome, the natural place for
to them - the situation comes from Schiller.
them, not with the Roman church repreDostoevsky was steeped in Schiller's works,
sented
by a Spanish cardinal.
especially Don Carlos. He mentioned in a letThe whole issue of whether Dos toevsky
ter to his brother MichaeJ how as an adoJesderived his episode from Schiller may s.eem a
cent he read that very play with a friend , and
pedantic quibble, but there is a more.Imporhow enthusiastic he was about "the magnifitant though less apparent conne~tlon becent, fiery Don Carlos." The same brother
tween the two works, one of which Doswrote the standard Russian translation of
toevsky may indeed have been unawar~. In
Don Carlos .
0011 Carios the Inquisitor intervenes III a
In Schiller's drama , Don Carlos rebels
struggle between a father a~d his son: the
against his father, King Philip of Spain. The
play end s with th e King handmg Carl.os over
king, uncertain what to do about it, seeks the
to the InquiSitor, presumably to.be !ned .and
Inquisitor's advice. Their diaJogue cu lmi executed
(the historical Carlos dIed In pnson
nates in this exchange:
under somewhat mysterious circumstances).

ONE GRAND INQUISlTOR AND SOME LESSER ONES

In Dostoevsky, of course, the Inquisitor has
no personal relation to the prisoner he talks
to . But w hat is Dostoevsky's whole novel
abo ut? Old Fyodor Karamazov has been
murdered ~ as it turn s out, by his somewhat
dimwitted illegitimate son, Smerdyakov. But
he had three legitimate sons, too, and though
none of them has murdered him, they all
have often been tempted (their father is pre·
sen ted as an unattractive character if ever
there was one). His death overwhelms them
in a tidal wave of guilt. The novel develops as
a presentation of their responses. Dmitri is
convicted and sent to Siberia; though innocent, h e accepts his punishment as atone·
ment for the sin of having wished his father' s
dea lh . Ivan goes insane . Smerdyakov hangs

Fyodo r Dost'Oof"vsky
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himself. Alyosha immerses himself more
deeply in ascetic Christianity. This is, o f
course, an oversimplified summar\,; but it
should suggest how the Legend fits' into the
emotional fram€'work.
We must keep in mind that Tile Bro t!J t:'r~
Karamazov is a very complex novel. No ant:"
character can be taken as the author's spokesman . The work's ambiguity is an integral e le ment of its profundit y. Of the four Kara m a zov brothers, it is clearly Alyos ha w ho m
Dostoevsky lov es; but it is equally clea r that
Ivan is closer to a " portrait of the artist as a
young man." His crea tion of these two characters, representin g as it were the yo un g Ina n
he thought he had bee n and the young ma n
he had wanted to be ca n be understood Lf we

...
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consider Do",IDevsJ...\"s hit' and \\ riti n gs a~ a
whole To begin with , it ~hou l d be mell hOlwd Ih.:lt wh e n Do!> IQe\'sJ...\ ' \\",lS l' lghteen
nl5ldtlW'f \Va" nlurdC'red b\' hi" di~co nt (> nted
"ert-. From illI \\' t' kllo\\' ,loout D05 toe\'~ k.\' ;5
rt'lal1omhlp 10 his lat her , the ide.l \\'J~ probabl\' not a !to g t~ lh t.'r unt ,llllillM to him th~lt all
o ld m.ll1 nught be murdf"rt'd b\' somebodY
ollll'[ th.m Ill', "o n ~ but tllJ! his son s migl;t
leel Jmb l\',llen t .lbout th e del'd . He mav ha\'e
mulh'd Ihl !-- 0\ er lur hcllf it rentu ry before
wfl llIlg dbuI J! It.

-

and he ends up lovin g Big Brother, the actual
or symbolic ruler of the state that admimster,;;
Ihe lorlure.)
It wa s difficult for Dostoevsky to recon·
ale his new ideological position with facts as
\vell as with its inner contradictions. Perhaps
for this reason the Legend of the Grand Inquis itor speaks with two voices, the voice ot
its titul ar hero and that of Jesus Christ, and it
is not entirely clear on whose side the ficti·
tious creator of the two characters, Ivan Kara·
mazov, wowd be, o r even who Dostoe\'sky
would in the end think was more nearly right
and would prevail.
Dostoevsky wrote the novels on which
his fame rests after his return from Sibena.
Most of them , especially Crime and Pilllj~lt
mell! and The Brothers Karamazov, hi s last
work (completed in 1880; he died in 1881 1
concentrate on murder, though not necessarilv murder of a father; and while he so fas h·
ioned them that at first glance they may ap~
pear to be m ystery stories in the ~ulgar sense
of the word, in truth the mystenes th ey are
concerned with are those of the human soul.
The Brothers Karamazov, which does deal
with the possibility that sons will murder
their father, is widely considered his gr~at~5 t
work. Sigmund Freud, not a man easily Ir~
pressed, called the work "the most .magmtl cent novel ever written" and the episod e ot
the Grand Inquisitor, "one of the peaks of the
literature of the world. "

fledgling \\'riter in the late ] 840'5,
DOSIOe\·..:; k ., · Wd~ .lS.5Uci.1ted with d gro up of
yo un g III tellect Uol I., w ho more or less considered thl'nl seln's [('\'ol uti onaries; in anv case,
th e authontles co n s idere d !lwlll so. It ,:"as actuall y no thing m o rt' s ini s te r than a reading
dn:le where' occas io n a lh' some re ma rks 'w ere
mrtdl' th at cou ld be 'thought of as a nti Es tabli shment. As mi g ht have been expec ted
in Russia then (and it is questionable how
much thin gs ha ve changed ), there was a poli ce agent in that s mall private circle, He repo rted what h e heard a nd how he unders tood it. and the "conspirators" were tried
and convic te d o f high treaso n. It was a tim e
of te nsi on; the Cza r h a d jus t helped hi s
ne ighbOi the Emperor of Au stria cru s h a rebeilion in Hung ary. 1 Seve ral members of the
little group, including Dostoevsky him self,
we re sentenced to death. As they were lined
up for execution , in fa ct at the mom ent th e offi cer was about to give the command to fire, a
messenger appeared with the Czar's " par2.
don" - i.e., an order comm uting the senSchiller was less preoccupied with mur·
tence to imprisonment. The men were taken
der than Dostoevsky was, but even more preto Siberia. Such la st-minute reprieves , inci occupied with rebellion. The. one work, bv
d e ntall y, were a favorite trick of the Czar at
Schiller best known by Amencans toda y that time.
and this rather coincidentally - is the Ode to
Dostoevsky returned to European RusJoy, used as a text in Beethoven'S Nin.th Symsia in 1858, a ch a n ged man. The cruel prank
phony. The Ode, written in I?8~ dur~ng o~e
played on him and his comrades had done its
of th e few happy periods of hJS hfe, dtffers tn
work superbly. For the rest of hi s life he bespirit fr om most of Schiller' ~ works . H IS
lieved firmly that Russia , led of course by the
youthful confli cts had run their ~~urse and
Czar and the Orthodox Church, wa s the
he had worked them out in excIting plays
country des tin e d to save the world, He
that established his fame. He had not yet e.n ~
loathed"the West and all it stood for . Such retered upon his real adulthood , which was to
versals of views al'e known to psychology as
be marked by his "classical". wor~s but a~so
" ide ntification with the aggressor." (We find
by failing health , constant finan~al \~orn es .
a striking literary example of suchiden tificaand a growing sense of guilt, rahonahze~. as
tion in a recent work tha t also con tains a stark
the alleged incompatibility of sexual grab~lca ·
reincarnation of Dostoevsky's Grand Inquisition and moral peace or achievement. The JOY
tor: in George Orn' elJ's 1984, to which r shall
expressed in the Ode to Joy was the joy over
return late r in this essay, the protagonist
the possibility, here taken as fulfilled , of rec·
Wins ton Smith is subjected to even more seonciliation beh,v een son and father, behveen
vere tortures than Dostoevsky had to suffer,
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'A monument to Kossuth, leader of that Hunga rian uprising. stands in Cleveland's University CiIde.
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man an.d God . tn his plays - and it was as a
petty princes, sold soldie rs to England to
playwnght that he was world famous - this
fi g ht against its rebellious colonies . But there
recon~ation is at worst impossible, at best
were others like him , Each set great store by
somethmg to strive for. They are filled with
being called uwdesvater, "Father of the Coun·
raging conflict.
try." Their dominions were indeed small
. Their one outstanding theme is rebelen ough to allow each of them to interest him·
han: of son against fa ther, of subject against
self in individua l subjects, much to th e subjects' chagrin; and they often treated them as
~I~r: of aU combinations of the two. They are
they thought chil d ren were to be treated.
mflmte va riations on the Oedipus complex,
The Duke of Wurttemberg, Schill er's
~ansferri ng its psychic e nergy from the limumdesvater, took a great personal interest in
l~ed arena ?f the famil y to the grea ter battlethe gifted youn g man . H e prescribed what
fields of history. Schiller d evoted his enorSchiller was to study and was not to study,
mous talents as playwright, moralist, and
He was ou traged when Schiller, disobeying
philosopher to the search for the boundary
o rd ers, wrote "The Robbers," a play ... bout an
between the forbidden rebellion that is to be
unjustly oppressed young man who became
condemned and the justified one that is to be
a rebel and an outlaw, and rorbad~ him to
glorified - betwee n legitimacy and illegiti write for tht.> theatre . With the exampl(' bemacy. He did not, like Dostoevsky, complefore him of older writers in pnM>n, Schillt'r
tely ~everse his p olitical and philosophica l
fl ed. The Duke's armed men were on dut,) ' a\
OpinIOnS, but he res trained them. From the
o n e of his glamorous parties. 50 th~ fugitive
st~ ndpoint o f comparative biography we
crossed the border without trouble 00'1
Carlos mId till! Ode to 1011 (ollowl·d. and IDler
O:lg~t say th at Schiller's g lo rious "second pe·
the pla ys of Schiller's 'third . "clAS!IOlcal, " penod was so m ethin g that Dostoevsky missed
because he s p e nt the interva l between youth
riod .
In Willff/'" Td/ , the l<lSt plllv thAt It was
and settled ad ulthood in S ibe ria.
given to Schiller to complete (he died In 1805,
To appreciate the p o litical implica tions
at the age of 45). he glonhed the hero who
of Schiller' s con ce rn for legitim acy, we must
killed the imperial governor, A ce ntral cpi·
not forget that Germany in his day ' ..'as not a
sode in the creation or the SWIS!i oni(.odera·
political en tity but consisted of literally hun·
tion . Schiller cared less . o( coursf', about thc
dreds of sta tes tha t were, in theory, indepenSwiss revolution hundred" of yearj e.rtlfl
dent and sovereign. T h e larger ones, notabl y
than about the French Revoluhon of h own
Prussia an d Austria, actua lly were so; the
day , To make quite sure that ht would not bfismaUer o n es pre tended to be. The rule rs of
misunderstood , h. added, .. 0 tort 0/ pooImany of them imitated the larger ones in
script to the play, A IIC'Cnt.' In whkh. young
splendor a nd outdid the m in p rofl igacy, obduke, Johannes Pomade , hat murd.red h
taining money by exp loi t ing their peop le
uncle. the Emperor He!M't'u rrfug_ wUh
with a ruthlessness th at toda y is hard even to
Tell, hoponH 10 find in him 0 klndr«! "",fil
imagine, Young men were literally taken
Tell turns him away With A ,peech that
from their beds a t night and from church on
sharply draw' the tlnv bctwfff\ the
U·
Su nday, a nd pressed into the army. to be
mate
killing
or
an
opprt'MOf
10 , .
sent to fig ht for other kings in exchange (or
people'. {",,>dom ond ,oho",,"' d..o tNt
money. There is a passage in Schiller'S play
w •• motlValed by pc-nonal
and
.
Kabale und Liebe w hich gra phicall y describes
lion
how it worked out in practice:
It ls nol rhetoriC IMI rna.
a 4Yes, there were a few forward fellows who §ttP~
out of ranks and asked the colonel for how much
g",at And a ••mpkr plot
pi..
lhon a oompbcoolfd.-.
per ton our ruler sold human Oc'§h But our ~
latt'r wor
rNy on ~aut:
gracious prince had the regiment drawn up tn pa '
~ .upenor to """ ...... _ • ...; A _ _
rade forma bon on the Town Squart and hAd Itw
um bumI nowMre """,1ft, ....-ring leaders shot. As thelT bnuns splash4!d on the
0/ tM tnqu ..._ to hIo - ' _ .... , - .....
cobblestones, everybody shouted ~ Hurny ' To
orful croetlon So ~v""'
America!"
andfil
Il~f.hf·"4 .. "....
American history rememberS such forc~
ond hIo - . . . - _
In I.' ,. -.
mercenaries as H eSSians, (or tnt' t..ndgra~
oIh1t
_ ....
o( Hesse , one of the most notonous of th~
thoW-' ·"
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impressed him in his youth, he looked a t it
fro m the quit e diffe rent view point of his maturity. To Schiller. who had li ved through
pett y tyranny, the Spanisn Inqu isi ti on w as
greater and more wicked than anyth in g he
could readily imagi ne . Making its head th e
s pokesman (or e nmity to freedom magnified
that enmity, made it a wo rthy object of a ll hi s
hatred . To Dos toevsky. who had ex p eri enced the tyranny of an empire about as g reat
and as unrestra in ed as that of the sixtee nthcen tury Church , the Sp an ish Inq ui si ti on
could no longer serve as a sim ple object of hatred . He exalted th e Inquisitor into a being of
almost superhu man gran deur and malignity.
His ambivalent attitu de toward this powerful
authority fi gure - which probably acco unts
for the fascinatio n it has held for ge ne rations
of readers - no doubt a lso refiects his ow n
a mbi va lent political a nd psyc hologica l impulses.

3.
Now that we have seen something abou t the
an tecedents of Dostoevsky's Legend, what
about its proge n y? In the hundred ye d.rs
since Dos toevsky died , three months after
co mpleting The Brothers Karamazov , refer·
ences to that novel a nd es pecially to the Legend have spread so wide that in recent times
we encounter them in unexpected pl aces.
Monsignor Ivan I1lich, a priest of Yugoslav
descent livi ng in Mexico, was called before
th e Sacred Congregation for th e Doctrine of
the Faith (an agency of the Roman Curia) and
questioned by its h ead, Franjo Cardinal Seper, who happens to be a lso of Yugoslav descent. Mgr. llIi ch relates the end of th e conversation as foll ows:
We were speaking in Croatian and as the Ca rdinal
led me to the door his last words to me were, "Hadjite, hadjite, nemojte se eratiti! " . . . It wasn 't until I
was going down the stairs from his office that it
struck me that he was quoting from the Inquisitors
last words to the prisoner in Dostoevsky's
story .
The piquancy of the incident lies in the fact
that Ca rdinal Se per is in organizationa l terms
the direct successo r of Schiller's and Dos toevsky's Inquisito r, and he uses the words
that were imputed to hi s predecessor by the
institution's enemies . But there is 110 longer
an y question of burning a t the stake. The
Church has come a long way in the past fou r
hundred years. The real heirs of the Inquisition today are the to talit a rian political regimes that seek to contro l both the sou ls and

the bodies of individual citizens.
But these developments were still in the
wom b of the future a century ago, and Dostoevsky's Russian orthodoxy mu st have impeded his understanding of the Cathohc
Church as much as it mu st have spurred him
to spea k his mind about it. Admiration for
the Legend should not blind us to the fact
that neither the InquisHor's character nor his
situa tion requires him to make, so·to-speak,
a full confession.
This very inco ngruity, however, is bu t
additional proof of Dostoevsky' s mastery: he
presents the e ntire Legend as a figment of th e
imagination of Ivan Karama zov. The psychological need to make the speech is there, b~t
it is presented as a need of Ivan, not of the figure of Ivan's creation. Ivan's need is clearly
even more impressive if it lea dshim to let the
character he invented make a speech that is
beyond this character's proper moti va tion .
Dostoevsky, after all, did not want to sh.ow
us Iva n as a ca pable writer, but as a suffenng
human being.
Tha t alone, however, would never have
glven the Legend its extraordinary impa.c t
even when read a pa rt from the novel 10
which it is embedd ed; and it wou ld not explain the author's high em phasis upon it.
echoed by so man y critics. Dostoe vsky
clea rly had anoth er aim. The Inquisitor's el~·
quence and Christ's even more eloquent SIlence spea k to the readers of the book, and
through them Dostoevsky speaks to all man kind , presenting for their choice two powe rfull y formulated and diametrically opposed
views of the world and of the nature and destin y of man . That he speaks t~ his rea~ er~
with two voices? rather than With one,. in dI cates that he imagines Ivan as unable qUIte to
make up hi s mind; but it also demonstra.tes
how Dostoevs ky himself follo ws th~ doc~ne
of Christ as he unders tands it, for m lethng
his Inquisitor s um up the teachings of Christ
he puts great stress o n hum an freed om. .
It is, however, but a secondary funchon
of the Inquisitor to expound the teachings of
Christ. His primary function is to reve~ th ~
philosophy which g uides h.im and the Instl ·
tuti on that he dominates and represents. In
crea ting the character of th e Inquisitor largely
fo r this function, Dos toe vsky followed a traditional pattern which has long had a place in
literature and has maintained it even though
it se ldom occurs in a form that is convincing
in realistic psych o logical terms - its usefulness has made up for its lack of realism. This
pattern is that of th e guide.

ONE GRAND INQUlSITOil AND SOME USSEIt ONes

4.
Th. patlem of the gUide is distinctly rt>lat.d to the motif of the Grand InquIsitor,
though the relationship is so far from obvious
that very tittle has been made of it by critics .

The guide who explains to foreigners the in4
ner workings of the country they visit occurred in literature long belore Dostoevsky,
but it acquired a new dimension when hjs
l~gend penetrated into international aware--

ness.
A guide natuIally comes in hand y in
travelogues, but there the pattern usuall y is
unobtrusive. As long as an author describes a
(o,untry actually existing here and now . on
thIS earth, we do no t expect it to be so radicaUy different that the traveller cannot draw
his conclusions from what he sees. Works
that present fictitious worlds or al least fictitious social or political systems oHer a greater
chaUenge.
This category, for which I like the genenc name heterotopia. comprises utopias
(bolh eutopias and dystopia s)' as well as
many works of science fiction and of fantasy .
Heterot~pias are written for the very purpose
~f showmg an alien system, and, from the
first, the form has included guides to explain
the strange worlds being presented .

l!'e sailors who lost their way in the im·
mensltyof the Pacific ha ving been hospitably
received. on the island of Bensalem in Bacon's
New Atlantis (written almost four centuri es
ago) are given preliminary information until
at last their leader gets a formal lecture from
one of the "Fathers" of "Salomon's Ho use"
~e great research institute which is the d'istinguishing feature and in fact the very raison
~'etre of that happy commonwealth. Essentiall~ similar lectures take place in Bellamy's
Lookmg Backward, Herzl's Old-New umd, and
even m such a relatively recent work as Skinne~s Walden Two. The device is beautifully
~anca~red in Stephen Leacock's Afternoons
In

,

UtopIa.

The satire is well deserved because there
something basically not quite aboveboard
a?out .t he device: the explanation tha t is
gl~e~ IS not really meant for the listeners
WIthin the story, to whom it is ostensibly ad.
d,res:ed: but rather for a wider audience outSide It, Its readers. The explainers, speaking
on behalf of the author, over the heads of the
IS

other characters in the story I1S It \o\' ff~ , mn\l
b.. the highest offlcoals of the Rctltlous nanon ,
but an substance they are huh.' more than
IOlmst gUides.
As such thel' hal'e berome less and I~s
indisp"IU4ble l~oterotoplC Ioterature Iuos Increasingh' flouri shed . and the rcadong public
can be expected not to need a; mu ch gUid ance to strange worlds as it dLd {omwrly . the
aut hors of such works havl' hccome boldN
Urs ula ~Uln , for instance. In fh( Dr pt."'sessed (wh ich she subtitled All Amb,XllolU lIt<'pia - \0 this aga m . ~lIopists hdve bc-come
bolder) does not c)'plaln her IWO "' .... ented
planets to her readers on the plonet Earth;
s h e lets her storY tell it e ll. TIle same holds
tru e for innumernble space travel stories and
much other science fichon a nd (antDsy ,
Where. on the other hand, th e fogure o f
the guidc·explai ner hits ~en retai ned, it has
also been h eig ht e n e d ; it has unmistakably
a pproa ched the m ore exa lled level o f the Inquisitor. What used to be a sim ple lecture loa
respectful audience has tended to become in teraction, an encou nter of crucial importance
for the work ' s characte rs, 'Specia ll y th e leading character. Lectures are still given, but th e
most typical case now is a ruler's Ie-clure to
one subject, more like ly than 110t With the
s ubject's fate ha nging in the balance, th e situation prefigured in Dostoevsky's Grand In quisitor lecturing to his prisoner.
There are probably two reaSons for this
development . One is a change of ta ste , in two
diverge nt directions, but contribu ting to the
same result : modem tas te is no longer satisfied with th e travelogue type of utopia ; the
writer, and presumabl y his public, want psychological and sociological depth, want, to
use a popuLar term, three·dimensional characters; in this sense heterotopias may be said
to have become more sophisticated. At the
same time, readers nowadays prefer fast paced stories; there is little patience with
long interpolated expositions, and in this
sense our taste has apparently become less
sophisticated. The other likely reason is that
dystop ias have come almost to squeeze out
eutopias in the twentieth century (to djscuss
why that happened would lead us too far
afield); the government in a dystopia obvi ously has more to hide, and the more that is
hidden the more difficult the job of explaining: it can no longer be left to some humdrum
guide.

JHeterofopia , e~topia, and dyslopia are all terms constructed from Greek roots, and modeled on the imagi·

n~ry coun~ UtoPia invented by Sir Thomas More for his philosophical fiction of that name, published in
1.,,16. UtOPIQ, which literally ?'leans "no place," is the traditional term for a tale presenting a more o.r I.ess ide~~

commonwealth. A helerotopla literally indicates an imaginary different place (good or bad); a eutopla lS specifi·
cally about a good place; and a dystopia presents a bad place _ what has been called an "illfare state."
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The way out of thi s dilemma in rea l life is
the question has agitated his victim and that
quite differen t from its solution in literature:
the answer will crus h him.
in actual practice, the hard job is simply not
Thirdly, and most importan t, Huxley
done; we do not hear of a member of the Mosstill followed the ideology of Dostoevsky's
cow Politbu ro revealing to the masses the
Inquisitor; Orwell reversed it at the pivotal
tru e aims of the Communist Party of the Sopoint. Huxley's World Controllers still aimed
viet Un ion. But such a non-solution would be
at the happiness, albeit a debased happiness,
very unsatisfactory in fiction; so the power of
of their cha rges, just as the Inquisitor in The
explanatio n becomes vested in a person who
Brothers Karamazov had .~ At least this is what
rep rese nts the s upreme power in the utopian
both these rulers claim, and we are given no
state, just as the Inquisitor could be undercogent reason to doubt that they believe it.
stood by Dostoevsky and his readers as re O'Brien / however, along with the ruling
group he represents, pretends nothing, bepresenting the Roman Catholic Church.
lieves in nothing. What he allows his victim is
This confrontation of power with its subject generally leads to a decision. Yet it may
a glance into a gaping void, indistinguishable
from the maw of Hell. His image of power is
be harmless, as when in Lost Horizon Father
"a boot stam ping on a human face - forPerrau lt instructs Mr. Conway, the man he
ever ." The entire enonnous apparatus of the
has picked to succeed him in the rule over
state, the stupendous system of degradation
Shangri-La. It is still reasonably harmless
and oppression, the never-resting engines of
when the World Controller Mustapha Mond
torture - they a ll have only that one aim ,
explains the Brave Neu) World to the "Savage"
nothing else.
and to the two natives who have befriended
him, though here the iron fist begins to show
through the velvet glove. It has become any5.
thing but harmless in 1984 when O' Brien ,
All of these systems that ha ve been remember of the Inner Party, discloses to the
vea led to us by the variou s inquisitors, grand
mere Outer Party member Winston Smith
and smaller, still have one foundation in
what Ingsoc, the system of which the very
common. It is the idea, taken almost as an ax·
name is a mi suse and perversion of English
iom, that the great mass of mankind is and
Socialism, is in truth all about.
must be ruled by an elite. Change ha s been
Bot h Aldous Hu xley, author of Brave
seen as desirable insofar as it might replac.e a
New World, and George Orwell, author of
bad by a good elite; but even the bad elite was
1984, were strongly influenced by The Legconsidered to be bad because of the errors of
end of the Grand Inquisitor and were welJ
its ways rather than because of th e innate viaware of it. However, the difference in the
ciousness of the system. Up to the work of
way they made use of it is of greater signifiOrwell the ruling e lite was mostly thought of
cance than the similarity in the narrati ve deas a benevolent (though perhaps misguided )
vice. Huxley's World Controller Mond has
elite. But Orwell makes the system of elitism
diSCiplinary power ove.r the men to whom he
itself as malevolent as-and the word is here
reveals the inner workings of his realm, but
meant descriptively, not as an expletive. ~
his yoke is gen tle and he talks to them urHell. Democracy may not be Heaven, but It IS
banely in an office with the trappings of civiliat least the clear, direct opposite of this spe·
zation. Orwell's O'Brien discloses his secret
to Winston while personally torturing him in
cial hell.
As far as Dostoevsky found his Inquisithe dungeons of the Thought Police, named,
tor's ideology offensive, it must have been on
with horrid mockery, the "Ministry of Love."
other grounds than that it was incompatible
More important, Mond follows a huwith democracy: Dostoevsky knew httle of
mane and rational course: he wants his subdemocracy and detested what he knew. In
jects to understand why they are being
treated as they are, so that th ey can better cocontrast , Orwell fought for democracy
through his literary work and literally as .a
operate in the measu res he is going to take,
soldier in the Spanish Civil War. There IS
which are in the last ana lysis for their own
good. But O'Brien acts out of wanton cruelty:
nothing ambiguous about his attitude to ~
no rational purpose is served by his explainwards O'Brien's ideology.
ing the aim of the rul e rs' power, which is
Considered as a work of literature, Tile
merely to perpetuate itself. He knows that
Brothers !<Jlramazov is universally held far su"Schiller's Grand Inquisitor was presumably concerned with the salvation of their souls. Did healso ca re
about their happiness? Hi s appearance in the play is perhaps too brief to say.

ONE GRAND INQUISITO R Al\D SOME I.ES~E R Or--'I:.S

perio, to 1984, and the ambi gui ty of Dostoevskv's novel is one reason . Scrutini zed ,
ho\\'ev~r, for their value as exposition s of political philosophy, where ambi gui ty becomes
a defect rather than a virtue, th e two works
draw more nearly even. Both see m to agree
tha i as long as human beings have power
over hu man beings, this is what the power
will be li ke. But they do not say that the re a lways must be power. Orwell did not intend
his picture of a horrible future as a pred iction
of what will happen, but as a wa rnin g aga inst
what can happen if we do not guard aga inst
it.
Dos toevsky opposes to hi s Inqui sit o r,
the protagonist of power, hi s Jesus Christ ,
the protagonist of love and freedom. A ge n era tion earlier, Marx had predicted th at o nce
Ihe p role tarian revolutio n - hi s secu lar
eq ui\'ale nt of the Second Coming - had
smashed th e capitalist regim e, the s tate
wou ld "wither awa v, " a nd dominati on o f
men would yield to administration of things .
.'J? sta~e has as yet shown any clear signs of
wl then ng away, but it s hould not be forgo t·
len that this was Marx's expectation, based
On his "scientific" theory. He rejected uto pias
for not having such a foundati on . He was of
course talking about eutopias. In his lifetim e,
and even by the time he died a ce ntury ago,
there wer~ as yet few dystopias, and hardly
any attention wa s paid to them . It is hard to
say whet her in the book fa lselv attribute d to
Goldstein in 1984 Marx would have seen a
furthe r deve lopment of his theory or a ca ri ca·
ture of it. It is certain that Marx d etested all
inqu iSito rs, in reality as we ll as in fi ction
(thoug h he had no special interest in th e lat·
te,).

6.
I have been tracing the motif of the In quisitor in lite rature principall y from two a ngles, the p s ychological and the politicalphilosophICal; but tn th e consideratio n of
specific wor~s it appears that the tw o a p·
preaches are Inseparable . The drive to write
and the choice of the theme stem from the a uthor's inner psychological processes; while
the thou ghts he expresses in his work the
posi tions he takes on the issues involved are
the resuJt of interaction between inner fC:rces
and th e historical conditio ns.
. !he psy~h.o logical driving force of the InqUISito r mOhf IS the son-fath er conflict, The
\:arious w orks .that feature inquisitors someh~ es shQ\.~ t.hls conflict openly, sometime s
veiled . but It IS always there.

Schiller's Ca rl os i:-. killed b\' his i.l th e r '~
order; bu t the Inq ui sitor is almo"t as de cisivel v invo lved : he is the eve n olde r 111 ':111 \\" ho
d ete~m i nt>s the King 10 kill hi:'. SOil . Carlo!:o
h a d to di r fo r p sych t..l log jCdl J 'i well as tor
ideo\ogic<lt rea so n s. rvla rx s<lid thel l the ideo log is ts oi It class can no t cro s~ the Iiile ~ that
thei r class (an no t cross in fcalit\,. 5( hill (' r':-.
tota l work is a good exa mp le. Ft, udal i..;m s till
held swav over Germanv a ( l'ntUf\' eltter thl'
En g lis h Re" o lu tio n <lnd ", hi ll' t he h e n( h
Revo luti on wa s in fu ll swing , Hav ing lon g
o utlived it ~ use ful ness, it \\'as it partJ(u lari v
mean and backward fe uda lism. Th e G t"rlllill1
bo urgeoisie a nd lower classes d id lwt and
could not rebe l, a nd 5c hi ll t:'r' ~ rebels had to
perish. The o nl y exception is Wilhe lm Tell,
and there Schill er had the inspiring example
of Switzerla nd before h is eves, the o nl v tr ue
republic within his ex perie~cc.
The mo tif o f p a t rici d e per va de s Tile
Brothers Karamllzov. Th oug h it is not ov~rt l y
th e motif of th e Legen d , it dominate s the
bac kground of th e e pisode. Dostoe vsk y had
su ffered fro m th e tyra n ny of an empire a'
hu ndred tim es m ore powerful than Sc h iller's
l.Jlnde~l'a ter, and a n em pi re tha t a t just th at
tim e show ed sig n s of possibly being a m enable to trans forma tio n s . H e cou ld di s till profo und ge nera l princi ples fro m the st ruggles
in th at very large a ren a and could raise th e
Inq uisitor to th e h eig h ts of a figur e of me taph ysica l significan ce. Dostoevsky at th e
same time me rged the mo tif with the o rig inall y qu ite diffe rent m ot if o f th e g uid eexplainers, a fus io n w hich the later writers
have maintaine d. In p sychological terms, hi s
Inquisitor repre sents the image of the ba d father, Christ that of the good fat her; in po litica l terms, th e Inquis itor a host ile empire,
Chri st wh a t Do stoevsky ho ped Russia mig h t
become.
Use of the motif by writers a fter Dostoevsky neve r reached that level again . Huxley and au thors o f similar dystopias ton ed
the st ru g gle do w n , bro ug ht it fr o m a
transcendent battle be tween Christ and Antichrist back down to Earth, but did not othe rwise change it significantly.
Orwell did. He did not change th e psychologica l s ubs tance ; th e rela tionship between Winsto n Smith and O'Brien can be understood as the relatio nship of a son to hi s
punishing father . O twell's grea t innovati on
wa s ideological: he had no more pa tienee
with the proposition tha t mankind had to be
ruled over. His rebel s till had to perish as
Schiller's heroe s a nd the four so n s of old
Karamazov h a d to p erish . But- Orwell gives
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n o indica tion tha t h e thinks thi s is th e e nd of
th e battle or th a t h e co n side rs it an imm uta ble
Jaw of nature tha t the re bel must succu m b.
Fa r from actin g a s a self-fulfill ing pro ph ~cy,
his novel has had some e ffect as th e wa r nlll g
he intend ed it 10 be.
This is .as far as th e d e velopme nt of th e
mo tif of the Inq ui sitor, fro m Schiller to Dostoevsky, and fina lly to Orwe ll, has gone. It is

PLA;-':K

difficult to see h ow it could go bevond this
point, bu t that d oes not mean Iha't it won 't.
An y nt'\\' d irec tio n wo uld doubtless reflect
p sychologica l a nd political stresses developing unno ti ced in th e unde rcurrents of our
civi liza tion . A nd we will need a new genius
of th e order o f Schi ll er, Dostoevsky, or Orwe ll to break w ith tradition and enunciate
the ne\v ele m e nt, w ha tever it may be.

WORD ARTIST. The phrase "painting with words" applies literally to the worko!
JOHN SOKOL, Akron artist who created the cover portrait, JlGeorge Orwell as
1984," and the portrait on p . 31 of " Dostoevsky as The Brothers Karamazov," A native of Canton, Ohio, Sokol attended Kent State University, hom which he holds
B.F.A. and M.F.A. degrees. His work has been exhibited throughout Ohio as well
as in New York, Ch icago, and Atlanta, and in galleries from New England to California . His portraits of authors have appeared on the covers and in the pages of a
number of magazines; some twenty of them are featured in a forthcoming issue of
A ntaeus. Sokol is a word artist in the other sense as well: short stories by him have
appeared in Descan t, R edbook, A kros, A den a, and other publications.

Emnj . Gaines

RESCUE FROM CHAOS:
THE COMPUTER IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
The Cleveland Public Library is one of the first in the country
its cataloguing - and it is reaping unexpected benefits

10 computerize

.l,mung the many operation!; of a library
most t'Xclcting is the

'~"' ~~I notict"d but the
":1.nnlt:<niHh':t' of accurate

records abou t its colC.llalogliing. w hich to an outside
,N;\a ~t'('ms a harmless sort of drudge ry,
10 '11 Ud an intellectually demanding VOCcl r.,,1'- \,loIllu the modern librarv. It is not an ex~~~f. twn 10 say that the ';rge research Ii PW\ '- Iluld not function withou t (1
~lkJ l\)

~\rlllul tlu~Jy kt'pt catalog. So important is
III(' 1'\1. tholt libranes of any si],(! do not hcs iU~I' III ~ pt'nd
It

more to catalog a book than to

Pu\

ld l.log complexity increases with the
Iht' collections. Sma ll libraries can
m.t l.(' do with perCum..1:ory records because
ItI(' li~undl\ can rfmember what is in the (0 1Ir<.llun A~ 1\ library expands beyond the raf'KItVU1. librarian to relain the information
If' hi, nt'.d, only accu rate cataloguing can Ln ~rr Ih.! d book w ill not be lost from view , If
ll\t'u>nh,"mporary lib ra ry u ser is occasio ll"ll y
ru! PIt bv what seems liked fussiness on the
pm uj IIbrMians, an excessive precision
~t !It'tmlngly minor matters, anyone (a 1I1lkft With the opera tion of large libraries
1.001'0'\ tna, onlv Iht" strictest attl'ntion to de~d l"'"P~ (hdoS at bav .
ln~·tntory control - which is what Ii 'IiI" 0 1

brary catcl logui n g <lIlluunt ~ tn
1'.. m"J.l'
mon.' intricate bv the i.1~- t Ihoit t',H-h 11!;,,1ll a li brary nwns is ul~iqllt' , An inn'ntur" of, It'! lUI
say, clutomobill' parts by Cellt'r.,1 Motur" IS
!'; implicily it~('\ r wlwn compared to tilt' umtrol system of a 1ll'lIl'stir library hkl' th(" Bnl ·
Ish Museum or the LlbrM\' 01 Cungrrn ,
where each item must bear il5 own m4rk ot
identification as wl"ll AS 501llt" j\nltlv!u!io 0 1 Lt
contents so Ihal its lllllLlue propt'rlit"s C'~n ~
dassified for a rt.·~e.u(' h(' r on Iht' hunt lof' information
Nut only is cadl book unt' o( " ~Ind , bul
g reat cunning is rl:'qulTt'd to group \I With
llther books to which II m.w bt- rr-Ia lrd beca use of authurshlp or subtect rhr- cauJiosuing and classification schcmt"1 now In ",'ld
spread usC' <He Ilw har\'rlt of IC'hoUt rl y wOr'k
of thousands of librarian. 1":'I. I""nding over
many dt'cad\,,S_ Call1lugUJng II a Ltbor whkh
nevcr ends : as 'Wh' s ubJect, art' Invented or
discovered , tht' da ssi Ocation AChe"," o( U..
brar1t's must place thtOm IogkaU" In rc:l.atk»!n
10 the f')(Il~ting catt'gone. ofknow~8~

The organl7oltlon of ~nowlt"dg. no

longer OCCUp i es our Ih ln.ken and philOtO
phNs to Ih(' J.("grN' it onnr did , but m .... kfl\
sy!lt~ms of lJ.t'nhfkation wntch we tAb IlIr
granted owe much 101M tchoI.arthlp otl I' rl>

I (AITW'S. Dlr«lor of Iht' ClrtJfinru/ PI/ill" ubrllry
ww.-/C!;4, OOldu B.S ., IltIM .A ,lllldliPh,D ItIhlaliturt'
~ l\/J.I.ImlnQ Un","",y. A 111'/11'( of Nt"Il' York City , hr

1'1'm

""""".u lin ofti«r m flit' U_S . NIli'll Submarmt" St-n.K't"

!II

"'-WI-\-1lT II Hr weu t\sslStliFlt D,;«tor of thl' Bos,on PubII; !JJ.r.,.. from 195810 1964, "lid D,rtc/or of tlu' Mm,uJlp'

... fllIbIl( Ubr/Jry from 1964 to 19i4 . Dr Gallle!i has Ilfllght
It C"w"Ibw Unrorrstty , UmVt'Tfltv 0( MI1IIIt'Sl'ta , l/tH(.IC'r .~It l\'lf('onsi", and KLtlt StQlr U;uW'MII(: ~ 1uu It'Ctwrrd
~.". paJ,luNd artiCks '" Libran' Trends, LIbrary
~@fiy , Ubrary Journal , lind otht"r IIbrar1l pubilCd

'-
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niz , Bacon , and the french encycJopaedis ts
of the eighteen th century, who wrestled with
the difficult intell ec tual problem of sys te·
matizing the vast comp lexi ty of knowledge .
Even the early dictionary·makers had to
make difficu lt judgments abo ut th e ordering
of li sts of words into a readily comprehen sible system. Obvious though it seems 1'0 us today, the first le xicographers took a major step
in information retrieval when thevdecided to
a lph abe tize vocab ulary lists .
"
In th e cen tu ri es before the invention of
printing, li braries were s mall and the books
they acquired were not di scarded. This stability of the collecti ons mad e record-keeping
relatively simple if it was, ind eed, requi red at
all. Each book had its fixed location and
might even be chained to its shelf; once ac·
quired , it probably never left the libra ry. After Gutenberg, books became cheaper and
more plentiful, a nd the frequ ency of turn over in library co llectio n s gradually in crea sed. Libraries expa nded and so did the
difficulty of keeping track of the books.
The simplest and most logical of early
ca talogs was a regist e r of books arranged
chronologicall y by date o f acqu isition. Whenever a book was added to th e collection, the
fact was duly noted by the librarian in an appropriate ledger. As a business-like inventory, such an acquisition record was suitable
eno ugh, but it did not serve the need s of the
scholar who had no recourse except to peruse
all of the entries to find what he wanted.
Only over a period of time did librarians fully
understand that what the scholar needed
was a catalog from which he could quickly
eliminate as many unwanted items as possible at the outset of his search . To accomplish
this result librarians began to rearrange their
book inventory alphabetically instead of
chronologically; once alphabetical catalogs
became standard the next logical development was to crea te subject catalogs or bibliographies to provide clues about the contents
of the books. This step was made imperative
by the acceleration of learning in the seventeenth century, which put librarians to the
test of designing more responsive systems
for searching out books from Europe's expanding libraries.
Perhaps the most famous of the thinkers
to address questions of the organization of
knowl edge was Gottfried Leibniz, seventee nth -century poly math and librarian to the
Duke of Hanover. Leibniz contributed a detailed a lphabetical subjec t index wh ich
grouped knowl edge into approximate ly
twenty fields roughly para llel to the curricula
of the universities of his time.

Un til a few yea rs ago the most common
method of library classification in this country was the Dewey decimal system, devised
in 1876 by Melvil Dewey. As mosl read ers
know, thi s system divides all of knowled ge
into categories numbered 0 to 999. Books on
philosophy, for examp le, are numbered 100·
199, religious works cover 200-299, the social
sc ie nces occupy the 300's, lang uage the
400's, and so all. More recently the Library of
Co ngress created a similar but more elaborate system, labeling different categories by
the letters of the alphabet. Thus books on
philosophy and religion in the LC sys tem are
prefixed by the letter B; D contains history
and topography , except that of America,
which occupies E a nd F. Many ca tegories
ha ve lettered and numerical subclassifica·
tions: Be is logic and BD metaphysics, for example, with BD 150-241 reserved for epistemology, BD 300-444 for ontology, and BD
493-708 [or cosmology and teleology.
The method o[ physicaUy storing ca talog
information in an easily retrievable form ha s
also undergone development. Bound ledgers
composed of sequential entries lacked fl exibility, especially beca use they did not aHo'\"\'
for insertion of n ew filing information at a
later time. Such requiremerfts eventually led
to the inve ntion of the card catalog, which .
through decades of change from the mid nineteenth century to the present, gave us
the finding instrument we are all famil iar
with .
The card ca talog is in its own primiti ve
way a blueprint or archetype for the com puter: it is expandable; the order of its parts
can be rearranged; it aJlows for simultaneous
access at many pOints; a.nd its entries can be
reproduced readily for use at places remo te
from the main storage location. These qualities also charac terize compute.r storage of
data ,
Ingenious as the card cata log is, it ha s seriou s drawbacks. It is s usceptible to filing errars which ca n go undetected for lon g periods and it is vulnerab le to abuse or
vandalism . Cards mischi evo usly removed
from the file impa.ir reliability of the record .
Missing or misfiled cards effectively remove
a book from the reach of a reader trying to use
a dosed-stack library _
Challenged to devise a secure, flexibl e,
and durable catalog, librarians turn ed to electroni c techn olog y. Early co mput ers, designed tohandle numerical materials, did not
cope readily with alp habets and texts, and
several years of resea rch a nd develo pment
were necessary befo re libra rians were sati sfied that machines were capable of assuming
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some of the duties of derks. Now the protected file , stored in a computer, ca n be manipula ted only at the point of entry - the catalog department - and not at the point of use,
the public reading room. Clerical errors have
not been eliminated , but they are more readily discoverab le in a computerized catalog
and can be corrected swiftl y without recourse
to the process of typing new cards, pulling
old ones and inserting replacements; a stroke
or two of the keys on a keyboard terminal in
the catalog department is sufficient.
The card catalog is defective in another
important respect. In a busy institution like
the New York Public Library, frequent handling by thousands upon thousands of people evenrually wears out the cards. The difficulty and the cost of replacement have
proved unacceptable wherever financial resources are slender.
Especially since World War H, the cos t of
labor has risen so rapidly that severe constraints have been p laced on the ability of major libraries to maintain card ca talogs in good
order. Before it stopped adding to its card catalog in 1980, Cleveland Public Library spe nt
5250, 000 ann uall y to insert or withdraw
ca rds from the file, This sum does not take
into account the cost of upkeep of all branch
and departmental catalogs, which numbered
an astonishing 300 separate files, the despair
of user and librarian alike. Librarians concerned about catalog reliability were convinced that deterioration of the cata lo g
through mismanagement was almost as injurious as deterioration of the co llection s themselves.
Catalog maintenance cos t has become so
prohibitive that libraries have attempted to
economize by eliminating catalog records for
paperback books, whose relatively brief life
fu rnishes a pretext for shortcuts; but such
stratagems are self-defeating. Either to
forego buying paperbacks or to add them to
collections w ithout cataloguing is an unappealing dile mma , for neither course of action
is responsible Iibrarianship.
The advent of the computer in these increasingly difficult circumstances has been a
godsend for large libraries. So und bibliogra phic practices which were compromised
to save money can be re-established beca use
a co mputer catalog is so much more efficient
than a card catalog. For reasons largely economic, Cleveland's main catalog suffered a
protracted period of neglect beginning about
1930 with the Great Depression and continuing until 1975, by which tim e the catalog so
inadequately represented the Library's collections that it was an embarrass ment. Scores

Main building of the Cleveland Public Library at
325 Superior Avenue, scene of pioneering adapta-

tion of computers to library cataloguing.
of thousa nds of titles that had been lost or
withdrawn remained in the ca rd files, while
other thousand s (foreign lan guage books, for
example) never found their way into the catalog drawers. The decline of ca talog reliability
was hastened by the accretion of man y
cranky and idiosyncratic modifi ca tions to
standard cataloguing introduced by generations of librarians operating wi th ou t a master
plan.
These modifications, some of them going back to William H. Brett (1884-1918), a
founder of the Library, required ex tra work
because they were applicab le onl y to this one
library and so made it impossible to take advantage of cataloguing done e lsew here _
Gradually the ca talog system came to be a
drain on the Library's reso urces, and led to
the erosion of its reputation as a facility for
scholarly work. Readers familiar w ith the Dewey grouping of travel books with history
books in the 900-class, for example , found
the Cleveland Public Libra_ry travel books in
the 400' s, reserved by Dewey for la nguages
and semantics. Besides such arbitrary deviation s from standard Dewey pra ctices, the
CPL ve rsion also distinguished between circulati ng and noncirculating copies of any
given title by assigning different numbers to
each. These practices increased work loads,
public co nfusion, and disorder in the coUections . Such idiosy ncracies had a cumulative
effect, paral yzin g the resolution of librarians
to make the Clevela nd system conform to
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The old and the new. Left: o ld catalog card for James Michener's novel Chesapeake. Right: same information on
cathode display screen of one of the Library's new computer termina ls.

stan dard Dewey, because backlogs of recataloguin g chores might swam p the ship .
Trapped between its own poor practices and
the prospect of gigantic wo rk loads, the
Cleveland Publi c Library chose neither.
Cata logu ing, it s hou ld be noted, involves broadly two kinds of work: first, descriptive cataloguing, which records the bibliographiC data that distin gu ish eac h
individua l book; a nd seco nd, dassification ,
which assigns the identifying code or ca ll
number telling where the book is to be fo und
in any given library. Th e Library of Congress
sets standards for both descriptive cata loguing and classification. While most li braries
can not resist so me editing of Library of Con gress ca talogu ing information to conform to
local practices, the Cleveland Public Libra ry
had for all practical purposes modified th e
stand ard data o ut of recogn ition . Consequently it could only make limited use of th e
nationally distributed information from the
Library of Congress.
By 1975 the Library moved so dose to
collapse owing to its inefficiencies that actio n
co uld no lon ger be deferred. Following a series of diagnostic conferences, the adm inistration decided to attempt a radical cure. The
initial d irective ordered th e Library staff t'O
forsake all local cataloguing modifications
and to adhere tota lly and without deviati on
to the catalogu in g decisions of the Library of
Congress. This determina tion \,vas not confined to the descriptive ca taloguing but a lso
embraced the Library of Congress classification scheme, which, beginni ng in May, 1975,
rep laced the Dewey-Brett system, which had
served Cleveland and othe r Northern Ohio
libraries for generations. This drastic action
wrenched Cleveland's Library around and
pointed it in a new direc tion . After May,

1975, CPL disciplined itse Uto take maximum
advantage of inte llec tu al work don e else·
where by simply importing it while at the
same time shutting down its own "cottage indu stry" ca taloguing wit h all its loca l trappings.
In ado pting a n a tionally rec ogn ized
standard, CPL immedia tely raised the quality of its record-keeping and at the same time
freed librarians from red undant drudgery, so
that their attention co uld be fe-d irected toward other tasks in th e reform process .
Standardization led to greater productivity
and made possible the Library's fi rst important steps toward automation.
In the mid-1960's, wh ile the Cleveland
Libra ry was floundering in its sea of paper ,
the Library of Congress promulgated its catalo guing on co mput er tapes in machinereadable format - a most significan t decision
for all libraries. This new mode of catalog
storage, know n by its acronym MARC (MAchine Readable Catalog), was made avai lable
to any lib raries possessing computer capability. At that time CPL co uld not take advan tage of this technologica l innova tion because
its system did no t conform to that of the Libra ry of Congress and because it did not own
a computer. The d ecisions of 1975 remedied
the first deficiency and paved the way for the
Library to automa te its cataloguing records.
Anothe r development that came to the
aid of CPL was a coopera tive computerized
cataloguing service originating in Col umbus,
Ohio, known as OClC (originally Ohio College Library Center, but now referred to only
by th e letters ). By contract arrangement,
Cleveland ac quired a very serviceable
stopgap until its own co mputer system \vas
obtained. With help from OClC and parhal
financing by a g rant from the State Library of
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The new and the old. left: Charles Woller, Automation Services Supervisor, types author' s nam e at computer terminal to begin search for book. Righ t: Library patron looks through ca rd drawer in old card catalog .

Oh io, Cleveland began the convers ion of its
catalog record from cards to ta pes, which
were stored aga inst the day when its own
comp uters co uld inges t th e records.
Finally in 1978 th e Cleveland Public Library acquired its ow n compu ter and began
to transfe r its tap ed records. By October,
1981, more tha n 500,000 titles (an estimated
one half of the e ntire collection) had been e nten~d into the computer a t the Main Build ing
at 325 Superior Avenue. Thus the en tire reform project, wh ich had at first seemed so
hopeless, was accomp lis hed in little more
than five years.
The coopera tive effort of three major organizations , th e Library of Congress in
Washington , OCLC in Columbus, and the
Oeveland Public Library, not only s ucceed ed
in moving all the old paper records into a
compute r but corrected a stagge ring number
of errors in the process. So useful is the new
file, although only half finished, that by Jun e,
198 1, about half of th e inquiries made to the
Main catalog librarians were being answered
by the compu ter ins tead of by the3x 5 catalog
card fiJe.
The Library's co mputer hardwa r e is
manu factured by Digital Equipment Company. The heart of the system is two PDP II I
70 processors, Linked in tandem to allow either to carry th e tota l work load for th e
syste m du rin g period s when one is s hut
down for maintenan ce a nd repair. Periphera l
equ ipment in the form of disk-drives , ta pedrives, printers, terminal s and multi-p lexers,
makes the sys tem fle xible and ada ptable . Simultaneous access is possible both for file updates and public use of different data bases a t
many Locations. It is routine for a cataloguer
on the fou rth floor of the Main Building to be
ad ding informa tion a bo ut new books to the

catalog while a clerk is adding entries about
today' s news stories to the on-line n ewspaper index, even as a branch library is charging books out for ho me use. The system is designed to all ow for equipment add -o ns as the
number and size of the data bases in crease.
In theory, the ca pacity of the system is unlimited. The only constraints are physica l s pace
for the hardware and money to purchase and
operate it.
ALthoug h the administrative uses of a
computer are obvious; a library's catalog is
not practical unJe ss the readers can h ave d irect access to it without professional in tervention by a librarian. Here a new obstacle
appears. Mos t computer terminals emp loy
keyboards, and can tap into the computer
only after use o f ca U-up signa ls. Since a public library cannot undertake to train all its patrons in the u se of s uch a device, engineers
have been experimenting with techniques to
make access to the computer records simpler.
They have d eveloped prototypes of w hat are
known as II touc h" termin als. Instead of a
keyboard , a "touch" terminal requires on ly
the movem ent of a finger across the scree n of
a cathode ray tube to move the file forward o r
backward, much as a roll microfilm ca n be
moved by turning a crank. The perfection of
these devices Lies in th e future, but when it
has been achieved , the computer ca ta log will
be as accessib le to the reader as the card ca ta ~
log has been .
The Libra ry's computer software syste m, which was d esigned to the specifications of the Library by Data Resea rch Associates of St. Louis, Missouri, has proved to be
sufficiently flexible to cope with a variety of
problems in addition to those associated with
bibliography. Although the catalog is a nd
will always remain th e most massive of the
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fil es stored in the co mputer's memory, many
new programs for th e compu ter have been
introduced and still m ore a re being planned .
One of th ese n ew programs - the nex t
maj or und ertaking in automation after cataloguing - is a circu lation control sys te m
which will permit th e Library to discard a n
older, complica ted and ineffi cient method of
tracking books borrowed fo r home use. This
older hybrid o f files m ade by pholography,
microfilm, op ti ca l sca nner, and plain oldfashioned handwriting is an administrative
horror. At thi s tim e, th e new automated system has already been installed in three Li brary branches, w ith o thers sched uled for
improvement before th e end of this year.
The automated circu la tion system tracks
book loans to patrons until the borrowed
books are returned, a t which time the record
is extinguished, protecting the reader from a
snoo per who at so m e later time might want
to learn what som eon e has been reading, a
practice which libraria ns rega rd as a serious
in vasion of privacy. The system does mu ch
more, however: it keep s lists of reserved
books and ale rts all di stri bution points in the
libra ry about wa nted items: it keeps a watch
on delinquent borrowers and prevents bo rrowing of excessively large numbers of items;
it provides ready statistics which can be used
to forecast the kinds a nd quantities of books
tha t should beadded to - or subtracled from
- the collectio ns. Information useful to li ~
brary manage me nt h as often been too costly
to justify its accumula tion; computerized libraries will be run much more cost-efficiently
owing to the ready availability of use-data.
Computerized files are flexible, can be
con sulted rapidly, and are more accurate
than the hand-gen e rated files used by the Library in the past. By reducing depend ency

upon human derical work, the Library is redu cing the frequency of errors and consequently lowering the cost of its operations.
Improved efficiency has made more money
ava ilable for investment in new programs,
larger book collections, and more skillfully
organized service at the point of contact with
the people who use the Library.
The ability to find books faster and wilh
less effort will greatly expand the reach of Library services. Computers have opened the
entire resources of the Main Library to any
citizen at any branch and, potentially, at any
desired location in the entire county. The
computer will be the library'S Sears Roebu ck
Catalog, enabling readers to "shop" from a
remote point and to be sen 'ed as accurately
and almost as quickly as they would be at th e
Main Library. At present, any book that is
called for can be, and routinely is, delivered
anywhere in the city within 24 hours.
What the Cleveland Public Library has
done is not such a n extraordinary achievement in a society that has learned to adapt its
work to the requirements of computers, and
yet the hard fact is that most libraries have
not had the nerve to take the leap into the
electronic age . In the absence of sui table
models, Cleveland's Library has been pioneering, learning to dea l with new situations
unaided by a body of received doctrine or reliable experience. To a profession like librarian ship, with a not-always-comfortable reputation for conse rvatism in adapting to new
modes of operation, co mputers prese nt a peculiarly difficult challenge. Public libraries
operate in a closer personal relationship with
their clients than do mos t public agencies,
and they are therefore more sensitive and responsive to those co nstituents, who often
feel threatened by change even more than do

Left: the Library'S new "main catalog" - the Automation Services Department on the ground floor of the
Library building. Righ t: a book is charged out at one o f the new compu terized m achines which transfer circulation infonnation immediately to a centralized data bank .
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the employees . The interplay between librarian and patron fosters a conservatism that extends fro m the contents of books to the modernization of buildin gs. Computers, to an
inadequately informed public, seem an unnecessary intrusion into the familiar world of
print . The mystiq ue of computers issuch that
the public may fea r that machines, with their
mysterious electro nic languages, will replace
books. This atmosphere of ignorance has its
in flu ence on th e political process and the
people who pres id e over libra ry bud gets.
Public ignora nce enco urages politicians to act
on their instin ctive relu ctance to expand
budgets, especially a t a time of economic
stress for the nati on , and especially for publ ic
services whose full importance is felt on ly
over a long per iod of time.
Because of the se obstacles it is often easier for library administrators and governing
boards to coast alo ng rather than to unde rtake the necessary technica l planning and to
persuade relucta nt budget authoritie s. The
task of computerizing a library presents more
tha n ordinary difficulti es, and the fear o f disastrous fail ure inhibits the cultivation of a
venturesome spi rit by librarians. Cleveland's
library had in fac t experienced two serio u s
setbacks in ea rlier computer experime n ts in
the late 1%0'5 a nd early 1970's. The memory
of those defeats was s till fresh when th e 1975
reform movement began, and while the fear
of a thi rd fai lu re was somewhat d aunting,
lhe staff's reso lve to plan more carefull y actu ally helped to insure s uccess.
Ohio' s laws govern ing libraries have
some featu res not fo und elsewhere in the
United States, wh ich work to Cleveland's adva ntage at this point in its history. The basic
tax revenues for public libraries in our s tate
are mandated by the state legislature in the
form of the so-ca lled intan<gibl es tax. The proceeds from this tax on the income of stocks
and bonds are not s ubject to diversion by
mayors and city co uncils, as so freque ntly
happe n s in other states. Ohio's library
boards are relatively insulated fro m th e kind
of day-to-day political pressures w hich too
freque ntl y hamper effective decisionmaking. With a relatively shel tered income
and a certain immunity from political influence, the Cleveland Public Library has bee n
able to move rapidly into the techno logical
age unhindered by the often nea r-sighted infiuences of local gove rnment.
In its pioneering use of new technology,
the Library has discovered some unexpected
~nefits. Whil e the Library djd anticipa te the
mcrease in servjce reliabili ty, it did not ex pect
cost savings. Early in the process of transfer-
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The Main Catalog room - an "elegantl y de-signed
space" which will become a read ing room when
the old ca rd catalog is retired.
ring records to computer stora ge, it wa s discovered that the librarians and clerks whose
work embraces cata logui ng and re lated activities (e.g. , book acquisition, sh elf preparation, and circulation) enjoyed a si zabl e reduction in work load as ma chines took over the
drudgery of record-keeping. Very quickl y ,
staff reductions were made poss ible, thereby
releasin g funds fo r other purposes . As the
number of employees diminished, the complexity of superv ision and personnel control
also decrease d ; work performance and individua l productivity began to rise. A second
unforeseen be n efit is the recapture of space .
Fewer people require less work area , thu s libera ting va luable floor space. The expected
d isappearance of card catalogs w ill he lp the
Library increase the number of public read ing area s. T he la rge room that presently
houses the m ain catalog is an elega ntly designed space w hich , when conver ted to a
reading room , will add charm to the Libra ry .
In addition to aes th etic conside ration s, practical econo mi c advantages should be ke pt in
mind. The an nual rental of prime office space
in downtown Clevela nd is approaching $15
per square foot. Th e Library w ill recover
about 2,000 square feet now give n over to catalog cases. Upgrading and enlarging o f public areas is a benefit of computerization that
never occurre d to the automa ti on planners,
bUl it is a very tangible benefit.
While this account has dwelt at leng th
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on the bibliographic records as being of primary importance in the shift to automation,
the add ition of o ther on-line files strengthens
th e Library significa ntl y. Several yea rs of in dexing of Cle vela n d's two daily news papers,
a necrology fi le, a nd a complete record of the
periodical holdings of most libraries in C u ya hoga Cou nty a re now on-line. Not only is
the Library a more powerful information re-

sou rce because of its computers, it is extendin g its reac h geograp hically . Since there is no
practicai limit to the number of terminals that
can be linked to the ce ntral memory, the Library can ma ke ava ilable, at low cost, access
to its files at an y place that might find su ch
access useful. Th e accessibility of th e data
banks puts the Library within reach of a ll
ot her libra rie s a nd consequently of a ll citi zens, wherever they happen to live. Even as
thi s is being written, negotiations are und er
way to forge the first compu ter links with
suburban libraries.
As soon as li b ra rians have mastered the
intricacies of comp ute r management a nd
have lea rn ed how to take full adva ntage of
th e informationa l power conferred by the
com puter, the libra ry'S adm inistrative offi cers wi ll be prepared to place compu ter terminal s wherever the y may be useful ,
wheth er ins ide th e library system or in business establishm e nts, schools, colleges, or
govern mental offi ces. The ruling principle is
that th e data bases of th e Library, having
been financed from public funds, should be
mad e freely availa ble, and the only charges
should be fo r the extra costs in volved in mak-
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in g the conn ections. The Library's data banks
are as mu ch public property as are its book
collections.
The enlarging of the sphere of influence
of one of the nation 's important public li braries coincides with increased tempo of
competition a mong the many industries with
a large economic stake in information and
communication . Apprehension exis ts among
librarians that access to important informa·
tion ma y fall und er the control of commercial
enterprises and thereby place many citizens
at a disadva ntage. Though the prospect of informa ti on monopolies may not be a rea listic
appra isal of w hat is afoot in the country, and
th ere ma y be a tinge of paranoia in the library
profession about danger from monopolistic
pressures, nevertheless an attitu de of watchfulness is probably justified . Therefore, the
computeriza tion of public libraries may be
usefu l in helping to insure the continued free
access to information by every citizen. A fun·
damental principle of public librarian ship
has been the ci tizen's right to have public in·
formation publicl y available, not monopolized either by government or by commercial
enterprise intent on profits. The compu ter
can help give fresh meaning to the basic dem oc ratic idea ls of our society thro ugh ever·
widening dissemination of books and their
con tents by mea ns of the latest techn ology. It
is to be hoped that Cleveland 's breakthough
will serve as a m odel for some of the nation's
other great public libraries in the pursuit of
this ideal.

Nicholas R. Jones

MEDIEVAL PLAYS FOR MODERN AUDIENCES
A production by the British National Theatre uses contemporary techn iqu es
to engage audiences whose beliefs are different
from those assumed by the original author
Physical works of art such as paintings
and sculpture are not th e only masterpieces
that suffer the ravages of time. Oblivion can
also swallow works of literature, which often
depe nd for their effectiveness on an aud ience
tha t holds particular beliefs, as well as one
that knows a particular language. It was to re·
vive one group of such masterpieces, a selection of medieval mystery plays, that the Cottes loe Theatre in London mounted the
production described in this essay, giving
new e motional validity to dramas based on
an ethos no longer shared by all of the aud.i·
ence. The prod uction reflects an understanding of the nature of ritual and drama - of religio us belie f a n d thea tri cal suspe nsion of
disbe lief - that migh t be adapted for the rescue of other masterpieces similarly los t to
modern audien ces.
Ln the mystery plays - those enormous
cycles of Biblical history presented each summer in the four teenth and fifteent h centuries
in the stree ts of prosperous English towns the life of medieval England shines out. The
Biblical figu res seem to li ve in a med ieval
world , in the persons of local shepherds,
farmers, shipbu ilde rs , merchants, bishops,
nob lemen, and thieves, struggling to survive
in an agricu ltural economy dependent on the

wool trade, in a feudalism quickly passing
away und er the new power of the merchant
classes. The mys te ries have a comic intensity
of vision that we associate with Cha u cer, and
a Dante-like co mmitmen t to the life of the
spirit. I
Origina lly the mysteries seem to have
been pa rt of the feast of Corpus Christi, a festi va l celebrating the Eucharist. ~ Coming in
early summer, Corpus Christi was a perfect
occasion for street theater - grand religious
processions, weeks of plays, and (we may
guess) less pious entertainments. The centrality of the elements of bread and wine as
symbols of Christ in the celebrati on of
Corpus Christi dovetailed with a deeply symbolic part of m edieval thought - that a ll
events of the great myth of the Bible migh t be
seen as "types" of Christ's media tion in human life. Adam's sin is every person's sin;
Noa h's salvation is the equiva len t of th e rescue promised to everyone through Christ. So
this feast, honoring a mystery made visible
and tangible, was a perfect time to re present
the central mysteries of salvation in their visible forms, in plays based on the sto ries of the
Bible. Historically, the cycles grew out of an
already we ll-established tradition of li turgical drama that had probably existed in the
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large churches since abou t 1200. Unlike th e
cycles, though , th is lit urgical drama was formal and dign ified, presented in Latin within
the chu rch bu ild in gs, and held under the
cont rol of church authorities. The cycles, performed in Englis h in the streets of th e cities,
aTe a very different matter.
The ecclesiastica l festiva l and its related
doctrines were important in the develop ment of the cycles. But so were facto rs beyond the control of the d1Urch. On th e religious side \.Vas the movement towa rds a
popu lar religion associa ted with friars - th e
wanderin g preachers a n d counsel1ors who
avoided the pomp and hierarchy of the cathedrals. Like the friars at th e ir best, the cycles
spoke religion to the people through the la nguage and the images of everyday Hfe. On a
social leveL the cycles arose from the flourishing trade of fate medieval Europe: the
grow th of civ ic- minded and prosperous
towns gave a place and a purpose for the productions; the power and prestige of the m anufactu ringand merchant classes supplied the
means and the ini tia ti ve. The cycle prod u ctions depended primarily on the organiza tion and labor of the trad e guilds. The guilds
- unions of crafts and trades, fishermen ,
carpenters, woolsellers, etc. - had by th e
mid-fourteenth century ach ieved sta tus a lmos t to rival the ch urch. It was their wea lth
and competi tive zeal that led to the production system of the cycles: each guild took o n
complete responsibi li ty for one episode, cas ting, staging, rehearsing, acting it, much as
the Kiwanis or Rotary might today sponsor
the refreshments at a Fourth of July town picnic_
At their height, the cycles were monu mental productions. We can take the cycle of
York as an example. 3 York's cycle in 1415 had
52 separate plays, of w h ich 48 have survived,
covering Biblical episodes from Creation to
Judgment. The plays are diverse in style and
mood - from a liturgical solemnity in the
Res urrect ion play to a co mic pictu re of
Noah's frustration w ith his cantankerous
wife. The cycles were w ritten over many
years by many d iffe ren t hands. At times th e
cra ft is rude, and a t o th er times, as in the
York passion plays, th e dra maticimagination
is as sophisticated as the e laborate verse in
w hi ch they are w ritten. Especially in the
hands of the bes t writers, the plays combine
styli zation and naturalis m in a way we may
find disturbing. York's so ld ie rs, nailin g
Christ to the cross, speak of everyday things
- petty jealousies, boredo m, sore shoulde rs
- yet their d ialogue is cra fted in a compl ex
twelve-line sta nza using on ly four rhymes .

So~e ~cbons develop a fairly ample charactenzatlOn - hence the popularity of the Wakefield cycle's Second Shepherd's Plav with
its engag ing s hee p-stealer, Mak. In· other
plays, howe ver, the author is clearly uninteres ted in what we think of as character or action, deveJoping only a doctrinal or sche·
m atic v iew of the events - as in York 's
Annunciation play, where IitUe more th an
the Biblical a nd liturgical accounts a.re used.
The cycles, as o ne scholar says , are
" homemade" - the products of local writers,
actors, and producers : Indeed, to us they ofte n ha ve a roughhewn quality. In place of
unity, a sense of climax, and the other " Ari sto telian " qualities of drama , we find episodic, shapeless mu.ltiplicity. Motivation is
virtually non·existent , details of hi story inaccura te, tas te inconsistent. On a proscenium
s tage, before a s tandard theater audience of
the twentieth ce ntury, the cyde plays would
seem hop e less ly naiVe. Their clowning
would be si ll y, their vilJains unconvincin g,
their heroes pas teboard .
But the sa me writer who calls the cycles
homemade goes on to describe their drama
as "rich and eJaborate to a degree we would
associate on ly with professional theater. ".
Productions were ex travaga nt, like the manuscripts a nd a rchitecture of the late fifteenth
cen tu ry. The cycles were professional undertakings, with paid and highly-valued personnel; they were not Sunday-school shows in
church halls. Our knowledge of the staging is
undear in man y details; but the general outline is instructive. In so me towns, each play
in the cycle occu pied a separa te fixed location
a nd the crowd moved from stage to stage. In
ot her towns, o r pe.rhaps at ot her periods, the
plays themse lves moved around town on
special wagons, s to pping to act at certain loca tions. The se ttings and props included the
schemati c (a gapi ng dragon's mouth for Hell.
a bolt of blue cloth for the Red Sea) as well as
the realis ti c (animal ' s blood for Christ's
wound s). Each play probably had a specific
"set" represen ting, say, the Temple or the
Ga rden of Eden; bu t the action can scarcely
ha ve remained on the small wagon or platfo rm that held th e se t. It mus t ha ve spread
forward onto th e streets, th e standing aud ience crowdin g in as close as they dared .· Costumes, mu sic, train ed actors, elaborate ma chinery , and specia l effects were aU worth
seeing; and th ough many were probably the
same as in las t year's production, a few we re
likely to be new, and not to be missed .
The cycles we re the dramatic life of th eir
da y. As befitted the needs of their times, they
were broadly public, ceJebrating the shared
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values and thoughts of the medieval towns.
They did not attempt to provide an illusion of
reality; in those crowds, it would have been
hard to achieve a willing suspension of disbelief. How could one "believe" in a "Noah," a
local shipwright who in five minutes, ten feet
away from you, assembled a stylized "ark"
from pre-cut pieces, all the while asserting
that a hundred years have passed since he
began this hard labor?' The medieval audience, crowding in to see their acquaintances
in this yea r's version of the cycles, saw not
stories occurring in a present time (like most
modern drama, whether it is historical or not)
but old stories, stories of the past and of the
future. The cycles skip from the Assumption
of the Vi rgin to the Day of Judgment without
a glance at modern history. These are myths,
stories to live by, not stories to experience for
catharsis. Ye t for being "only" presentations
of old stories, the cycles had an immediacy
that brought them into the medieval world.
The best poetry graced their lines; the best
craftspeople designed their costumes; the
town comedian pla yed the devil with the best
current jokes; and the characters spoke always of the old situations in terms of mod ern
proble ms - rain y wea th er, bad crops ,
gree dy landlords , ti g ht money, pro ud
bishops.
Many readers of the cycles today comment on the extraordina ry degree of life in the
plays. It cannot be simply ascribed to the contemporary imagery or the vivid language; it is
a resu lt of a unique dramatic situation - a
spectacle ariSing from a community, acted in
the s.ha red vocabulary and space of the commumty using stories that are familiar to the
co.~m.unity. Yet with all these aspects of fam~lIafl ty, thoroughly investing the drama
With closeness, one deep distance remains:
these f~rniliar stories are old and mysterious,
the stones of the connection of God with the
world . ~n th e medieval streets, ca rpenters
a.od hoslers presented once again the old stories of the community . Significantl y, they
re not in the church, and they we re not
pnests: the bread they broke at "The Last
Supper" was just bread, as "Noah" was obviously onl y the local shipbuilder. The medieva l cycles tapped the sources of the invisible
world witho ut losi ng co ntact wi th th e real
world.
Like all masterpieces, the plays of the cycles demand to be recognized and produced
today. But too often their Christian founda~ons relegate them to amateur productions
l~ explicitly Christian contexts. For a profesSional public theater in a pluralistic and secular age, the m ys teries present a special chal-
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lenge. Their medi eva l themes mus t be
acknowledged as th e center of their dramatic
potential: but if we strive to present only (or
even mainly) medieval themes, the plays w ill
go dead. The mystery cycles were produced
originally in a remarkably close h armo n y
with th eir Chris ti an audiences; w h at att itudes and choices on the part of the modern
producers can parallel such harmon y?
Take the crucifixion as an exam ple. It is
an unmistakably dram atic incident, and appears so in th e mys tery plays - the charged
exchanges of Jesus and Pilate, the quisling
hypocrisy of Caiap has, th e mocke ry of the
soldiers, the confused fear of the disciples
and friends. There is room in the m edieval
plays for hum an interest, black comedy, a nd
sati re; yet th eir focus clearly and n at urally
lies on the side of orthodoxy: "to this end
Christ both died, and rose, and revived, that
he mig ht be Lord both of the dead a nd li ving."I Today, in any a udience in a public theater, some will believe this, and some will
not. So w h at s hall a prod uce r ch oose to

The
Passion
4.

w:

Cover of th e m odern text of the Cottes loe Passion
shows Jesus and soldiers in modern Lond on, on
the terrace of the British Nat ional Theatre (5 1.
Pau l's Cathedra l in the background).
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present? In a Western, Christian-oriented
culture, we all know the ending of the story
and its supposed meaning; we all have D.pinions and attitudes a bout what we know.
How can we possibly come together. at oncE'
involved in what we see on stage, and at the
sam e time free to respond to OUf different beli efs?
A crowd of seve ral hundred people are
sta nding shoulder to shoulder in a large haiL
The lighting is dim , small flickering orange
lights suspended from a di s tant cei lin g,
many of them enclosed in miscellaneous
pieces of household stuff - cheese graters,
smaJl ashcans, oil lante rns. The air is d e nse
w ith so me kind of mi st. On three sides,
above the crowd, walls and galleries are lined
w ith more s tuff, big ornamenta l loaves,
ploughs and spades. hammers, bake pans
a nd cookware. plaques, trade union banners. On the fourth side, on a platform, a
band - guitars , organ and piano, drums,
horn, tmmpet, accord ian, fiddle-is playing
a march . On the edge of the crowd is a man
dressed strikingly, in two layers - und erneath, as a bus conductor; on top, in a robe of
undyed rough cloth . He s truggles to move an
enormous cross. As the band plays, he circles
the floor of the hall with the cross, escorted
by four men dressed in rough work coats of
modern cut, wearing faintly military hard
hats, carrying coBs of rope, a bagof tools, and
heavy belts with pliers, screwdrivers, and
wirecutters. Occasionally, they kick the dragging end of the cross to keep it going right.
With them com es a slight, unremarkable
man in a thinner robe than the first. He is
n.red and despondent. On his curly hair he
wears a wreath of twisted barbed wire. As
this group circulates, th e crowd watches
them, breaking open a path for their movement, compressing before them and filling
the space aga in after they pass, swirling in
and out of the empty and the packed spaces.
The crowd itself is dressed in ordinary
middle-class costume, a few children in what
might be school clothes, some adults dressed
for an evening out, some who evidently have
come from office or studio, some in ordinary
home dress.
The crowd is in fact a theater audience;
the bus conductor, th e workmen, and the
young victim are actors; and the scene is the
Cottesloe Thearre of Britain's National Theatre, near the end of a two-night presentation
called The Passion . The Cottesloe is the smallest of three pla ying spaces in Britain's new
National Theatre building'on the South Bank
of the Thames, and the most experimental. It

is the only section of the National Theatre to
constitute an acting company of its own, so
its productions tend to emphasize cooperative ensemble work - directors, actors, designers, playwrights, and musicians working
together to fashion a production. For this
show, created over a space of three years and
stiJI in process, the company has worked
with the texts of the York and Wakefield cycles to fashion a much-shortened composite
of the medieval mystery plays. In one evening, the company presented creation and
fall, flood, and nativity; the second night, the
life and death of Jesus. ' The dialogue and th e
action are lifted directly from the cycles, with
a few lines rewritten for clarity. The staging,
like the texts, has clearly been a group effort,
an evolving work of the ensemble - the
songs coming from the resources of the Albion Band , which played each night; the
props and effects bearing the appearance not
of the enormous tedlOology of the National,
butof some actor's basement and a late night
with plaster-of-Paris. I was there in the fall of
1980 with my wife and 18 students of the
Oberlin London Program. We had been studying London theater for many weeks, and
had encountered a diversity of producti on
styles; this performance was our most radical
break with convention.
We have go tten to know the actors ,
watching them change roles with a simple
costume change, watching them act from
only inches away or from acr05S t~e hall, t:alk~
ing to them before the plays begm, dancmg
with them in Jinesand circles and squares. By
now, we have come to expect that they will
thrust in among us, spreading their arms to
clear a playing space. We have come to expect that they will quie tly stand next to us ,
unnoticed until they shout out a line as Mary
or Peter or Judas. We have gotten used to our
own constan t moving as an audience - edging to one side to see better, (rani.ng ?ur
necks, sitting down on the floor (shU dI rty
with the mud from which Adam and Eve
were created), and slimy hauling ourselves
up again to see a new episode.
r write "we" to make it seem as if the audience experienced th e playas one group. Actually, that can't have been true. From o ~r
different perspectives, we naturall y saw dIfferent things . The ones who were close to Judas when he ran among the crowd felt his despair in a sharper way than those who were
standing on the edges of the crowd . In many
cases, the way we perceived the show depended on how we placed ourselves. The
children in the audience slipped quietly to
the front when the action suddenly shifted to
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The company unrolls streamers painted to rep resent the created world while God watches from His forkliftthrone, The audien ce makes room for the succeeding Maypole Dance.
another area o f the floor. High-schoolers in
chic jea ns, ch ew ing gum, propped th emselves upon a part of the platform for some of
the actio n, obviously expecting to be looked
at; they were more than a little surprised
when the actors took part of their space on
the platfo rm. I liked seeing them stand their
groun d only a foot or two from an actor, in
full view, suppresssing their own full yobvious embarrassment. The audience was
part of the show; w henever we looked at an'
actor, we saw a spectator as well. All were involved, one way or another. One large man
in a business suit had not expected this kind
of theater. He didn' t know how to sit on a
floor; so when the actors motioned us all
down, he knelt uncomfortably, his large
body a shin's height above the rest, hi s hands
in his pockets jingling his keys and coins.
Stra nge ly, I - who hate distraction in the
usual da rken ed sta ge-oriented theat e r found this distraction both amusing and importan t;· the man s how ed , more honestly
than most, the exci tement and tension that
comes when a production is really liv in g in
the thea ter.
For all, there was a ten sion at the heart of
this production 's vitality. There was momentary terror and lasting excitement in knowing
that "our space" might at any moment be in\"ade d by Noah 's ark, or the three kings, or

Satan's careening h ell-cau ldron , madl y
wheeled by four fiercel y comic d ev ils. None
of us were fully co mfortable with the strange
and beautiful langua ge of medieval cycles;
we strained to follow the vocabula ry an d sy ntax of Middle En glis h - bamed by it at hmes
and often d e lighted with the power o f its alliteration and rhythm . Gradually mo st of us
came to trust that the sense would come
across, even if the exact meaning didn ' t .
None of us was ever quite sure w h en to expect the medie val, when the modern . There
were forklifts to raise God and Lucifer above
us; electric lights; a fol k-rock band; costumes
translating the g uild origins of the medieval
productions into their modern, trade-u nion
eq uivalents; a darts mat; a putty knife; umbrellas. Most exciting was the constant swirling of the action, thrusting us u p against the
most con sis tent ly mod ern element a t th e
play, ourselves, the audience. The material
was Biblica l: the language and action were
medieval; th e presentation was mod e rn. The
constant jos tling of these la yers ke pt us on
cdge.
Simon of Cyre ne stagge rs into the center
of the floor of the hall , th e crowd anticipating
him and opening up a space for the big cross.
He lays it fla t a nd exits. Wh ile Jesus quietl y
waits, the others (called "soldiers" by the
Gospels, " knights " by the medieva l plays ,
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Noa h kneels to pray w hile God and the audience watch.
and here dressed as electric utili ty linemen)
put bricks und e r the arms and foot of the
cross. The audi e nce sits down around th e
cross, most of them crowded together as
close to the action as possible.
The soldiers get to work under a burly
foreman:

Both hammers and nails large an' long.
- Then may we boldly do this deed
Come on, let's kill this traitor strong.

Gneof the soldiers, it seems, is known to be a
slacker, and the attention of the others turn s
often to him:
- But now we're come to Calvary
Muck in ' n moan no more.
- Moaning, nay I know I'm nol
So, sirs, let all make speed.

We must start sirs and that right soon
If we shall any wages win . 10

And the others agree;
- He must be dead, needs must, by noon.
- Then it is good time that we begin.

One of them is especially eager to finish the
work:
Let's ding [knockJ him down! Then he is done
He shall not daunt us with hi s d£n.

The soldiers know the "meaning" of their act:
they refer to Jesus as " this traitor here tainted
of treason," a "lad" who "needs lesson." But
more importa nt to them are the everyday
concerns, how to do the job weti, how to look
out for themselves. As they speak of their
job, they throw out lengths of rope , arrange
their tool s, put on g loves, spit on their palms:
- Then to this work us must tek heed ,
So that our working be not wrong .
- None other note to nam e is need
But let us ha ste him for to hang.
- And I've gone (or gear, good speed

A bit of eagerness, a bit of laziness, the too ls
and actions of daily work; these are the elements of normabty that by contrast make the
execution more intense,
Among the nervous labor of the soldiers,
the calm of Jesus gains dramatic impact. As
Jesus walks toward th e cross, he prays that
his act may ransom humankind:
So that their souls be safe,
In wealth wi'out ' en end;
I ca re nought else to crave.

The soldiers' reactions are markedly different:

-

This warlock wa xes worse than wood
Imad]!
This doleful death ne dreadeth he nought.
- Thou should have mind with main and

mood
Of wicked works that thou did'sl do .
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Doing evil, they find rea sons for iteven in the
most in noce nt actio ns of their victims.
At their command, Jesus silently removes his purple robe and lays himself upon
the cross. With constant chatter, the firs t nail
goes in . The nails are not real, as we who are
d ose can see: they are false nailheads stuck
on the hands of the actor. But there is rea l
pounding, and the terribl e noise brings home
the mea nin g o f the crucifixion . It goes beyond all the pious pictures we have seen. The
free arm contracts in pain, coming short of
the nail hole prepared for it:
- Say. sir, how do we there?
The bargain w ill we win .
- It fails a foot or more
The sinews are so gone in .
- I think that mark amiss be bored.
- Then must he bide in bitter bale.
- In faith it was o'er scantly scored
That ma kes it foullv for tofai!.
- Why crack ye so? Fast on a cord
And tug hi m to, by top and tail.

The fore m an has the solution and gives the
orders. The three underlings have to do the
dirty wo rk, s tretch ing the free ann w ith a
rope and the weight of two big men, while
the third nai ls it in place. The foreman keep s
aloof:
- Yea, thou command us, ligh tly as a lord:
Come help to haul him , with ill hail!
- Now certes that I sha ll do Full snelly (qu ickly] like a sna il.

In the moment of Jesus' appalling pain, we
pay attention to th e comic pettiness of a team
of workingmen. It is a s tandard situation of
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labor scenes on the English stage: ''I'm all
right, Jack."
.
The nailing don e, the so ldi e r s fee l
proud; they begin to put their tools away, u ntil the foreman puUs th e m short:
Nav sirs, another thing
Falls first to you and me:
They bade we should him hang
On height that men might sce.

Now beg ins a noth e r co mi c sequ e nce in
which th e men altern ately sh irk and go at
their work wi th energy . They turn on the one
who slacks:
_ This cross'll come out all COCk-eyed .
This lad here's like to let it slip.
-No, sir, n ot I, I'm se t this si de.
,'I! not let timber tip.
-More li ftin g, and less lip.

The shirker is ready to give up:
This bargain buggers me
I'm proper out of puff [breath] .

But the fo reman insists, and they finally succeed in movin g it ne ar the place where it
must stand, at the end of the hall against th e
galleries, as those of us in th e wa y qui ckly
scuttle to o ne s ide.
Then begins the ra isi ng of the cross . The
actor holds on to ropes attached to the arms
of the cross, and rests his weight on a small
foot platfo rm . We can only hope that he 's
safe, th at th ey hav e rehearsed th is well.
There he sways, precariously: the co mic difficulties of the soldiers have become real d ifficulties. The cross wobbles; they fetch w edges
to mortise it in place . Weare fully absorbed in

Si mon of Cyrene takes the cross from Jesus, guard ed by lineman-soldiers.
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quiet song from th e band helps to shift the
mood. As it ends, Pilate, Caiapha s, and an.
other priest enter, a ll of whom we ha ve seen
before as comic ran ting villains. Pilate nmr
assert s that he find s no guilt in jesus, no reason for this execution but fear. He tries to
back o ut of it, but the other two hold him to
hi s responsibility; they in turn try to get him
to remove the "King of the Jews" sign , but he
holds them to it. They are pa thehe images of
the dee p , intractab le s ickness that jesus
wants to cure; they exit with their quarrel un·
resolved.
Jesus , a man in pain, cries out to the God
that has forsaken him; and then, in a wonderful stroke o f theater, he breaks character to
add ress the audience:
Man on mould, be meek to me,
And ha ve thy maker in thy mind,
And think h ow I have tholed [suffered ] fo r
thee,
With peerless pains for to be pined.
The promise of my Father free
Have I fulfilled , as folk may find.

Jesus is hoisted aloft on the cross. This pic tu re, like
the other interior photographs here, shows a perform ance at the Assembly Hall in Edinburgh; in the
Cottesioe performan ce, spectators were crowding
around the foot of the cross.
the mechanics of the o peration; the m ea n ing" quite rightly is forgotten. The skill o f thi s
production lies in how precisely it in volves
the audience - not w ith sent imental or pio u s
sadness over jesus' death , but with recogni·
tion of our own interes t in the mechanics of
the operation (implicating us in the crime)
and wi th rea l terror for o ur own safety and
the actors', e ngaged in this primiti ve engineering.
As the soldi e rs conte mplate their accomplishment , they mock j es us:
II

- Hay! Hark! He jangles like a jay.
-Methinks he patters like a pie (magpieJ.
They fall to more wrangling, this time over
the robe th at Jesus has le t drop. More of thi s
a ppallin g comedy: as th ey draw lots, th e
s hortest nail to win the ro be, the fore man
turns his back on the o the rs, pulls out his
w ire cutters, a nd lops off his lo ng na il - Brothers, ye need not brawl!
This mantle is my gain .
- Ay, and we get bugger all!
The gaffer wins again .
While Jesus rema ins a lone on the cross, a

We have laugh ed at the soldiers, and at th e
sa me time seen them to be the miniatures of
all the torturers of this world. We have felt
anguis h for the ma n thus tortured, and anxie ty (or the actor playing that role. We ha ve
seen Jesus in the mid st of his pain , and transcend ing it. We are enriched and excited to
have ex perienced, with such strange involvemen t, a n action tha t is both a myth and a
play .
The playwrigh t found a character to e mbod y these emotions: the centurion , who in
the Gospels was converted by \\'atching the
crucifixion. He is the foreman of the linegang
that nailed Jesus to th e cross, now reappearing with a new hat a miner's hard hat with a
powerful beamlight . A s he enters, he swee ps
th e crowd slowly w ith the intense light, movin g his hea d with th e beam to silently scn~ti
nize each face. Tn that moment, we turn mward to a sk the ques tions that the centurion
is about to articulate:
What may these marvels signify
that here was showed so openly
unto ou r sight
This day on which that man did die
that Jes us hight [was called]?
Itis a momen t of insight into our condition some pain a nd some transcendence o( pain ,
some blindness a nd some prophecy, some
torturing and some com pa ssion, much humanness and some div inity. This long si lent
moment, while the beam travelled around
the packed ha U, was the culmination of th e
product"io n . A lways a llowing us our choice
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\of posi tion, of involvem e nt, of attitude), the
}-"'ruduction made the old stories accessible to
dnnmC' who chose to witness them. Th eir
meaning, "doctrine " in the old-fashioned
\\ord, \,'a5 left up to us . But 1 think eac h person WJS in some way during this silence find ing trut h in these stories .
E\'e n tuallv the centurion art iculate s
.,llme of the m~aning for himself, in simple
~·.. ():ds nam ing th is truth and hi s Christian
Llith:
I tell \,()U that I saw him die
J nJ, he ' .... as God's son almighty,
that bleedeth ye before.
) e: c;a ~' I S0, and stand th~reby

for evermore.
Recognizi ng that a moment of common un dE' ~sta nding ca n h ardly live beyond the point
\,'!len It is put into words, he turns to leave;
~tnce ye set nought by my saw
I'll wend my way
God gran t you grace tha t you may know
thl:' truth some day.

Bul

Fm:n a momen t of extraord inary tension, we
rcl,n,;: we are relea sed to be again the motley,
audie nce we have always " rea lly"
pee n.
Duri ng a song, Jesus dimbs down a lad ,jer and greets the whole company, Pi late
,1nd Juda s included. As we climb to our fe e t,
\\e realiz.e that now they aren't playing cha r"clers <lny more; th ey are actors, them selves
rl'he\'ed that the d a ngerous show is over,
hdp p\' to be back to a normal world, and perha p5 sad that the magica l moments are ov er
.1S well. They drop the ro les of the Biblical
:'i?r-:', but the s how is not really over; they are
.. hl1m their roles as modern working people,
\\ hose "guild s" - the trade unions -are th e
Ima gined sponsors of the show. As baker,
I1l dchlOist, fanner, housewife, taxidr iver,
they loin hands fo r a celebration of their COInpJetl'd Passion: they clear the ce nter of the
rltlor. ho ld hands in a great circle, and dance.
\\omen in and leap, men in and leap, twirl
'l~ d prome nade , and begin again; and before
It 5 do ne, the a udience are invi ted to join in:
Sl.l me dance, so me clap, some watch. As al\\dyS 111 these plays, there's a va riety of re -iponse.
3E'llil.u

The Cottesloe Passiml was no reproducti on of the medieva l cycl es, and a good thing
1<10 . Period reenactments of plays from the
past can be su re theatrical death, like th e
p~eu do-Jacobean Macbeth I sa w the ne xt
\\ee k m " London ' s onl y Eliza bethan theater." The Cottesloe production kept some

thin gs medieval. more o~ less - the l<1n guage, action, and scope ot the cycles, (or ex ample. Some a s pects of the onginals they
co uld no t eve n ap proximate, of course . w~
were not w illin g to stand through fifteen
hours of cy cle p lays; we v,'ere nul s eeing
them in a con text of reli gious or civi c festival;
we were no t seei ng, them for free . The mod ern product ion of a m edieval pla y G lIl n ever
be full v accurate to th e le tter or en;:"n the s pirit
of the original . Too mu ch lies betJ,Yeen u S and
these origina ls - as between us Olnd Greek
tragedies or Japanese ~oh pla ys . Rituals are
si mply not transferable until thl'y are nm verted to the theatrica l rnode of the c u rre n t
age. The medieval cycles - produced vvithin
a context o f communal in volveme n t , re peated from year to year, served th e cre eds of
the age. Of course they were tileak,.: e n tertain ing, active, virtu osic perfo rmances. But
at the core they we re another thing , a ritual
dependent upon the ex istence of a way of life
that v,/e do not now share . r can see no circumstances in London or \lew York of the
]980's in which we mi gh t repwdJlce their particu lar medieva l com m itm ent to ri tu a l. Yet
"ve ca n provide so me modern equiwdents.
At th is poin t it wi ll be useful to clarify
some distinction s: firs t, between theater and
ritual, a nd , second, bet\veen different kinds
of belief. Both th eater a nd ritua l invo lve an actillg Ollt in w hich the lit era l events stand fo r
something e lse. We k now, for example, th at
the actor playing Othello dot' S 110t real ly
strangle the actress pla ying Desdemona , but
that they are repre senti ng such an imagined
event; and we knO\'\' that the literal cleanSing
action of ba ptisma l water is not as important
as th e symboli c purification it represents .
Though th e term ritui11 suggests sy mbolic action s that are frequentl y repea ted , whereas a
piece of theater can be new and unfamiliar, a
more significant distin ction between the two
lies in the degree of the involvement of the
spectator/participant in what is be ing represented . A theater audience, though it may
ha ve suspended its di sbelief and may imagi natively identify, for the moment, with a
play 's characters, always reta ins an element
of detachme nt . On the contrary, anyone participating in a ritual in some sense affirms ,
through his or her actions, the va lidit y of
wh at is sym bolicall y rep rese nt e d. Thus
\"hen we speak o f the belief of an audie nce in
a pla y, we mean something differe nt from
the bel ief of a church congregation in the reli gious tenets embodied in the church service .
Of co urse when ritual actions are performed
or observed without belief, thev become mechanical and dead. But ritual ar:imated by be-
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lief is a powerful exp ress ion of commitment.
Ritual and th ea ter are seldom far apa rt :
ritual may well have been a principa l o ri gi n
of theater in many cultures, an d th e two
forms may s hare m~lIly attributes such as costumes, mu sic, and s tyli zed movemen t and
language. But ri tua l is inheren tly re lig ious
and conservative, w hile theater has tend E'd
to secula ri ze a nd to experi men t. So th e two
inevitably d raw apa rt, until today the audi ences for grea t rituals like a royal wedding
are unlikely to co rres pond with th e a udi ences at the mos t innova ti ve thea ters; eve n if
some specta tors go to both events, th e ir expectations for the tvvo w ill sharply differ. II
There a re fo rces in co ntem porary th ea te r
eager to move th e two together aga in . Pe ter
Brook, famous for his work wi th the Royal
Shakespeare Compan y, is one of th e most eloquent and influe ntial in searching fo r the
"true forms " that are need ed to stage " tru e
rituals ,"ll A common theme in Brook's and
others' search " for a true contact with a sacred invisibility through the theater" 13 is the
movemen t away fro m re.a lism. As long as we
follow the inheritance of the late nine tee nth
century (its fourth-wall sets, its concentration on "building a character," and its commitment to emotional "iden tification " between spectator and character), the theater
cannot contain ritual , Realism has to prete nd
that the theatrical presentation itself is nonexistent, that it is only a window. The " real "
lies beyond, in the li ves of the characters, the
world of the pla y. But with Meyerhold,
Brecht, and Becke tt , th e window itselJ became the center of a ttention. The conscio us
breaking-dow n of character, location, time,
and action - in a sense, the introducti on of
absurdity - has m ea nt that we no longer
"believe" in actio n s on s tage; now we are
conscious that w e are an a udience, th e actors
performers, the action a I' play," Jugglers,
clowns, acrobats, singers, and dance rs performers who play no roles beyo nd their
own performance skills - are in the postrealistic theater as important as actors, jus t as
they were on th e medieval and Renaissance
stages. Contemporary theater denies the escapism of naturalistic thea ter, that s tran ge
amnesia in w hich we think we are s uch a
character in such a place a nd time. Instead,
we are ourselves - persons both of imagina tion (to "enter" a situation) and of physicali ty
(to sitor stand, think, feel, digest, judge). As
Brook says, we are in the non-naturalistic
theater "suddenly more open, mo re alert.
more awake, "14 And we are also more uncomfortable, Wh en th e audience is no longe r
able to escape into traditional stage illusio n,

bu t is forced to think of itself as partici patin,
in the performance, it is forced to shift from
belief in the thea trica l sense to belid in the n~·
ual sense; and such commitment does not al·
ways co me eas ily,
A d irector like Joseph Chaikin of the
Open Theater experiments in breaking dot" n
the co mpla ce ncy of nat ural istic expecta·
tions. I~ Improvisa tion, shock and surprise (or
both actor and s pectator, begins to conn~rt
theater from a place of comfortable e\'asioll,
into an experience of connection with parts l,f
life we may normally not see. In the Open
Theater's production of Megan Terry's Vi,'!
Rock, the actors literally touched the audien c~ ,
reviving the dead metaphor of theatrical ex·
perience. I' If ritual is to enter theater, it must
not be throu gh dead forms, through a pale
imitation of what we think of as ritual masks and robes, s trange priest-like figures,
etc. We must use a living form like huma n
contact. Notoriously, in contemporary th eater, we never know what to expect - as sa ults , nudity, emba rrassment, perh aps
even joy. The San Quentin prisoners who
first appreciated Wailing/or Godal had no fea r
of the un exp ected , ha ving been amply as '
sa ulted by life already. They thus had an advantage over the critics and the New York}
London audiences who had to overcome
highly developed theatrical expectations before they cou ld respond properly to th e play,
The Cottesloe Passion revitalized the old
plays not by making them part of famili~ r ,
comfortable mode rn experience - Jesus 111
jeans. Like And re i Serban's Medea at La
Mama in 1972, acted in ancient Greek, the
medieval stories were presented in their old,
strange language. 11 Neither Serban's acto~s
nor his audience knew ancient Greek. H1 S
premise was " to to uch somethin~ which .is
not readily available in life" by usmg the In herent, hidden power he perceived in th e
original words, th e force of sound itself. I' For
us at th e Cottesloe, the words we re less
strange. But the bafflement was still ~ignifi
cant for me, it mea nt that the production respected someth ing beyond the comfort of its
audience, respected the way of life of the medieval playwrights by maintaining their la nguage, An o ld language can be a powerful
symbol of connec tion with the invisible: I remembered the old idea that a newborn baby
knows only Hebrew, the lang uage that
Adam and Eve s po ke in Eden.
The old s to ries in their old language had
the sense of h oly th ings. Though they had
been moderni zed , bo th by the medi eva l playwrigh ts and by th e twentieth -century adaptors, they see med irreducibl y old, prim al ,
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nwthic. Ye t they weren't solemn. Even if we
trfed to make the cycles pious, the comedy
would not allow us: it too often pricks us with
deflating pins. Like the clowns of CodoL the
("eles touch on hidden worlds with undi gn ified. gross, boisterous ease. No thing undermines illusio n, escap is m, or dead, pretentiOllS ritual as quickly as laughter. But when
laughter happens, it creates a sense of li fe, o f
com mon thought and fee ling, and so it actu ally iacilita tes participa ti on in a command ritua l.
Ritual puts each participan t at the center
of that person's sense of the world: the more
comm unal the ritual is, the more clearly each
person feels that he or she is at the center. For
this end , standard theater and church spaces
are wholly inadequate, for the spectator's attention is focused one way only. The o pen
space of the Cottesloe dissolved the fixed a rchitecture of formal ritu al in favor of a se nse
at flux. In the di m , misty light, one was a cente r to onese lf while the drama flowed
around, sometimes near, sometimes far. The
effect was somet hing like Artaud's theories
of a "Theater of Cruelty" (in which the u cruelty" is no mere physical cruelty Of violence,
but an intense confrontation with the spectator). In Artaud 's impractical but moving visions. each spectator was to be a cente r in a
strange conte mporary ritual, a didactic experience teachin g us thin gs usually hidden, disastrous notions that "we are not free . And
the sky can still fall on OUf heads." 19 Artaud
hoped for a theater where "the s pectator ,
placed in the middle of the action, is engulfed
and physically affected by it. "' Theater his tona n Richard Sc hechn er talk s of "Env ironmenta l Theatef," inspired in part by Arta ud ,
thdt eliminates the conventional stage and
the co nven ti onal auditorium, allowing fo r
com plex spatia l interactions betwee n actor
iI.nd spectator. In happenings, demonstra tIOns. and o ther theater of the streets, as
Schechner writes, "th e action 'breathes' and
the audience itself becomes a major scenic element."ll In The Passion, we become pa rt of
the show by being the edge of the action, the
piace in which the scenes took place. We thus
defined the pla y and gave it physical shape,
and at the same time it defined us and gave
us a special identity within its con text. The
particular triumph of the Cotteslee PassioH is
that it all owed each member of the audi en ce
to participate in the ritual withou t dictating
the specifi c beliefs e mbodied in the rituaJ.
Josep h Chaikin has articulated the im porta nce of what he calls the "presence" of an
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actor - "a quality that ma kes yo u feel as
th ough you' re s tandi n g right next to the actor, no matter where you are sitting in the
theater." He s tresses that theaetor's job is no t
to "disappear" in to th e chamcter, but to pl a y
the cha racte r w hj\e a lso ren"laining I'a breath'ing, living, mortal person .")! In th e s h a re d
space of Tile Passiol1 , that pre ~e nce w~ s s~
close that the audi ence was (as It were) Irradiated with it. If a packed ring of specta tors surrounds a playi ng space, or if a cro\",'d con tain s
actors scattered thro u gh it, the prese nce of
the spectator begins to co mpleme nt that o f
the actor. 1£ r watch a n actor pla yin g a ro le, I
sense the meeting of two worlds, of actor a nd
role. If as a spectator, I watch also ano the r
spectato r, I see two o ther worlds - the ordinary, scep tical, tormented , modern citizen .
a/ld the transformed bein g, the member o f
the community for whom the se myth s are bein g retold. r see one who (perhaps pla nni ng
only an even ing' s entertainment) has chosen
to be present a t a reenactm ent of m yths, a nd
has found a closer relationship to the world
of the old holy tal es. to our collecti ve knowledge about life and death.
Near th e end of the The Empty Space, Peter Brook w rites of the key to turning m ere
illusion-ma kin g, m e re passivity, into real living theater: the presence of the audie nce. Using the French word for going to a pla y (assistance), Brook ca lls the spark that passes from
audience to performer ·'assistance."ll In the
best conve ntional s ituation s, the audience
ca n "assist" from th e ir seats. But he re in th e
Cottesloe's performance of an old ritual when so many gaps existed already betwee n
performance a nd spectator - the closin g of
the spa tial gap worked to create a rea l assistance, a transformatio n of the audience to a n
actual (if ephe m era l and arti fi cial) comm unity of participants.
There are no p rescriptions in the theater;
I hope this article inspires no carbon co p y of
the particu lar pro ducti on 1 have b een
describing. But I do intend tosugges t that the
techniques o f "avant-ga rde" theater can be
used to bridge the gaps of language, cu stom,
and belief and g ive mod ern audiences access
to mas terpieces from other cultures tha t
would otherwise be lost to them. Other techniques than I have noted should of course be
explored . But w hatever the techniques, t~e
production must , like the Cottesloe Pa SSI01!,
be born from and bear the features of the urgency and frustration of the real wo rld of its
audience. 24
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NOTES
11 ha ve u sed th ree maj or sourct's for information on the mystery cycles: Oscar C. Brockett. HistoT1/ oflltt
nll'al'~ . J rd {'d . (Bo~ lon : Allyn and Bacon. 1977), pp. 101· 115; Arnold Williams. TJr(OramlJ o{Mtdia'll/ {'lg"l1~
(MIchIgan Sta Ie Um v Press, 1%1 ). pp. 38· 141 ; and V.A. Kolve, The Play Called Corpus Christi (Stanford: Stanford Univ. Pr('ss, 1966) .
=Corpus Ch risti , instituted by Pope Urban IV in 1204. had ca ug ht on as a major civic occasion in Canltebury by 13 18, a nd in London by 1347. Williams (p. 53} and others doubt if the festival was as strong an influe nce on th e cycles as some havf>specula ted .
'Three o lh ers s urvive, one from Towne lev or Wakefield . o ne from Chester, and oneca Ued "Ludus CO ~··
entriae ," a long with scattered plays fro m other cycles and towns. WijJjams (pp. 57·59) describes the York
cycle in detail.
IKo]v£', p . 1.
Ilbid . See also Williams . p. 94: " productions of the cycle plays mu st ha ve approached the lavish."
·Kolvc (p . 97) notes that the wealth y ma y well ha ve paid to ha ve the perfo rmance take place under thetr
windows .
Xolve, p . 23.
!Romans 14:9.
' Part One (Creation to Nativity) and Pari Two (Baptism to Jud gment) were performed together at the
Edinburgh Festival 1980 and at the Cottes loe Thea tre (Nation al Theatre) 1980. Part Two, as a separate o.nenight play, opened at the CottesJoe in 1977. The tex ts were adapted by the company of the Cottesloe, wl~h
John Russell Brown and Jack Shephe rd (Part One) and with Tony Harrison (Part Two). Directors were Bill
Bryden wit h Sebastian G raham·Jones. Designer was William Dudley and lighting was by William Dudley
and La urence C layton. Dance was arranged by David Busby and music was by The Albion Band . Texts of
both pa rts of The Passion a re published by Rex Collings Ltd. and a re ava ila ble through the bookshops at the
National Thea tre, Sou th Bank, London SE l 9PX, U.K.
11lQ uotes a re from Tony Harrison et al. , The Passion (London : Rex Collings, 1977). The treabTIent of t~e
original text is free, but many qualities of the medie-vallanguage are re tained . The Originals ca n be fou nd m
Lucy Toulmin Smith, ed ., York Plays (Oxford : Clare ndon Press, 1885), pp. 349££.
lI1ltis point is made by Brockett, pp. 3-7.

l:Peter Brook Tile Empty Space (Hannondsworth; Penguin , 1973), p . 51.

llBrook, p. 54.
14Brook, p . 62.
1~ Robert Pa solli, A Book 011 the Open Theatre (N.Y.: Avon, 1970); and Eileen Blumenthal, "Joseph
Chaikin: An Open Theory of Acting, " Yale/Theatre 8 (Spring, 1977), 112-133.
16PasolH, p. 81.
l1from an in terview by Eileen Blumenthal with Andrei Serban, in Yale/Theatre 8 (Spring, 1977). pp . 66-77
"The word," he s ays, "can ultima tely have the power of a mantra ."
18BlumenthaJ-Serban, p . 67.
l'Antonin Artaud, The Theatertmd its Double, trans . Mary Caroline Richards (N .Y.: Grove Press, 1958), p79.

:!OArtaud, p . 96.
2l Richard 5chechner, Public Domain; Essays on the Theatre (N. Y.: Avon, 1969), p . 1n.
Z!Blumentha lr " Chaikin, " p . 114.
llBrook, p. 156.
~Thanks to th ose who discussed this production and this paper with m e, especially to my colJeague
Deborah Lubar. My appreciation to the Press Office of the Na tional Theatre, which provided the photos .

Harvey Pekar

GEORGEADE:
FORGOTTEN MASTER OF AMERICAN LITERATURE
George Ade (1866-1944), all but forgotten now by readers and critics, was once considered one of America's most important
writers, both as humorist and as a realist.
Ring Lardner in 1917 called Ade America's
'/ greatest humorist," rating him above Mark
Twain. S.J. Perelman is reported to have said
that Ade had influenced "all of the twentiethcentury American humorists in one way or
an other. " l Rereading Ade's nove l Pink
Marsh, Mark Twain wrote:
Thave been reading him again after this long interval, and my admi ration of the book has overflowed
all limits, all frontiers . j have personally known
each of the characters in the book and can testify
that they afe all true to 'the facts and as exact as if
they had been drawn to scale. And how effortless
is the limning! It is as if the work did itself, without
the help of the master's hand .2

William Dean Howells said of Ade's Artie:

"On the level which it consciously seeks I do
not believe there is a better story of American
town life in the West." ~ Theodore Dreiser,
writing to Ade in 1942 about his own first
copy of Artie, recalled,
I entered it with your Fables in Sial/ g, Finley
Dunne's Philosoplltr Dooley , Fra nk Norris' M cTeague and Hamlin Garland's Main -Travelled Roads.
And I stored it
. along with these and a very
few others of that time or earlier: Howell's Their
Weddillg Journey , for example . These were the beginning of my private library of American Realism.1

Yet today who remembers George Ade?
Hennan Melville (1819-91) was also forgotten
for the last thirty yea rs of his Ii!e and for thirty
more after his death, until he was "rediscovered" around 1920 and soon became accepted as one of our greatest novelists.
Melville's example illustrates the need for

Harvey Pekar is a native of Cleveland, where he attended
high !'C lJooI, and where he now makes his living as (l hospital
fIl( clerk. He has written articles on jazz, popular culture,
literature, and politics in Down Beat, the Evergreen Re\lew, the Journal of Popular Culture, the Plain Dealer
SUI,day Magazine, and other publication s. Peknr is perhaps
bEst .known for American Splendor, the experimen tal
[o n.lIc book he writes and publishes fro m his Clevelalld
HeIgh ts apartment. For each issue (six have appeared since
~ 976) , Peknr provides the ideas and dialogue and several artIsts do the drawings. Readers familiar with American
Splendor will see that Pekar has found a kindred spirit in
~orge Ade. Pekar's stories, which often take place in recogmzablE local places and include among their characters the
author and his acquaintances, usually portray mundane
!'lIe/Its in the lives of working people. There is seldom any
dramatic action - in fact , there is scarcely any plot il1 the
usual sense. Most of the pieces reod like shaggy dog stories.
But the observation of life- especially of the way people talk
- IS keen, and the evocation af a particular sort of atmosphere - of hard times and quiet desperatiD11 - is compel~I/lg. And beneath the rather depressing surface of the stories
IS a large measure of irony, humor, alld compassioll . Pelmr
says American Splendor was influenced by Italian /Itorealis t films and by the routines of stand·up comedians. Tile
latter influence is obvious in "The Harvey Pekar Name
Story ," a somewhat atypical sequence reprinted froln American Splendor No.2. The artist is Robert Crumb, weflknown creator of Fritz the Cat., Mr. Natural , and "Keep On
Truckin. "
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cr iti CJI re -e valuat ions of a uth o r s ' reputa ti ons; th o ugh Ad e is no Melvill e , I' d like to
make a casc h e re fo r his importance in America n literature .. where lid rank him wit h

Stephen Crane, Fra nk Norris, and Theodore
Dreise r, a s one of the more talented Clnd in flu ential writ e rs to e merge around the t Urn of
th e ce ntu ry.
The few peop le who have even heard o f
George Ade u s ua ll y think of him as a humoris t in the tradition of Artemus Wa rd and Petroleum V. Na s b v. In deed , it was Ade's hu morou s Fn [J/t~S hi Slang, publi s hed in ]899,
thilt ini tia ll y ga in ed him a mass natio n al a u -

dience. Excelle nt tho ugh his fables are, howeveT/ they are not his only contributi on to
American literature. Before becoming a popular fabulis t Ade had established himself as

one of the out sta ndi ng rea listic write rs of his
day. One of the first to write abou t poor and
working people in America ' s indu st ri a l
cities, he helped establish a school of writing
that includes Nelson Aigren and Jam es T.
Farrell (w h o wro te the introduc ti on to a 1963
edition of Ade' s A rtie and Pink Marsh).
Ade differed from the Realists and Natu ralists~ of his time in his style, his philosophical stance, a nd his attitude toward his cha racters. The Natu ralis t writers should be pra ised
for their intellectual amb itio n a nd their
search for scientific truth, but unfortunately
some of them used contrived, un co nv inci ng
plots and characters in their attempts to make
their work prove their theories. Though Ade
wro te, some times sta rkly and grimly, about
lower- and working-class Chicagoa ns o f his
day, he did not, like such Na turalists as Zola
and Crane, portray them as doomed m en
and women helpless before forces they could
not control. He acce pted them on their own
te rms, liked them, had faith in them, and
considered the m interestin g in themselves
ra ther than as sy mbols of mankind's struggle
aga inst Cruel Fate: H e focused on the everyday events in people's lives instead of th e climactic or tragic points. His poor people are
more convincing, complex hum an be ings
than those portrayed by Crane in Maggie, for
example. Ade was fa scinated with the ordinary and left it to others to puzzle over the
Mysteries o( the Cosmos . Though he wrote
realistically, Ade diffe rs from other la te
nineteen th -century Realists such as WiUiam
Dean Howells , H a mlin Ga rland , and
Edward Eggleston . Ade is a more informal
and colorful writer, a nd even his realistic
work has more humor than theirs. lthas aged
less, partly because it is so relaxed and direct.
Ade employed small forms - short s tories, vignettes, ske tches - more often than

mos t rea listic and naturalistic writers. This
was due in part to his philosophical outlook

He was not a sys tem-maker, was not Con ·
cerned wi th the vast swee p of events, and
trus did not write novels of epic proportions.
But Ade used short forms for anoth er obvious reason: his work was published in a
newspaper. His short no ve ls (Artit', Pink
Marsh, and Doc' Home), his collections of arh·
des and s tories (In 8abel and SlaritS of Ih,
Slmls and of Ihe Town), and his early fables in
slang aU first appeared in columns in the Oncago Record, fo r which he worked as a reporter
and co lumnist fro m 1890 to 1900.
Ade was bom in Kentland, Indiana, in

1866. His father was a bank cashier. Wh ile
growi ng up in Kentland, Ade became thor·

oughl y acq uainted with rural and small-town
Midwes tern life. He attend ed Purdue Uni·
versity, gradu ating in 1887. After worki ng for
newspapers and a patent medicine house in
Lafaye tte, Indiana, he moved to Chicago In
1890 and go t a job with the Record, which was
th en known as the Morning News. Within a
couple of years Ade was one of the newspaper's star reporters. His "human interest"
stories a bo ut the Columbian Exposition of
1893 we re so well· received that he was given
a daily column called "Stories of the Streets
and of the Tow n ." Eventuall y he pulled
dow n a top sa lary at the Record of $6S.00 a
week. Ade roamed through Chicago looking
for material and finding it everywhere. Some

of his stories are completely factual, others
are fictiona lized. He experimented with a va·
riety of lite rary (arms.
.
Ade's column proved to be qUite popu·
lar and selections from it were coUected In
book form . Between 1894and 1900 the first of

these coiJections, a series of eight paperba ck
volumes called Stories of the Streets and of tile
Town, was issued (a few of the stories in the
last volume were not by Ade).' These soon
went ou t of print. In 1941 selections from th e
paperbacks plus a couple of pieces that had
never appeared in book form were colle.e ted
into anothe r volume, also entitled Stones of
the Streets and of the Town , edited by Franklin.
J. Meine. The book, reprinted in 1963 as 0/1cago Stories/ is a good miscellany of ~d.e's
early short stories, essays, and descnptl ve
pieces, showing him both as journalist and as
litera ry artist.
Chicago was a labora tory for him, as i~
was for the pioneering members of the Umversity of Chicago's Sociology Department,
who shared his interest in the many facets of
urban life. Chicago'S social classes and subcuJtures, its institutions, its eating places, its
variety of working people and the work they
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Left: George Ade and his college roommate , John T. McCu tcheon . Right : George Ade in 1898. Fro m George
Me: Wa rmhearted Satirist , copyright C 1947 by Fred C. Kelly, used with courtes y of the' publi sher, th e BobbsMerrill Company, Inc.

did all fascina ted Ade. He reported on "Sidewa lk Merchants and their Wares," " Small
Shops of the City," and "Lifeona RiverTug."
He wrote about Chicago street vehicles and
their owners, restaurants, the Art lnstitute,
neighborhood politics, police brutali ty, law
courts, and the ethnic groups - Jews, No rwegians, Germa n s, and Blacks . The poor ,
the middle class, and the rich all interested
him, as did the facts of Chicago'S history. 8
Ade's sketch "A Social Call" is autobiogra phica\. The three good-humored young
~~n , apparently not long out of college and
hVI.n~ together in a boarding house, who pay
a VISit to the desirable Flora Shadley and then
accuse each other of making fools of themselves, are based on Ade, his roommate (illustrator John McCutcheon), and an old college friend of theirs. "The Mystery of the
Back Roomer" and "Fair-Minded Discussion
in Dearborn Avenue" are set in boarding
houses, too. Ade knew about life in boarding
houses and residence hotels, having lived in
them for years as a young man.
. These stories, dealing with a variety of
subjects and a cross-section of people, give
readers a good idea about what life was like
in the Chicago of the 1890's. In addition to the
conventional stories there are some unusual
pieces which demonstrate Ade's interest in
experimenting with various literary forms .

He parodies grand opera in "II Janitoro, a nd
sati rizes nickel library detecti ve s tories in
"Handsome Cyril; o r the Messe nge r Bo y
With Warm Feet. " "Mr. Pens ley Ha s a Quie t
Day Off" is a short story in play form , antici pating Ade's later career as a commercia lly
successful playwright. Also included in the
Meine edition is "The Fable of Sister Mae,"
the first of Ade's fabl es in slang.
Stories of the Streets and of th e Town contain s a number of selection s th a t are n o nfiction , i.e. , essa ys and descriptive articles .
Most of the pieces in Tn Babel, published in
1903, can be considered short stori es . 9 Yet
there is a question as to how much fiction
they contain: they are so realistic that it see ms
safe to assume they were inspired by actual
events, though Ade has written them using
the techniques of the novelist.
Many of the pieces in In Babel have a
hard, grim quality. "The Dip" deals with a
young man, desperate and down to his last
dime, and the pickpocket who befriends
him. The theme of a young man down and
out in the big city is al so dealt with in "The
Judge's Son." As a reporter Ade became fa miliar with life in poor and working-class
neighborhoods and wrote about it very well.
"An Incide nt in the 'Pansy'" is about a common but ne vertheless chilling kind of event.
Butch, a surly tough pla ying cards in the
IJ
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" Pansy" sa loo n , attem pts to humiliat e Chris,
a big German immigra nt who comes into the
salooll from a masquerade wearing a clown

costume . C hri s rea(ts good-nat uredl y to
Butch and his friends and offers to buy th em

drin"s. The bartender urges Chris to demonstrate Dill' of his " lifting tricks. " Chris, a
weight lifter, ob li ges by pi cki ng up Butch by
the ankles, lowering him , and then suddenly
and unexpectedly throwing him into the air
likea rag doll. Butch lands ona ll fours, jumps
to hi s fee l , and attacks Chris. He is restrained, however, by one of his friend s.
Now Butch, the bully, is being laughed at by

his peers and stands helpless, raging as the
German leaves.
"An Incident in the 'Pansy'" cap tures
the ambivalen t feelings that might arise from
an ordinary, real life s ituation . We dislike
Butch at first, a nd th en sympathize wi th him
for the emba rrassment that he has brought
on himself. Ade sho\,."s his audience what
kind of place the Pansy was and what its patrons were like. H e is nol much concerned
with moralizing.
Working on a newspaper taught Ade to
write economically. Among his greatest assets was his ability to begin stories forcefully,
gaining the reader's a tte ntion at once. Note
the directness and informativeness of these
opening paragraphs from "Best of th e Farleys":
John Farley has worked hard, taken the cheerful view of life, smoked a large amount of tobacco.
"go t drunk " occasiona ll y and saved enoug h
money to pay fo r a little house in Pitkin Street. He
stands well with the foreman and is a favourite al
the corner bar, (or he is a wit and commentator. He
is prosperous, according to the division of wealth
in Pitkin Street- prosperous and proud. His pride
is Rosie.
She was born at the Pitkin Street house, and in
her childhood she ranged through the alleys and
lumber by-way s that led to the river. Mrs. Farley
allowed the children to run wild until they were old
enough to be sent to the big public school. Rosie
used to wear a patched slip of dingy material. The
wisp of disordered hair was caught up with a black
s tring . She had the us ual affinity for dirt. He r
mother never kept her in ha nd . Her fa ther joked
with her and told her Irish goblin stories and was a
good playmate, but he never took himself seriously
as a parent. She never had home "training ." Certainly she was never "reared ."
So why did she pick up intoa neat and careful
Miss who read books that ,..'ere new to Pitkin
Street? Afler she finished at the gram mar school
she was II salesgi rl , and then she took up shorthand. She bought her own clothing and had a
bank-book .
At twenty she was the only member of Ihe
famil y who had ready money when Tommy .

caught up for beating a man with a billiard cue, had
to pay a fine of twenty-five dollars or go to the brio
dewell. Rosie went to the station and paid the fine

(/" Bab,l. pp. 147-148)
Ade ha s effectively set the stage for us with
his first four paragraphs. He then goes on to
describe how the determined, capabJe Rosie
becomes effec tive head of the family. asserting herself over her hard-drinking fathe r,
hys terica l mother, and ne' er-do-w ell
brothe r.
Ade contrasts Rose and Tommy in this
story. He implicitly explains Tommy's being
"a slouchi ng ruffian " by characterizing his
mother and father as indifferent parents. He
ca nnot explain why Rosie is different, but he
at least wonders about why she is so in the
opening passages ("So why did she pick up
into a neat and careful Miss ... ?"). Ade
was interes ted in psychological questions,
though he did not admit it (in fact he often
took an anti-inteUectual stance). His stories
are full of sh rewd co mments regardin g human motivation. But, since he does not know
why Rosie turned out to be such an ambitious, responsible person, he does not attempt to answer his question but contents
himself wi th telling us her story. Such modesty. at a time when certain writers were advancing specious theories about the nature of
humanity and society, is welcome.
Ade's writing often has considerable sociological interest, as can be seen in "The Barclay Lawn Party," a piece about the proble.m s
of what has become known as the "changmg
neighborhood" (in this case the change is ec.
onomic, not racial).
The Barclays a re a well-to-do, straItlaced family. They live in a large, co~fortable
old house, but their neighborhood IS changing. Ade says of the Barclay home:
For ten years it had braced itself against the
onsweeping rush of big machine-shops and steam bakeries. Now it stood alone, a remnant of th e old
guard of that once sylvan street, surrounded and
doomed but not yet surrendering.
.
The Barclay girls were ready to move tOto a
new house on the boulevard , but Mr. Barcla y preferred to remain at home . The Methodist Church
was only three block s to the west. Such friends as
they cared to meet could still find the house. Here
they had elbow room, green trees and flower-beds .
Sometimes, when the smoke drifted obligingly ,
the sunshine reached them and it was "home ."
One summer da y the Barclay girls decided to
live down the unfashio nableness of the street by
giving a lawn party. (hI Babel, p. 29)

The party begins promisingly but trouble develops when 3 crowd of rough neighborhood people gather along the Barclay's
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fe nce to listen to and comment on the playing
of two musicians ti'lat the Barclays have hired
ior the occasion. Mr. Talbot , a 130-pound
frie nd of the Barclay's, asks the crowd to
leare. Not surprisingly , he is ignored. Talbot
then asks a policeman to move them. When
the policeman orders the crowd to disperse,
one of their number refuses . "Who owns thi s
side\'valk ," he argues; " Ain' t I a taxpayer?" A
figh t breaks out between the "taxpayer" and
t h~ policeman. A patrol wagon arrives . The
Barc1ays and their guests are left shaken and
horrified. This story has a modern theme ,
one that is still with us, as is the class antagonism that Ade graphically portrays.
Another social phenomenon of Ade's
da y was the urban ization of America , th e
m(1vement of people from the country to the
ci ty, the different va lues and life styles of urhan and rura l people. In "Effie Whittlesy" he
deals with a woman who comes from a small
town to Chicago and is hired as a domes tic
servant by a Mrs . Wallace.
~rs, Wallace, a snob a nd a social
climber, is pleased with Effie until s he finds
outat dinner that Effie is from the same small
t,G,wn as her hu sband and that they are o ld
tnends . Mrs. Wallace is not concerned about
Efiie, \V,ho is n ot young or good-looki n g , as a
romantIC threat, but cannot stand the idea of
her maid be ing on a first-name basis with her
husband. She tells Mr . Wallace that she obJects to Effie catting him "Ed ." Mr. Wallace re-

plies,
·';-.JOW , don' t ask me to pu t on any airs with
one of the W~!tlesys, because they know me from
away back. El fie has seen me licked at school. She
has been at our house, almost like one of the famIly. when my mother was sick and needed another
girl.. If ~y memory serves me right I've taken her
to smglllg-sch.ool and exhibitions. So I'm in no posItion to lord It over her and J wouldn 't do it any
way. I'd hate to have her go back to Brainerd and
report that she met me here in Chicago and I was
too stuck up to remember old times and requested
her to ,a ddr~ss me as 'Mister Wallace.' Now you
never lived In a small town."

, ";.Jo, I never enjoyed that privilege," said Mrs ,

WalJace, dryly.

,"Well, i.t is a privilege in some respects, but it

cames,certaln penalties with it, too, It's a very poor
schooling for a fellow who wants to be a snob ." (t11
8,;'1. p. 54)

When country and city values dash , Ade
genera lly takes up for the country.
"The O the r Girl ," "Miss Tyndall's Pic!ure,':,"The ~elatives Club," and " Harry and
Ethe,l are Vignettes of everyday dialogue involvmg middle-class people. The dialogue is
acc urate: though Ade scarely exaggerates, it
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has a sa tirica l effect. The people hav e 5 0 little
of conseq uen ce to say to one another th a t
they parody themse lves.
"Mr. Lindsa y on San Jewan " co ntains an
unexpected change in tone . Mr. Lindsay is an
elderly man who fought in th e C ivil War ,
" the Real War," a nd objects to the fu ss being
made over the you ng men who were in the
Spanish-America n War . His lang uage is so
ex travagan t th a t th e piece beg in s as a bur lesque:
"Thunderati on! The battle of San Jewan , B<lttIe! Gosh. all fish hooks. BATTLE! Sav, if the old
boys that ' uz vvith the army 0 ' thE' Ten"nessee eve r
s tarted in to celebrate th e ann iversa ry at everv
durned lit tle popgun skirmish like that Battle 0'
San )ewan, we w ouldn' t do not hin ' but ce!t!brate,
d<ly in and day out.
"There's a blamed sight o'difference betwee n
c ha ~in ' some runt of a dago with a white feather in
each hand an ' cha sin' a six foot John ny Reb that jus'
raises up on his everlastin' hind legs an' comes at
you like a runaway horse . breathin' smoke o ut o f
his nose an' ears, by gory, an' yellin ' like an Injun,
." (11/ Babel, pp, 249·250)

As Mr. Linds ay goes o n , his speec h continues to be colorful, but the subj ect matter
gets increasingly grim , until it resemble s Ambrose Bierce's description of Civi l W a r horrors.
"These young fe llers got a sniff a' blood , and
now they think they' ve been through the slaughterhouse . There's o ld Dan Bailey that got shot so
often he didn ' t mind it at all toward the last , laid in
Andersonville till h e was a rack o f bo nes, come
home here lookin ' like a corpse and ain't seen a
well day since
Heroes wuzn ' t so gosh
blamed scarce about that time, Nobody paid any
attention to 'em , They used to ship 'em in here by
the carload, and most of'em went rig h t on through
town an' out to the graveyard ." (In Babel, p. 252)
Ade's writing ability helped him become
an outstanding journalist; hi s reportorial
skills, "" hich included a fine eye and ear for
detail and an excellent memory, aided him in
writing his significant s hor t stor ies and
novels. Hi s combination of s tory telling and
reportorial techniques in Ston es of the Street
and of tlte Town and [/1 Babel a nticipated the
New Journali sts of the 1960's.
In addition to the anthologies I ha ve
been di scuss ing, Ade's column provided material for three short novels, Artie, Pink Marsh
and Doc' Home , publi shed in 1896, 1897, and

1899.
Artie presents an accura te account of life
in an American metropoli s during the
1890'5. 10 In this respect it is useful to compare
it to Stephen Crane's short novel , Maggie: A
Girl of th, Streels (1893). [n Maggie Crane deals
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with urban slums a nd poverty, emphasizing
the wretched n ess or brutality of the c harac~
ters . His writing is intense; he wants the
reader to suffe r along with his characters.
Unfortunately Mnggie, though pra iseworthy
in some res pects, is melodramatic a nd contrived. In co ntrast, Ade's wri ting in Artie is
far less self-consciously d ramatic; it's full of
humorous observations and has a convinci ng
immediacy.
Artie is Artie Blanchard. a cocky you ng
office worker with a lowe r midd le class back-ground. His office -wor~er friend, Miller, is a
kindl y, rather shy middle-aged bache lo r,
sensible, fa irl y we ll-educated, and sympathetic to Art-ie. Many of the chapters consist
of Artie recounting his recent adventures to
Miller. Ade summarizes their relationship
this way:
Miller and Artie got along famously together.
Miller was the listener and Artie was th e entertainer. Miller read books and Artie read the town .
Miller secretly believed that Artie was d superficial young man, but he had to admire his candor
and his worldly cleverness. Artie liked MiI1er because he was a font of sympathy and accepted a
confidence in a serious way. (Artie & Pink Marsll, p.
27)

The major p lot line of the book dea ls w ith Artie's relationship with his girl friend, Mamie,
to whom he finally becomes engaged ; bu t
many other matters come up.
Ade's writ.ing is low-keyed; he wants to
create subtle rath er th an shattering effects.
He concerns himself with common bu t
seldom-written-about problems of day-today living. Artie and Mam ie are far from
wealthy; Mamie's house is described as "a
purty small place in beh ind a grocery s tore,"
but they're not starvi n g either. Artie's main
concern seem to be winning Mamie and generally making himself appear to be an up-todate young man.
Artie is nof an uncommon type of person, but it was unu sual a t the turn of the century for a character like him to appear as a
novel's protagonist. Ade was unusual for his
day in showing common men and women to
be interes ting and many~sided,
Ade pictures Artie in a va riety of moods
a nd poses. Normally Artie is shown as a flip,
confident know-it-all w ith an excell ent opi nion of himself and often scornful of others,
Here he is, describing his appearance at a
dance:
"I had some new tOE?s, a new pair 0' patent
leathers and - well, J don t like to star myself, but J
guess I was about as good as the best. And this
crowd up there was purty-y.~y punk; very much on
the hand-me-down order. ' (A rtie & Pink Marsh , p.
19)

But Artie is not as confident as he seem~
Here he begins to recount to Miller whv hf
had explod ed at and even threaten ed old
friend of his w ho had recently come int(l
money and had slighted him in front of. girl
Miller remarks, #Wa lters always seemed hI
me to be a nice sort of fellow ~ that is harm.
less." Artie replies:

an

" Harmless? He threw the boots into mt' tilt
worst I ever got 'em. Doh! He made me feel like .:l
tramp. Say, MiUer, if I was to beat his whole face 1.lt
I couldn' t ketch even. He got way under the <;Kin
on me. Now this is on the q.t. but did you C\'er gfl
the worst of it in such a way that you could n'l wm~
back at the time and yet you was so crazy mad Ihii:
you could' a' cried? Well that was me." (Arflc ~

Pink Marsh, p. 33)

Artie's mean streak is illustrated in an
encounter he has with a messenger boy who
comes to his office to deliver a message:
"Where's he at?" asked the overgrown messenger boy. . . .
"Where's who at?" demanded Artie, adopti ng
a frown and a harsh manner.
"W'y, t'e four-eyed nobsdatsentmeout on t'e
Sout' Side ."

"Are you the same little boy? Wouldn't that
frost you, though, MilJer? This is little Bright-eyes
that took the note for HalJ. "
"Aw, wha t's eati n' you?" asked the boy, giv.
ing a warlike curl to the corner of his mouth.
"Oh, ow! listen to that, I' ll bet you ' re the
toughest boy that ever happened! What you been
doin ' all day - playin' marbles for keeps or standin' in fron t 0' one 0' them dime museums?" (Artlt'
& Pillk. Marsh , p .66)

Artie goes on to roast the mes~enge~, un""!erci1ully, saying a mong other thlfl?S, Yo~ r,e
one 0' them 'Hull y chee, Chonny boys, am t
you? You're so tough they couldn't dent you
with an axe."
Arti e became enraged when he thought
his former friend , Walters, had gotten "uppity" and had slighted him in the incident
cited above. But Artie has no qualms about
humiliating a young messenger boy that ~e
considers be n ea th him socially. These two incidents, w hen taken together, illustrate Artie's shallowness and lack of compassion.
Though Artie considers Miller naive i.n
the ways of the world and is almost patroOlzing toward him at times, still he generally
shows a grea t deal of respect for the older
man and regards his opinion on moral matters high ly, in one chapter Artie asks Miller
for advice con cerning his going to work for a
corru pt loca l politician. Miller says, "Artie, if
you take my advice yo u' ll keep out of it. What
do you wa nt with a political job?" Artie answers, "Well, for one thing f want to get a
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bank·roll as soon as I can and this place nt.' ~

holdi n' out pays good money. " Miller replies
"with considerable feeling" : "Yes, and even
If Vall got it you'd be out again in a year or
t ....:o and worse off than ever. Besides , I
wouldn't help elect a man who sold his influence. " Artie and Miller discuss the matter
some more and finally Artie comes to accept
~I iller's

position:

"WeIL J guess I'll pass up the whole thing .
Come to size it up that ward's ~oin' to be f1oatin ' in
beer tne next two weeks, and I m not stuck on stan·
din' around with them boys that smoke them hayfever torches. For a man that don't want to be a
rounder, it's too much like sportin' life. I didn't
thinkvou'd O.K. the scheme. Tha t'san awful wise
move: too. I guess an easier way to get that roll' d be
to borrow a nice kit o' tools and go 'round blowin'
Sdfes," (Artie & Pink Marsh , p. 65)

Artie displays Ade' s virtues as a writer; it
is an unforced, un contrived book, about real
people in real situations dealing wi th real
problems.
From the examples of Ade's work
quoted so far, it should be evid ent that h e
writes dialogue brilliantly. Artie, according
10 Ade's biographer Fred C. Kelly, was modeled on a boy named Charlie Williams who
worked at the Record. Kelly reports that Ad€'
even quotes Charlie directly in a least one
passage. Ade had what it takes to write good
dialogue - a good ea r and a good memory.
He uses some phonetic spelling but doesn ' t
overdo it. His dialect and slang dialogue is
easy to read.
An unusually large portion of Artie is dia.logue. Ade uses relatively few words in set ~
tmg scenes and describing cha racters; he lets
their talking lell the story. In 1940, speaking
Of. h~s mterest in writing realistic stories contal.nmg accurate, believable dialogue, Ade
saId:
My ambition, like McCutcheon's. was to re~
porI people as they really were, as J saw them in
t"veryday life, and as I knew them to be. Conse~
quentl)' I avoided exaggeration, burlesq ue and
crude caricatu re; and I did not try to fictionalize or
to embroider fancy situations, as was common in
the fiction of that day . In the "Stories" there was
not much emphasis upon plot, but ins tead carefully skt'tched, detailed incidents in the delineation
of real characters in real life, depicting various episodes in their lives as related Ihrough the medium
of their Own talk.
Talk, conversation, what people say when
they come together on the street, their peculiar use
of words, their "slang," their rhythms of speechth~t's what 1 mean by vernacular . These arc the
~tllngs that have a'lways interested me most; there
IS nothing more native than speech . . . .
Writing conversa tion and dialogue day after
day and year after year in the "Stories of the Streets

Artie: original illustratio n by John T. McC ut cheon .
and of the Town" proved to be of great he lp to me
later in writing plays. The art of conversation and
of making "talk" sound natural came from listening to all kinds of talk and getting it translated
quickly into the printed word , thus carrying onto
the printed page the naturalness that goes with the
spoken word. Many of the "Stories" were , in fact ,
cast in dramatic form , some more deliberately than
others; still others were only SKetchy tableaux. But
throughout there was that economy of situation
which is the essence of the dramatic; and 100 , the
subject matter was something that everybod y
(ould understand and enjoy , because there was
that same faithful realism. It was natural. lI

Pink Marsll, Ade 's second short novel, is
structually similar to Arlie.l:l Much of it, like
Artie, is dialogue. As in Artie, the principal
characters are a young street-wise man , William Pinckney ("Pink") Marsh - though , unlike Artie, he is Black - and an older, more
stable, well-educated man, described on ly as
"the morning customer. " As in Artie, there
isn't much of a plot; it's just a series of loosely
connected episodes.
Pink Marsh shines shoes in a downtown
Chicag o barber shop. The morning customer, a well-lo~do businessman or lawyer,
goes to the barber shop one day for a shave
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smooth over some problems he is having
with his girlfriends.
In the last chapter, the mornin g customer .goes to the barber shop only to find
that Pmk has abruptly quit work, claiming
he's found a better job. Some time later he
meets Pink again, on a night train bound for
Kansas City. Pink has gotten a job asa porter
and married a woman that the morning customer knew nothing about - an older
woman with property. The morn ing customer expresses surprise:
"Ilhought you were going to marry BeUe ."
"N o, sen. I neveh caih faw 'at guhl noways. I
done betteh! my goodness, misleh! t s' pose I'm
pooh. Got my own dooh-step to set on, new suit 0'
doze, joined 'e lodge. Don' speak 10 'em cheap culIud people no mo'. Goin' 0' tuhn in, seh? Jus' you
put 'em shoes outside an' I'll give 'em one of 'em 01'
shines like you use' 10 get." (Artie & Pi"k Marsh, p.
224)

The morning customer: original illustration by
John T. McCutcheon.

and overhears Pink discussing with the barbers the subjec t of what he'd do with a million dollars if he had it. The customer is so interested and so amused by Pink's
conversation that he returns to the shop to
get his shoes shined and to talk to Pink. They
become friendly almost at once and th e
morning customer begins to frequent the barbershop, where most of the action in the
story takes place. Pink and the morning custon:e.r disc~ss a va_rie ty of subjects induding
polItical, finanCial , and philosophical mat ters, but much of their conversation has to do
with Pink's social activities. The mornin g
customer is intrigued with life in the Black
community - so different from his own and asks Pink a number of questions about it.
Pink tells him about the parties and meetings
he goes to, his gambling, his relations with
women. Before long the two are dose to being friends , although they keep some distancf'. On a coupl e of occasions the morning
custo",ler goes ou t. of his way to help Pink, intercedmg once with the barber to save his
job. He ghostwrites letters for Pink which
the younger man uses in an attempt to

In both Artie and Pink MJlrslJ the main
characters a re yo ung men who talk about
their li ves to older men. Just as Artie was
based on an actual person Ade worked with,
Pink Marsh was probably drawn from a Black
person o r p ersons whom Ade knew . But
there is a greater distance between Pink and
the morning customer than there is between
Artie and Miller. Miller (and Ade) know Artie better than the morning customer (and
Ade) know Pink, who is Black. Ade recognizes the social barrier and does not try to explain Pink's motivations. For example, when
the morning customer uses big words, Pink
always acts surprised and delighted. But the
customer, from whose point of view the story
is told , is not s ure whether Pink is sincere, although he always enjoys his reaction. One
chapter opens:
The morning customer learned by experit>nce
that Pink thrived on a diet of long words. He could
not determine whether Pink's admiration for these
words was real or feigned, and it mattered little so
long as the boy pretended to be in ecstasy. (Artit &
Pi"k Marsh , p. 131)

[n other words, the customer acknowledges
the possibility that Pink might have been putting on an act to get on his good side, but
doesn't care. He is the king and Pink is th e
jester who is s upposed to make him laugh.
The morning customer likes Pink but
wants to keep him in his place. After he find s
that his letter has been responsible for getting
Pink back his job, he waits a day befoTe seeing him again. He doesn't want to get too familiar with Pink; rather, he wants Pink to reverehim:
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Next morning he did not go to Mr. Clifford' s
shop. He knew that if he seemed over-willing to
promote an intimacy, Pink would no longer hold
him in awe.
On the second moming he went to the shop.
Pink arose from the corner smiling eXpe<tan tl y, bu t
the momi ng customer responded with a conservatiw nod and climbed into the chair without speaking, He knew that if he encouraged familiarity al
Ihl~ crisis, he might lose his place as an orade, dnd
he certainly wou ld cease to be a height. (Artie &
PmkM",/r, p, 162)
The morning customer enjoys subtly lordin g
it over Pink.
Pink, however, knows where he s tand s

wi1h while people, He says about the white
barbers ("bahbehs") he works for:
'·0, well, seh, 'bout white bahbehs - it don'
pay to have no trouble ' ith 'em. Jus' let 'em thi nk
'ey's 'e real thing, an you on'y pooh cuUud boy,
tr:(in' to do 'e best he can, an yo' all right. CaU 'em
mlsteh so-and-so. ' At's someping 'ey don' t of 'en
gt".t an' it jollies 'em. Bu' Ie' me tell you someping,
ffilsteh. J'II be eatin' bread 'ith gra\')' on it when
some of 'ese white bahbehs makin' mahks in 'e
snow." (Artie & Pink Marsh , p, 143)

It is to Ade's credit that he does not overext~nd himself explaining Pink's words a nd

actions. No doubt he had some limitations
when it ca m e to understanding the fundamen tal attitudes and motivations of Blacks,
and realized it. He just presents what Pink
says ~nd does, and lets us, along with the
~orn mg custom er, and maybe him self, try to

figu re out what Pink Marsh is really like ,
Ade, however, certainly heard and reported we Uthe person or persons that served
a.s Pink's model. His rendition of Pink's particular form of Black street dialect is very
good. and has histo rical interes t in itself, although it is not quite as accurately rende red
or easy to read as some of his other dialect
writing. For example, Ade sometimes uses
an "e" where a "u" would seem more appropriate, If Pink says "culJud," then he proba-

bly says "bahbuh" and not "bahbeh" as Ade
spells it.
Ade is alive to a good se nse of humor,

too, He undoubtedl y e nj oyed th e vivid,
amusmg ~onve.rsation of many Black people
h~ k~ew in Chicago, and put some of it into
~lOk s mout~ . One of the funniest chapters
In the book IS the one in which Pink makes

fun of the bellicose attitude of the barbers toward England. He imagines one of them , Mr,
Clifford, leading an army of barbers against

the British:
"Gen'al Cliffo' d an' his ahmy got oveh theah

o~edaY,a n' 'eY,wuzn' feelin' ve'y well, so 'ey kind

o hang round e fuhst day loadin' up 'em guns an'

.7

washin' 'e buggies an 'en n('x' mawnin' 'ey go on
oveh to London . I think 'ev gut theah ' bo ut len
o'clock in 'e mawnin'. ' Iss heah gen 'al at London
he come out an ' size up Gen'al C1iflo'd an 'ese fa'
million white bahbehs, an ' trit>s 10 pul up fight. bu t
my goodness, man , 'a t gen'al ough t 10 see his fin ish 'e minute he go 'gl~n s t Cen'al Cliffo ' d . It
couldn't come out on'y one w.w. A little while an '
'em Englishmen gettin ' out ot 'e wa y jus' like culIud OOvs gOing' o ul 0' John son's back d ooh aileh
rala h play - same thin g. Gcn'dl Cliffo'd got un
white hoss, mlsteh , dnd rode in to 'at town 'ith
band piayin' at ' Wash ' nin Pes' Mahch: Yes, seh ,
'at secon' day he sutn y showed up ve'y strong."
(A rtit'& Pillk Marsh , p. 140)
Ade does not view Pink and the m o rning
customer in a vacuum; he sees them in the
contex t of th e busy, imperso nal America n
metropoli s of hi s d ay. The two men had been
important to one an o th er over a s pan of
months, ye t when Pink quits his shoeshin e
job the morning customer fo rgets about him .
Ade notes:
In a busy to \·... n, such as Chicago, experiences
crowd on one another, and every live man of the
morni ng-customer kind is so intent on making hi s
fortune that he has little time to tilt back and won·
der what has become of his friends of yesterday,
Within a month after the disappearance, the season of helpful talks with Pink became ancient history. Th e morning customer hurried past Mr. Clifford 's shop day after day without see ing it or
knowing of its existence. He wou ld be w hispering
to himself the term s of a contract, or squinting
through hi s gla sses to see into the plans of those
who wanted to keep him away from his fortune . To
such a man, buUdings fu se into one another as they
sl ide by in panorama, and pedestrians are so man y
things to be dodged , (Arlit' & Pink Mars}l, pp. 221 222)

Doc' Horne is the third novel to be drawn
from Ade's "Stories of the Streets and of the
Town" series . 13 It deal s with several men who
live at a dreary hotel in downtown Chicago.
The central figure is Calvin (" Doc"') Horne,
described by Ade this way:
His age cannot be given. He never told it. He
was bald on the top of his head. His face had the
fullness of youth but it was wrinkled. The chin
beard was white. When it is said further that he
wore clothes such as might be worn by any old gentleman who had ceased to be fastidious on the
point of personal adornment, the reader knows as
much as anyone would know in taking a first
glance at Doc' Horne as he sat in the office of the
Alfalfa European Hotel with his satellites grouped
about him. His daily employment at the time of the
beginning of this story called him to the Federal offices, where he checked pension lists or classified
vouchers or performed some other kind of labor
quite unsuited to him. Doc' overshadowed his occupation, and it is doubtful if there will be another

.
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rrferen ce to it anywhere in this book. (Doc ' Norm...
pp. 26-27)

Doc' has a n aura of genteel seediness
about him . He ha s eviden tly come down in
life, but from w here we are never s ure . He
speaks of hi s past frequently , his reminiscencesa re a major fea ture of the book, but w e
never know what to believe, fo r he is, in hi s
rather elegant way, so mething of a liar a nd a
braggart.
Th e people that Doc' tells hi s stories to
include a down -o n -hi s-luck actor, a race track man , a dentist (sornetim~s refe rred teas
"the lightning dentist'-), and a n alcoho lic
ca lled " the lush. " Later characters that join
the circle include a slang-talking, obnoxious
young man known as "th e freckJ ed boy," a
married man s tayi ng te mporarily at the hotel
while his wife is on vacation, and a character
named "the hustler."
Doc' H orn e is a structurally more complex book than Artie o r Pink Marsh_The book
d eals with the inte racti on of severa l men
rather than just two. In the process Ade gives
a good deal of attention to describing the life
style and sodal milieu of Doc' and hi s satelHtes. Doc' Horne can be thought of as a book
about a sub-c ulture, that of the boarding
hou se and residence hotel.
Many of the chapters have Doc' h o lding
forth about some subject or other to an often
somewha t-Iess-th an -enthralled audience .
He teUs them how some beautiful yo ung
woman feU madly in love with him even
though he didn't enco urage her, how he
saved the life of the daughter of a wealthy
Kentuckian, how he performed an amazing
swimming feat , how he solved a baffling
crime, how he contributed valuable services
of "a quasi-military character" to the Union
forces during the Civil War, etc.
"If they had built the Mississippi levees
as I told them to long before the war, they
wouldn ' t be washed away every year."
That's the kind of statement Doc' makes. He
tries to give the impression that he's been everywhere and done everything. With the
possible exception of the dentist, the Alfalfa
reSidents, who have known Doc' for some
time, are on to him. They listen to him and
enjoy his conversation but don' t take his stories too seriously.
Although Doc' may be a h umbug, he is a
sensitive man. After the scene is set and Doc'
has told seve ral of his stories, Ade introduces, in a chapter called" A Pest Appears,"
the freckled boy _ The freckJed boy is somewhat reminiscent of Artie, but he's cruder,
far more unstable, and doesn' t have Artie's

middle-class aspirations. He's loud and inse nsitive, interrupts Doc's stories, does[] 't
show much respect for th e older ma n, and
frequen tl y upsets him. In another cha pter
the lush insults him and the race-track man
seems to catch him out in one of hi s stories.
Doc' walks away from his listeners in a huff
and, the next morning, informs Mr. Ike Fran·
cis, the hotel manager, that he intends 10
leave. Not long after that, however, Doc' be·
comes ill and his acquaintances - including
the lush and the freckled boy - at the hotel
outdo them selves in trying to aid him and
make him comfortable. Doc' is touched by
their efforts and decides to stay.
rn a later episode Doc' is arrested and
charged with being a confidence man. He is
terribly shaken, but his friends rany to him,
preventing him from spending an y time in
the lock-u p and securi ng bail for him.
Though the judge throws the case out o(
court for lack of evidence, a brief newspaper
account of Doc's arrest is printed and there is
no mention of his subsequent acquittal. Thjs
severely upsets him. "A blemish has been
put on my reputation. ] have been held up to
the publiC gaze as a swindler and confidence
man," says Doc'.
A month after this incident Doc' inherits
$15,000 from his sister's esta te. The Alfalfa
colony rejoices for Doc', and this cheers him
up. He decides to take a trip to. Europe, a~.d
his friends give him a fareweU dmne:. Doc IS
in Europe for months, "recovering his healt~
and self-respect." When he returns to ChI cago he intends to sta y at the Alfalfa~ but
finds that it has been torn down and his colony of acquaintances has scattered.
Though Doc' Home's story is the main
plot of the novel, Ade weaves in several
strong subplots. There is the story of the nervous dentist and his convoluted search for a
wife. And the lush's story is an interesting
one. He is a man with some admirable quali·
ties; his intelligence and quick-wittedness
are demonstrated near the end of the book
when, by lying s killfully, he secures aI.m ost
kid glove treatment for Doc' by the pohce after the old man is arrested and threatened
with at least one night in jail. But he is an alcoholic, and when he is drunk he is rude and
offensive. The Alfalfa community likes and
respects the lush and tries to reform him .
Doc' himself is concerned and actually talks
the lush into abstaining for a whil e. Ulti mately, though, the lush goes back to his bottle. Ade's rende ring of Doc' and his friends is
sensitive. In his fab les Ade wouJd caricature
"odd man out" types amusingly, but in Doc'
Horne he portrays them sympathetically and
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beli e\·ablv.
The three shor t novels, along with In Bahd, are pro babl y Ade' s most substantial
\\'ork His collection s of fables, however, begin ning with Fables in Slang (1899), con tain
';OI1l t'

of the fine s t satire in American litera-

ture.· 4 In these hum orous pieces he s hows
th t' same accuracy of observation and fine ear
that appear in his realistic sketches . Where
he had used th ese gifts to describe grim situali ons , he now turned them to humorous purposes , se tting down in precise d e tail and
so metimes w ithout much exaggeration the
am using thi ngs he'd observed people saying
an d doing in everyd ay existence. Many of
these piece s take pla ce in rural and sma ll tO W I1 areas , which h e de scribes accuratel y, as
ht' ha d ci ty life in I n Bal1t:l.
There had been humor in Ade's earlier
work, but in his fables he emphasizes it much
?lOre. He exaggerates, he parodies broadly,
he emp lo y s wild m etaphors and s imile s.
HE're, for example, is his description of a fan<ltic base ball fan, from "The Fable of the
Base ba ll Fan Who To ok the Onlv Known
CurE''':
~
Mo re than once he had let drive wilh a Pop
BOl t!t'd l lhe Umpire and then veiled "Robber" until
ht~ PI pes gave oul. For Many Summers he would
nJn\e Home, one Evening after Another, with his
Coll ar melted and tell his Wife that the Gian ts
m,\de the Co lts look !ike a lot of Colonial Dames
pitly mg Bean Bag in a Weedy Lot back of an Orphan Asylu m, and they ought to pu t a Trained
\urse on Third, a nd the Dummy at Righ t needed
d ;'l Auto mobi le and the New Man coul dn't jump
ot a Boa t and hit the Water, and the Short-Stop
\\ auldn'! be able to pick up a Ball if it was handed to
111 m on a Platter wi th Waler Cress around it, and
I,ht' l:.a sy One to Thi rd Ihal ought to have been
Spon ge Cake wa s fielded like a One-Legged Man
\\Jlh 51. Vitus dance trying to do the Nashville Salute (Fabfts & More Fables, p. 11)
oll l

Ade had a great eye for the abs urd. He
parod ied politic ians , farmer s, corporation directors , work ingmen , intellectua ls, t eeto talers, gam blers, drinkers, members of ethnIC m in oritie s,
hi gh society WASP s,
hIgh-livers, cheapskates - no one escaped.
!~ e made fun of absu rdity wherever he saw
\t , and h e sa w it everyw he re , among the rich
and poor, in th e city and on the farm.
He took great delight in ridicu ling pomp_o~ ity, as in " The Fable of the Mich igan
Coun terfe it Who Was n' t One Thing or the
Other. " Yet he made fun of crude, uneduca ted people, too. A ll thing s bein g equal ,
however, Ade seemed to like the dirt farmer
mOTe than the Harvard professor.
It has been written that Ade makes fun
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ofMcCuffey Reader values in hi s s tories , but
this is not always true . There certai nl y is cynicism in some of his fables, like "The Fable of
the Bookworm and the Butterny Who Went
fnto the La w,u in w hich a lazy but socia lly
adroit young man becomes a more s uccessfu l
law ye r (i n terms of in come) than hi s
bookworm brother, who winds up working
for him. On the other hand , the mora l of
some, like " The F a ble of the Hand so me
Jethro Who Was Sim ply Cut Out to be A Merchant" a nd " The Fable o f Prin ce Fortunas
Who Lived in Easy S treet and then Moved
Away," is that hard work and thrift pay off
while laziness and wastefulness do not. Ade ,
at least before he turned fifty, could see the
humor, the absurdi ty of people and w ays of
life and philosophies that were so metimes diametricallyopposed.
Ade w rote a number of fables that I
would ran k highly . Many of the m are light
and charm ing, like the jus tl y celebrated " Fable of the Two Mandoli n Players and the
Willing Performer," one of his fin e "he and
s he " fables_ But Ade's gift for reali sm and social commentary did not d esert him when he
became known -a s a humorist. Some of his fablesare to be taken seriously. There is , forex ample, "The Fable of The Hon es t MoneyMaker and the Partner of His Joys, Such as
They Were, " abou t th e pe nn y- pin c hing
farmer w ho worked his wife to death :
Henry was a ponderous Clydesdale kind of
Man, with Warts on hi s Hands. He did not ha ve to
travel on Appearances, becau se the whole Cou nty
knew wha l he was Worth . Of course he wa s Married. Yea rs before he had selectt:'d a wilting Country Girl with Pink Cheeks and put he r into his
kitchen to se rve the Re mainder of her Natu ral Life.
He let her have as hig h as Two Dotlars a Yea r to
spend for herself . Her Hours'.... ere from 6A .M. to 6
A.M. and if s he got any Sleep she had to take it out
of her Time. The Eig ht-Hour Day was not recognized on Henry' s Place.
After Ten Years of raising Child ren, Steami ng
over the Washtub, Milking the Cows, Carrying in
Wood, Cookin g for the Hand s, and ot her Delsarte
such as the Respected Farmer usually Frames Up
fo r hi s Wife, she was thin as a Rail and humped
over in the Shoulders. She was Thirtv and looked
Sixty_HerCo mplexio n was like Parchment and her
Voice had been worn to a Cackle. She was losing
her Teeth , 100, but Henry (ould not afford 1"0 pay
Dentist Bills beca use he nf"('dcd all his Money to
buv Poland Chinas and build other C ribs. (Fables

alld More F«bll's, p. 107)

Another seriou s fabl e is that of " The
Ca dd y Who Hurt His Head While Thinking."
Here are some excerpts:
On e day a Caddy sa t in the long G ra ss near
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the Nint h Hole and wondered ifhf' had a Soul. His
number was 27 and he almost had fo rgotten his
Real Na me.

As he sat .lnd Meditated, two Players passed
him . They were going the Long Round , and th e
Fren:t.y wa s upon them .
As they d id th e S1. And rews Full Swing for
eight}' ya rd s apiece . . . the Caddy looked al
them and Rellected that they were much inferior to

his Fat her.
I lis Father wa s too Seriou s a Man to get out in
Mardi Gra ~ Clo thes a nd hammer a BaJJ from one
Red Flag to a no ther.
His Father worked in a Lumber Yard.
He wa s an Earnest Citizen who se ldom
Smiled, a nd he knew all about the Silver Q u estion
and how J. Pierpont Morgan done upa Free People
on the Bon d Issue.
The Cadd y wondered why it was that his Fath er, a reany G reat Man, had to shove Lumber all
day and could seldom get one Oollarto rub against
another. while th ese s uperficial Johnnies who
played Golf all the Time had Money to Throw at the
Birds. The More he Thought, the more hi s Head
ached.
"Moral : Da n' , try to account for Anything."
(Fables & More Fables, p . 70)

Perhaps Ade, who saw injustice and absurd-

ity manifested a ll around him, in every economic and socia l class, also identifies with
the Caddy's se n se of helplessness. But Ade
tends to follow the story's moral, and s uspends judgment about the tragedy and farce
of life.
Though his fables are often lighter, they
are ultimately related to Ade's more serious
realistic ske tches, both in style and point of
view . Such writing did not, of course,
emerge fully formed out of a vacuum. Ade
was strongly influenced by Charles Dickens,
Maupassan t, and Twain. Dickens' Sketches by
Boz gives a panoramic view of London life
somewhat like Ade's view of Chicago in Stories of the Streets and of the TaWil . Ade's prose,
like Twain's, is vigorous but relatively informa l, and shows a keen interest in coll oquial
rhythms and in local and regional dialects.
Ade was impressed by the directness
and economy of Maupassant's writing and
said of him, " I like the way he
writes
s hort, simp le, direct sentences,
no words wasted, and how Iluickly he ca n
make a sce n ~ or person seem real. "" Several
of Ade's stories - fo r example, uThe Set of
Poe" - have ironic, Maupassant-like e nd ings.
Ade moved to Chicago at a ti me when
America 's industria l cities were growing by
leaps and bounds, at a time when rural
Americans and Europea n immigrants were
flocking to them in search of a better life.
With his rura l and s mall-town background,

he saw Chi cago as th e phenomenon it \'.. as
and documented its life in detail. I ha ve cilt'<i
Ade as o ne of the founders of a school of authors, including Farrell and Aigren, who
wrote about big-city life in a grim, hard- bitten
manner. It is also probable that Ade infl uenced Dreiser. They were both from Jnd lanCl
and had known each other when th ey were
re porte rs in Ch icago in the 1890's. Dreiser
credits the then better-known Ade with gl'.ing him some advice about a race-track ar ticle
that saved his job. Dreiser's profound but
rather ponderous writing and his philosophical principles differed in many wa ys from
Ade's, but Dreiser was impressed with the
realistic nature of Ade's writing. Ade' s pi ctures of Chi cago life in the 1890's anticipdte
similar d escriptions in Sister Carrt'e. There IS
no d oubt that Dreiser's descripti on of
Charles Drouet earl y in the novel was mod__
eled on Ade' 5 portrait of Gus in "The Fable 01
the Two Mandolin Players and the Willing
Performer." Dreiser, in fact. was accused of
plagiarizing Ade. Ade had noticed t~e Similarity but had not commented on tt , and
wrote a generous defense of Dreiser, excusing the echoes of his own work. l~
A reflection of Ade's parodies of bou rgeois culture and small town Ii.fe ca,n proba bly be seen in the writing of Smclalr lewl!).
"The Fable of What Happened the Night the
Men Came to the Women 's Club" forecasts
some of the co ntents of Main Street , Consider
Lewis ' description of the novel ' s herome .
Carol Kennicott: "She played tennis , gaye
chafin g-dish parties, took a graduate seminar
course in th e drama , went 'twosing,' and
joined half a dozen societies for the pra c~ice
of the arts or the tense stalking of a thll1 g
caIJed Ge nera l Culture." Though Le w is is
generally sympathetic t~ Carol, hi s cha,racterization of he r is reminiscent of Ad e S portrayal o f the s mall town "culture vultures" in
his "Women' s Club" fable, which begins, ''In
a Progressive Little City claiming about twice
the Population that the Census Enu merators
cou ld uncover, there was a Literary Club . It
was one of these C lubs guaranteed to fit YOli
out with C ulture while you wait. Two or
three Matrons, who were too Heavy for Light
Amusements, but not old enough to remain
at Home and Knit organized the Club ." lewis even capitalizes "General CUl.ture." as
Ade frequently capitalized words Jt1 hi S fa bes for comic effect. Lewis was certainh·
aware of Ade. He cites him in hi s autobi o graphi cal essay , " My First Day in Ne\\·
York," as being "among the real ly endu ring
cra ftsmen ."
Ade also a lm os t certainly influ enced
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Ring Lardner. La rdn e r admired him and
eH Il wrote an article about him fo r The Ameri:,'" Golfer. (Thou g h Ade mad e fu n of golfers,
played the ga me enthusiastically; in fact,
he built his own golf course.)
Lard ne r often writ es Midwest diale ctti lled dialogue that is re miniscen t of Ade's read, for exa mple , Lardner's "Horseshoes"
and "Alibi Ike." Both writers dea l with similar topks: partyin g and gadding about, boygIrl stories, everyday e vents. Both sa tirize
mane conversation a nd the sha llowness of
the IlOlweau riche. The re is, in general, a more
bItte r quality in Lardn e r's work, but the cruelt~' and thoughtlessn ess of Ihe store cl erk in
Ade ' s "The Fo rm e r Kathryn" anticipates
some of Lardn er's ch aracters. Ade's s tory
" ~1 r. Payson' s Sa tirical C hristmas " may have
influenced Lardner's "The Fa cts"; both deal
with inappropriate Christmas presents being
give n to a family. Ade's direct, economical
st\'Je no doubt influenced Lardner, and , either directly or through Lardner, it may ha ve
helped for m the style of Ernest Hemingway,
another Midweste rner given to writing terse
stories with a high proportion of dia logue .
Ade had hi s fa ult s. He wa s anti intellectual, som e times to the paint of Philis!inism, and, though personally a ge ne rous
and tolerant man , w as politically naive and
conserva tive. Th ese qualities doud hi s un derstand in g of certain types of peop le and
mar some of hi s work, for example, "The Fa bleof the Bohemia n Who Had Hard Luck."
Alt hough he lived until 1944, Ade's bes t
\..-n nng was crowded into a short pe riod of
hOle around th e turn of the century. H e
achie\'ed so me acclaim a nd wea lth with hi s
fab les. and even more with his h u morou s
plays, though they seem lamentably corny
today. Among the most popular of the se
":ere The s uita" of 5"[,, (1902), about a Philippme chieftain who tri ed to adopt "civilized"

ne

Ameri ca n ways; and Til e College Widow
(1904), about col lege life and footba ll. After
Ade became a playwright his stories and arti cles beca m e increasingly subs ta nce less a nd
cranky. Th e w ide ly read commercial stuff h e
turned out after about 1905 made people forge t the excell ent but less-known work h e had
done ea rli er, and t h e result \Vas the e cl ipse of
his reputation as a seriou s author.
But it is for his best work that an a uth or
should be rem e mbered. Among Ade's most
admirable qua lities is his humor , whidl is
lacking in m a n y Realistic and Nat urali s tic
writers of his era. Hu mor isan importan t part
of hfe, eve n (a nd sometimes especially) of the
lives of poor, downtrodden people. A Il rea listic" writer w hose world does no t include
humor is not portra ying life as it often rea Uy
is. A humorless writ er mav be mirroring himself, not the peopl e he portrays . Ade a lso
wrote stories that are intense and serious.
But in his pri me, w h ether grim or co mi c, hi s
work was n ot contrived. He wrote down
what he saw a nd heard. Norris' s McTeagHe
and The Octopus are hist orica lly important
and have their virtues, but these books , with
their gimmicky pl ots, do not d eserve to be
better know n than the best that Ade wrote.
Certain critics who think Ade 'w rote excellen t short pieces have accused him of not
realizing his promise. II Their primary cri ti cism seems to be th at he did not write " la rge
scale" works in the sense that Dreiser did .
But to cri tici ze Ade for no t producing a long
novel is like criticizing a great sprinte r for not
run ni ng th e m arathon. Ade was not a
Dreiser, but then Dreiser was no t an Ade.
Great d iscoveries h ave been made by those
who looked a t th e vast universe w ith a te le·
scope, but th ey have also been made by people like Ad e w ho , d e lighting in subtle d eta il.
studied life with a microscope.

NOTES
For Lardner's judgment, see Donald El d e r, Ring tnrdllrr (Ga rden City, N.Y .: Doubleday, 1956), p. 137.
:rrelman's commen t is reported by Jean Sheph erd, ed., The America of George Ade (New York: Putnam 's,
"'60). p. 7.
''Twain is quoted in Fred C. Kelly, George Ade: Warmllearted Sa tirist (New York: Babbs-MerrilL 1947), p.
125. This is the onl y biograph y of Ade; much of the biographical material in this essa y is drawn fro m it.

IKelly, p. 124.
~Robert

H. Elias, ed ., Letfers of Theodore Drei$er: A Selection (Philadelphia: Univ. of Pennsylvania Press,

1939), p. 949.

"The term Realism in literature usua lly refers to works that attempt to represent everyday life, including
The life of puor people, accurately, using a relati vely large proportion of observation and description as op'
po~ed to fictional contrivance. Natu ralism was a li terar), movement that grew from Realism afte r the mid ·
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nineteen th cent ury, notably in the works of Emile ZoJa. The Naturalists were determinists who stressed humiln inability to ~ope \vilh natural fo!ces a nd dri ves . They. wrote abo.ut people who were destroyed by their
~USI for money , :-;ex, and power. Drt'lser, C rane, and NOrris arc considered among America's major NaturalIsts, though Crane o {len transcend s the doctrin aire stance typica l o f N aturalism.
"See Dorol-h y Ritter Russo. A Bibliography of George Ade(lndia na po lis: Indiana Historical Society, 1947) for
a complete g u ide to the publication dales and va rious edilions o f Ade's works.
' George Ade and John T. McCu tcheon, Cilia/go Stories, ed. Frederick

gnery, 1963).

J. Meine (New York:

Henrv Re-

.

'Street veh icles are the subject of " Vehjcles oul of the Ordinary" and ''Yhe Glory of Being a Coachman ...
restaurants in " Since the Frenchman Came" and "A Plantation Dinner at Aunt Mary's,1I the Arllnstitute in
"In Chica go but Not Of It," the police in "AI ' La rry's lunch,'" the courts in "Stumpy and Other [nterestlO g
People." Ade w ri te.:; about Jews in "The Junk Sh o ps of Canal Street," Norwegians in "Olof Lindstrom Coe:.
Fishing, " Ce rma n s in "Wi th the Market Gardeners." Blacks in " Little Billy as a Committee-Man" and " Ho\'Y
Pick Caught the Battle Row," all in Chicago Stories.
A hobo appears in " Hobo Wilson a nd the Good Fairy," stevedores and a longshoreman's dog in "Slim 's
Dog," a real estate p rospectus writer in" A Young Man in Upper Life," an office worker in "Min Sargent, " and
two fatuous, well-to-do young men in " In the Roof Garden." aH also in Chicago Stories.
Ade's interest in C hicago'S history ma y be seen in "Old Days on the CanaJ, " " At the Green Tree Inn ,"
"After Ihe Sk yscrapers What?" and "A Breathing Place and Playground. "
'George Ade, III Babel (New York: McOu re and Phillips, 1903). The or iginal edition has recently been
reprinted by Folcroft. AI! furth er refere nces are to the original edi tion a nd are cited in the text.
lrOriginaUy publis hed in IB%by H erbert S. Stone & Co., Ch icago, Artie is most easily accessible today in
the volume Art e and Pink A,tarsl! (Ch icago: U niversity of Chicago Press, 1963). AU citations from Arti(' re fer to
this ed ition and are cited in the text.
Il Ade and McCu tcheon, Chicago Stories, pp . xxiii-xxiv .
110rigina!ly published in 1897 by Herbert S. Stone & Co ., Chicago, Pillk Marsh is most easily accessi~l(>
today in the volume Artie and Pink Ma rsh (C hicago: University of Chi cago Press, 1963). All citations from Pmk
Marsh refer to this edition and are cited in the text.
13George Ade, Doc' Home, illu strated by John T . McCutcheon (Chi cago; Herbert S. Stone & Co., 1899)
The original edi ti o n h as recently been reprinted by Folcroft. All further re feren ces are to the original ed ition
and are dted in the text.
If The best collection of Ade's fa bles is Fables ill Slang alld More Fables ill Slang (New York: Dover, 1.9bO)
Thi s volu me reprints in full , with the exception of "The Fable of the Man G rabber Who Wlmt out oj HIS
Class," the origina l 1899 edi tion of Fables in Slang and the original 1900 edition of Mort Fables ill 5lallg. All
furt her references to this volume will be dted in the tex t. Other collections of Ade's fables indude: Forty Mod·
ern Fables (190 1), The G,rl Proposlt ioll (1902), People You KlIow (1903), Breaking ill to Society (1904), Trul' Bdl!'
(1904), KIIOCkillg the Neighbors (1912), Ade's Fables (1914), and Handmade Fables (1920) .

l'Kelly, p. 71 .
16Kelly, p. 229.
17For a survey of critica l estimates of Ade, see the bibliographical essa y by Ha rold H. Kolb, Jr. , "George
Ade (1866-1944)," American Literary Realism, 4 (S pring, 1971). Since 1920 Ade ha s received Iiltlea tte ntion . One
notable exce ption lo this pattern is Jean Shepherd, ed ., The America of George Ade (New York: Putnam 's 1960) .
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Albert M. Petrak

FORWARD! BY THE NUMBERS
Digital recordings, developed from technolog~es originally designed for
other purposes, promise to be a boon to audIOphIles and musIc lovers.
Early in 1975, RCA Records released a
disc in their "Legendary Performers" series
that wa s announced as a new version of the
acoustic recordings made by the great Italian
tenoT, Enrico Caruso. The legend on the
jacket stated that the records had been "restored" by means of a process invented by
Dr. Thomas Stockham of the Soundstream
Digital Recording Corporation of Salt Lake
City, Utah. Few people at the time realized
tha t this release was the beginning of a radicdIly new process that would soon revolutionize the recordin g industry: high-fidelity
digi tal recordings.
Within a month' s time the Ca ru so r ecords had been circulated among critical publica tions, radio stations , and the general public, and the verdict was generally favorable.
Thro ugh the years since the great tenor's
dea th in 1921 , listeners had become accustomed to a rather scra tchy, hoUow sound , as
jf Ca ruso had been singing into a barrel. Everyone agreed that on the new records the
voice seemed somehow more full, dear , "forward," and distinct.
. With the record came a detailed explanabon of the process used to bring back the
sou nds acoustically captured during the first
rn.'o decades of th e century. Dr. Stockham

and his brilliant e ngineering associ ate, Bruce
Rothaar, had emplo yed digital tech niques to
isolate the actual vibrati ons of the voice fro m
the "acous tical fog" in which they h a d been
submerged .
The term "di gital" indi ca tes info rm a ti on
conveyed or s to red in the fo rm of w h o le
numbers. A digital clock, for ex ampl e, g ives
us the time in w hole n umbers to th e nea re st
minute or second ins tead of the grad ually
changing indi ca tions of hand s on a t rad i ~
tiona I clock dia l. Mos t computers h a nd le information in digital fo rm . Stoc kh am a nd Rothaar con verted th e conl·inuous ly va ry in g
sound wave s of the o ld record in gs to s trings
of whole numbe rs whi ch could be en tered
into a compute r and modified accordin g to
certain complica ted formulas.
In 1975 th e word "digital" - es pecially
in the context o f sound record ings - was by
no means as commonplace as it has s ince become. But a suspicion of legerdemaill , o f some
kind of aural trickery , was quickly di s pelled
by the release from RCA's New York headquarters of a d e tailed telephone inte rview between long-time RCA Red Seal produ ce r Jack
Pfeiffer and Dr. Stockham in Salt Lake City.
The interview, w hich was supplied to va r ious fine arts radio stations around the coun-

Albert Petrak ;s known to listeners of fine arts radio station
WeLl' as host of First Program aud of Frontiers of Sound. a
weekly program of new recordil1gs produced by digital altd
other advan:ed methods. Petrak grew up in Ellwood City,
Pen nsylvania , a small town 45 miles northwest of Pittsburg~!. Aft er seroing in the Navy dllring World War II, he
stlldl~d piano and musicology at the Cleveland In stitute of
M.llslcalld was graduated from Westem Reseroe University
Wlt l! a degree in French and Germall. He has worked as a reta il record store manager and as producer, music director,
{HId announcer for several radio stations. In 1967 he moved
to New York where he helped found the I"ternational Piauo
Library, a well knOW1'1 sound archive specializing in the key~
boo rd . He joined WCLV in 1972 a"d the following year was
appol/I.ted Music Director of the station. His guide to record
c(Jiit:tmg,. Your Basic Classical Record Library, was
pubifs/zed III 1980. (Photo: Herbert Ascherman!
The transcription of the interview with Thomas Stockham is included in this article with the kind
permission of John Pfeiffer and RCA Records.
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try including C leveland's WCLV, is a good
place to start any di scussion of digita l recordin g. Here is (J slightl y edited transcript.
JACK PfEIfFER: Dr. Stockham, ca n yo u desc ribe, in fairly non-technical terms , just
what )"J U achie ved, making llse of computer
techniques in re.storing the old acoustic recordings made by Enrico Caruso between
1906and 1920.
DR. THOMAS STOCKHAM: We used a
computer and digital processing techniques
on fhese record ings to bring the sound of the
recordin gs to a more natural quality. The way
in which we did thi s was to use the process
that we've dev eloped to figure out what the
recording horn resonances were in the original recordings, a nd then reverse those effects
to bring the soun d into a more natura l tonal
perspective
to balance out the frequencies in thc sound to make them more equal to
the origina ls than the recording horn wou ld
have allowed .
PFEIFFER: Is there a way to describe w hat
the computer actually does in this process?

STOCKHAM: The computer firstof all has to
be used to record the sounds from the old
discs. This is done by playing the old discs on
very high quaJity equipment and then converting the acoustic vibrations in the grooves
to numbers. Then these numbers which represent the singing are processed by a mathematical formu la which we developed.
and converted into a new set of numbers
which represent a more natural sound. These
new numbers are converted back into vibra tions and recorded then onto the disc which
we've released with RCA.
PFEIFFER: Are these numbers related to the
processing in such a way that by changing a
few of them , yo u ca n ch ange the characteristics of the sound s?

STOCKHAM: No, it's much more involved
than that. You usually think of numbers as
being very much like the notes in a musical
score, or like the teeth in a music box that trigger off prescri bed sound s. In our process, it's
not like that .
it's mOfe like a stock market
chart where each day you get a numerical
quotation and if you plot this long enough
you get a wiggly cu rve . Each number that we
create is a point on the curve which is the
usual vibratory way that it comes off the record . So they all have to be changed and the
way in which they get changed is through a
process that invo lves so me p retty heavy
mathematics.
You see, the recording horns thai were

used in those days had to focus the sound
onto the wax disc without thea idof any kina
of electronics ... they \veren' t using electronics then . The recording horns were actu ally used as resona tors in order to get som£'
amp lification, because as you know when
you have resona nces in
acoustic box 01
something like that it does amplify _Of course
one of the s id e effects of that kind of amplifica tion is a kind of muffled, or hollow-barre)
so und .

an

PFEIFFER: Yes, as you describe it, it's verv
much li ke talking into cupped hands.

.

STOCKHAM: Ind eed. If you cup your hand ,
in front of your mouth and then talk you get
this kind of hollow sound. In modern da \'
terms, when we talk about high-fidelity
production, these sounds ... the loud er
ones . .. are frequencies that are bein g amplified too much , and softer ones are frequencies that are not being amp lifie d
enough. So we have to analyze the singing
and determ in e which frequencies are too
loud or too soft, and work them into perspective. We do this by analyzing over a thou sand
diHerent frequencies in the Caruso reco rdings, or others that we are working on, .md
comparing their strength with a modern fe cord ing of similar nature. Then the computer
adjusts the amplitude of those over 1,000 frequencies to more nearly resemble the amplitudes in a recording made with moder n
equipment and conver ts them back int o
sound with the result that you hear on these
records.

re-

PFEIFFER : Are these modern recording s
used as a kind of model for the older record ings?
STOCKHAM: Only in the most general wa y.
There is no attempt - and deliberately 50 to make any of the musical or performance
aspects of the modern recording (which we
ca ll the prototype) control the restoration
process. It' s just the overall physical balance
between the various frequencies that are
characte ristic of, say, a tenor singing, or an
orchestra or jazz band playing, that comes
from the modern recording and is used as
guide in the restoration process.
PFEIFFER: So it 's a kind of mathematical
model, then?

STOCKHAM: Yes, right. A mathemati cal
mod el ca refully des igned to include th e
physics of the recording horn, or the acou sti cs of the recording horn . . , and exclude
th e musical characteristics of the model, th us
leaving the musical characteristics of thE' orig-
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inal intact and undistu rbed.
PFEIFFER: You have apparently made some
experiments with vocalists who recor~ed
both in the acoustic days and the electncal
days. Was that of any help to you?
STOCKHAM: As a matter of fact, when we
were first developing this process, we were
quite concerned that we have a way of telling
whether it was working or not. As you know ,
Caruso never recorded electrically. Electric
recordings came in around 1925 and Ca.ruso
died in the summer of 1921 . So since we had
no proof or control record for Caruso, we
used the process on singers who recorded
both acoustically, as Caruso did, and electrically, as he did not. For example, we took an
early recording of John McCormack singing
one particular piece of music, and restored it
using this very same process and compared it
with a later recording of John McCormack
singing that same piece of music that was
made electrically. We confirmed that the
process was working because in the restoration we derived from that, the character of
the voice was very much like the later recording, without introducing any of the characteristics of the prototype. Of course you can't
be ultimately assured with such a test because usually these recordings were made
two or three years apart, and voices do
change even in that short a time. But the indica tion was very strong that this was McCormack that we were bringing back ....
PFEIffER: In your opinion, what are the
benefits of the process? What is the result?
STOCKHAM: Well, there are a number. I
think the most important one is that the voice
sounds so much more natural when heard after the processing. Now of course we are all
used to hearing the old recordings of Caruso
and they have a quality of their own which
has achieved a certain cultural position
within our expectations, and this is removed.
One can therefore hear the voice more like it
is, or was, I should say. The basic benefit is to
get a better understanding ... a better appreciation of the way Caruso reaUy sounded
without detracting from the sound of the recordings as they had been over the years.
One can listen with pleasure to the restored
recordings AND to the originals as well.
PFEIFFER: Is the listener able to identify the
sound as being Caruso?
STOCKHAM: There have been some people
who have heard the restorations that we
have made who actually worked with
Caruso. Three major Hgures who actually

Jacket for the digitally restored album of Enrico
Caruso (with seH-caricature of Ca ruso) in the "Leg_
endary Performers" series. Courtesy of RCA Records.
sang with Ca ruso or had something to do
with his singing ca reer have heard these . Remarkably enough aU three indicate this is a
major step toward making the voice sound
more like it really was ... not necessarily
achieving all of the spirit of the voice as it
sounded in the original Metropolitan Opera
House, because singing in a studio is a bit different from that. But to bring back the actual
musical perspective of Caruso himself far beyo nd what has been done in the
past ... that's what we are trying to do.
PFEIFFER: Would it be possible to eliminate
surface noise and di stortion by computer
processing?
STOCKHAM: Let me answer that in two
parts, first concentrating on surface noise . It
would seem that after the resonances have
been removed, the surface noise is the next
most serious problem in archive-quality records. Efforts that have been made to remove
the surface noise, either primitive or very sophisticated, have very serious side effects
that peopJe especially interested in the musical performance and the texture of the sound
have objected. to most. Today we have what
we consider some very successful noiseelimination processes in the laboratory but
they aren't perfected to the point where we
want to release them to the public yet.

PFEIFFER: But it is possible to remove that
aspect of the older recordings?
STOCKHAM: To some extent_ The problem
is that the harder you try to remove the noise
with the technology that is available today,
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the more you d egrade the voice. . and
sometimes in a manner that is musica lly unacceplable.

store the Caruso records is related to 50me
basic scientific methods that have also been
explored .

PFEIFFER: Are Ihe re implications of Ihis
process fo r the future?

PFEIFFER: I' m sure Caruso would be surprised to kn ow that he' s been searching fo r
oil all th ese yea rs, . . , Is there any way to detect components of sound that he might have
produced in th e studio but which were not
record ed because of the primitive recordi ng
equ ipment?

STOCKHAM: Definitely. We have used a
computer to do these res tora tions, as you've
noted. That means thal we've bee n red ucing
sound to numerical form and for the future
there are some very significant implications
of this in quite a differe nt direction from th at
taken in the Caru so releases. That b in the
making of new recordings. The ideal of rean d th e n
cording music numeri call y .
playing it back later from numbers just for the
purpose of recording it, processing it for remixi ng it and so on has
lease, let' s say.
the aspect that the qua li ty of Ihe fi na l result is
very hig h indeed. And it's conceivable tha t
within this centu ry - I would think th at it
would be almost inevitable - that the recordings as they are hea rd in the home, m ay actuall y be in numerical form , So that w h e n you
go to the store you actuaUy buy numbers o n a
piece of recorded m a teri al, rather th a n w iggles in a groove,
PFEIFFER: What benefits would that have?
STOCKHAM: First of all, the obvious one
would be the quality of the so und . One
wou ld expect a mu ch better sound to be obtained in th e home in this way. But in the interim the quality of the recording mediumits permanence, its archi val permanence,
and the flexibility w ith w hich it ca n be manipulated into a final product - is more convenient, less expensive, and fa s ter.
Potentially. . perhaps not immediate ly but
in the very near future .
PFEIFFER: Did this process deri ve from a ny
other scien tific investigation or any o th e r disciplines?
STOCKHAM: The restoration of the Ca ruso
records involves a process deve lope d for
some very different reasons than restori ng
Caruso. In particular, the problem of ge tting
rid of the horn resonances in Caruso is di reqly related to th e problem of taking photographs which have been made fuzzy e ither
by cameras being moved or lenses being ou t
of focus and making them sharp again. And
in fact a15o, when o ne ex plores for oil using
shock waves in the earth, the reverberations
off the layers of the earth are often confu sed
with so me of the asp ects of the shock waves,
and th us obscure some o f the geologic information and these can be separa ted in much
the same way. So yes, the method used to re-

STOCKHAM : Yes, as you know the frequency range that this old equipment was
able to record was rather limited ... nominally, between ISO vibrations per second and
abou t 3500 vibrations per second. And thi s
gives the voice a slightly dull qua li ty because
the higher frequencies are often very desirable, Because the human voice can make only
a certain number of sounds, even a very famous or skilled voice such as Caruso's, when
you know the frequencies present in a limited band of them such as on these records,
you can make very good guesses about the
frequencies
present
ou ts ide
the
band ... and insert these artificially.
PFEIFFER: These can be restored then.
STOCKHAM: Yes, within the quality of the
estimates that one ca n do .
PFEIFFER: But this would be guesswork.
STOCKHAM: You know, in a way from a
scien tific point o f view, everything is gu esswork , In guessing the harmonics that are not
there but implied by those that are, we have
discovered that th e improvement of putting
these "guessed " frequencies in is offset too
much by the unnaturalness of it. In other
words, we need more understand ing about
the sy nthesis of these missing components
from the info rmation we have before the mu sical quality ca n be co nsidered in favorable
ba lance with th e artificiality of it.
PFEIFFER: Well, that would alter the quality
of the voice considerably.
STOCKHAM: In o ne direction it makes it
better, and in another worse. And we ' ve got
to improve the positive and get rid of the negative more in the future before we can reaUy
put forward something that would have both
scientific" and , more importan tly, musical interest.
PFEIFFER: What about the orchestral accompaniment for these old recordings? The y a lways sounded so superficial and tinny.
STOCKHAM: There are a number of rea sons
for that: first of all, in those days, when recordings were made this way, the orchestras
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Pioneers of digital recording. Left to right: Jack Renner. President and Engineer, Telarc Records; Dr. Thoma s
Stockham, President, Digital Recording Corp.; Robert Woods, Producer, Telarc Records.

were constituted in a very unconventional
way, even for that time. For exam ple, there
wasn't any string bass used. Instead the support instrument used in the lower register
was the tuba. And in addition, the violins
were fitted out with little metal horns to make
them sound louder, and this undoubtedly
gave the ensemble a kind of strange texture
even in rea l life. In addition to that. th e style
of playing in those days, it seems to me, was
different from what we are used to today.
These combined give that tinny flavor you
describe. . as much as the primitive mechanisms do,
PFE IFFER: But does the process of removing
the horn resonance have any influence on the
sound of the orchestra?
STOCKHAM : I believe it does. I think it
makes it sound mu ch more natura l and much
more like it was. But of course it can' t remove
these different attributes that are musically
real, that I just described a moment ago.

PFEIFFER: So the only way to elimina te it
would be to get rid somehow of the orchestra
an~ add a modern orchestra behind Caruso's
VOIce,

STOCKHAM: Or complement the ensemble
-not get rid of it - but flesh it out into something that is more reminiscent of today's heritage.

PFEIFFER: That sounds like something for
the future.
STOCKHAM: Perhaps so. On the other
hand. I'm sure that there are various musical
points of view which might feel that that was
a wrong direction in whICh to go, because after all fhat wasn't what was Know then or
what was put together with Caruso's voice.
PFEIFFER: He would not have bee n surrounded by that kind of musical aggregation.
so he would not ha ve responded the way he
did.
STOCKHAM: Exactly my point.

PFEIFFER: Are there other applications that
you can foresee in the future?
STOCKHAM: I would be very interested in
seeing how some of the early electric recordings cou ld be improved by this same process.
In fact, we known that it isn't just Caruso's
acoustic recordings that can be enhanced by
this method. Other acoustic recordings of famous artists are also equally well restored.
But it would be interesting to see how some
of the early electrical recordings which of
course sound much better than any of the
acoustic recordings in a technical sense,
would respond as well. In addition, l'v~
mentioned briefly the application of numencal recording and numerical processing to the
making of tomorrow's recordings,
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The rest, as th ey say, is history. Though
Dr. Stockham was not the origi nator of thi s
n u merica I record i ng process - several yea rs
earlier the N ippon Colum bia Corp . of Japan
had begun producing d igita l recordin gs~ using what they pre fer to call "pulse modula tion" techniques - it was Stockham and his
sta ff who deve loped th e first practical digital
recorder in th is cO llntry. And to th e Telarc
Reco rding Co rp . of Beach wood, Ohio, with
Presiden t a nd C hi e f Engineer Jack Renner,
Produ cer Robe rt Woods, and their backers,
wen t the honor oJ introducing the first large
ensemble reco rd ing made with the Soundstream Digital Reco rder . This di sc was record ed in Seve rance Hall in Clevela nd o n
April 4 a nd 5, 1978, and released to th e general public a very fe\·" weeks later. For the sessions, brass an d wind members of the Clevela n d Orc h es tra we re joined by lo ca l
professiona ls to se t down performances of
Gustav Holst's two M ilifary Band Suites, Op.
28, and Hande l's Royal Fireworks Music, as
well as a Bach transcription; Frederick Fennell, wide ly known fo r hi s recordings of
wi nd -band repertory released by Mercury
Records, cond ucted the performances . Since
then two adc:iitional recordings have been released bv Telarc with the same forces .
The' digita l reco rdings made by Telarc
and , more recently, by other major recording
companies use th e computer process to record the original performances. At present
th ese mu s t be turned into conventional
stereo discs for commercial distribution; digital playback eq uipme nt for the home still lies
in th e future. Before I describe the com plex
process from performance to commercia l
disc, let me go over some- of the points men tioned by Dr. Stockham to make clear just
what happens in " converting the acoustic
vibrations .. . to numbers. " Several useful
articl es have rece ntly a ppeared explaining
the digital process. One of the best is by E.
Brad Meyer, writing in the "Sound Ideas"
section of the Boston Phoenix in May, 1981; anothe r is David Ranada 's "Digital Audio: A
Primer," in the February, 1981 , Stereo Review.
The following s umm ary is indebted to both
of th ese.
To begin with : sound waves, like most
natural waves, vary continuously with time,
having no abru pt tra n sitions. Audible sound
consists of compressjons and rarefactions of
th e medium (air) a t a rate of about 20 to2D,DDO
vibrations per second . (T he higher the pitch ,
the more vibra tio ns per second .) In a conventional recording, so und waves are converte d
into an electri ca l current w hich like wise

varies continuously in the same patterns as
the sound waves. The fluctuating current is
in turn tran slated into a magnetic pattern on
a mov in g s trip o f ta pe, or into a wiggly
groove on a ro tating disc. When the tape or
disc is la ter moved along a pickup (a tape
head or a needle) at the same speed, the mag·
neti c pa tte rn or w iggly groove reproduces
the original wave form, which is turned back,
first into an electric current and the n,
throu g h amp lifica tion , into sound waves.
This sys tem is called analog recording beca use the fluctuating electrical current and
the magne ti c or groove patterns are analo·
gous to the original sound wave. Obviously
the fidelity of reproduction of the original
sound waves ca n be compromised by a numberof va riables: th e tape or record must move
at a constant s peed, and all extraneous magneti c traces or physical defects such as dust or
bubbles must be kept away from the recording.
Digital recordings preserve the patterns
of the origina l sound waves in a different
way. Whereas a n analog recording stores the
en tire wave form . a digital recording merely
meaSllres the wave form, sampling it at frequent regu la r intervals and storing the measurements as a series of whole numbers .
These numbers may be kept on discs or tapes
like o th e r co mputer data . (The di gita l
process, like most computer operations, uses
the binary number system, which expresses
all num bers in1 'sorO's. Thus I ~ 1,2: 10,3
: 11, 4 : 100,5 : 101, etc.) When th e digital
recording is played back, the numbers are
synchronized with a quartz dock so that they
are "rea d off" at exactly the sa me speed as
when the sampling took place. From the series of sam plings stored in the digital recording, a new continuo usly variable wav~ may
be reconstructed - first as an electriC current, and finally as sound again.
Let us ta ke as a hypothetical exam ple a
very crude digital recorder, one \-vhich s~m
pIes a wave 1000 times a second, and which
mllst reduce a ll its d a ta to the eight whole
numbers from 0 to 7. In binary terms th ose
eight possibl e numbe rs (2 ~) require three
digits to ex press. OUT hypothetica l system
thu s ca n handle a stri ng of only 3 "bits," or
"bin ary digits," thai is, whole numbers in the
binary sys tem . The string of bits that make s
up a number is called a "word "; 50 thi s system is ca pable of on ly 3-bit words. A 4-bit
word wou ld be 24 or the 16 digits from 0 to ]5.
a 5-bit \\lord would be 2' or 32 digits, etc.
Figure 1 shows a short section of a hypo thetical sound wave, an analog wave th at
might be heard as, le t u s say, a low hum. (The
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more bumps in the wave in a given length of
time, the higher the pitch of the sound.)
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Measured by our crude digital encoder, this
wave would be recorded as a series of numbers: 2, 5, 6, 6, 3, 1, 1,2,4,6 (only in the computer the numbers would be in binary form ,
I.e., 11 , 101 , 110, etc.):

7-

Wave sampled lO'times in

.01 sec. , or 1,000 times per Se<:.
Fig.2

Measured by O Uf crude digital encoder, this
wave would be recorded as a series of numbers: 2, 5, 6, 6, 3, 1, 1,2,4,6 (only in the computer the numbers would be in binary form,
I.e., 10, 101 , 110, etc. ):

.01 Second

.,.

Fig.3

From this illustration one ca n see certain
advantages a nd certain difficulties in digital
recordings. There need be virtually no distortion from varying pla yback speed ("wow"
and "flutter" ). Nor should there be an y extraneous noise from physical imperfections or
dirt on the record or tape surface - no hiss,
scratches, or rumble. All the digital pickup
has to retrieve is a series of binary numbers,
which is simply a string of 1'5 and D's - on' s
and offs or yes's and no's.
The difficulties arise from the reduction
of analog waves to whole digits. Since the human ear hears sound at frequenci es up to
about 20,000 vibrations per seco nd , or 20
kHz, a digital encoding must sample the analog wave at a frequency of at least twice that,
in order to catch the highest-pitched audible
sounds. Frequencies above 20 kHz must be
filtered out before the sampling is taken, because if the sampling happened to hit a particularly high p ea k above 20 kHz , the
"graph " of the audible wave would be
thrown off.
Second, the value of the analog wave at
each sampling can only be recorde d as the
nearest whole number. If, as in our hypothetical 3-bit system, the scale consisted of only
eight possible whole numbers, the rounding
off of the actual value of the wave to a whole
digit would ca use considerable distortion ,
Therefore cu rrent professional digital systems use 16-bit words, which provide a
"scale" of 2 1~ or 65,536 gradations - enough
to make the rounding off virtually undetectable. As E. Brad Meyer writes,
The results may be seen in the specifications for all
digital tape recorders: distortion at full level less
than 0.03 perce nt, wow and flutter virtually un-
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measurablt>. signal-to-noise ratio g rea ter than 96
dB , neglig ib le crosstalk be twee n c hann e ls , n o
prinHhroug h . And the abiUly to s to re and retrieve
da ta fro m the tape with out error implies tha t copies
may be made from one d igital machine to another
withou t the slig ht loss in quali ty Ihal occurs with

conven tio nal recorders . This is important because
records are ty p ica lly cut not from the o rig1naJ ma sler tape bul from a copy of a mixd own . When digilal playback sys tt'm s for the home become availabit>. w(" s ho uld be able to he.ua perfect copy of the
original master from every disc.

This so unds marvelous. Do we then
have a digita lly e ncoded disc to audit? Not
yet. All digital reco rdings thus far issued are
a co mpromise - conventio na l ana log re cords derived from digital master tapes. Here
is how Telaee at present produces its digital
discs. In addition to the digital encoding of
the recording session, the engineers simultaneously tape an analog versi on, which is
then ed ited in the co nventional manner .
Since the digital recording can be edited only
through a computer, the standard, manually
edited ana log version becomes the basis for
the digital ed iting, which takes place at
Soundstream 's facilities in Salt Lake City .
Acting on a computer' s instructions, the machine sorts through the various "takes" - bit
by bit and splice by s plice - to come up with
the desired digital version .
From th e editing session the master tape
and the digital play-back machin e are sent to
a California factory where the tape is translated back into waveform analog language and
cut into a lacquer-coated aluminum disc.
These lacquers (three or four representing
each side of the disc) are then evaluated, the
best selected, and the results sent to New
York to a plating company. Here they are
sprayed with a metallic preservative ma terial. After it is dried and peeled off, the metal,
called a "father" disc, contains a negative image of the original set of grooves. From it another negative impression is then made, this
one called the "mother. " Since it is the negative of a negative, the "mother" is really a
positive image, but much more durable, of
the original lacquer.
The "mothers" are audited by Telarc,
and, once approved, they are sent to pressing plants abroad (where quality control is
more consistent and where certain chemicals
used in the processing of the high-grade vinyl may be released into the air, as they cannot be in this country because of u.s. antipollution laws) . The discs when completed
are shipped back to Cleveland, inserted into
jackets, and marketed throughout the United
States and in foreign countries. The lengthy

process accounts for the current aski ng price
of about $18.00. Despite the price, the re cords are now carried not only by audio
shops but also by the larger record stores; the
number of digital discs available exceeds
three hundred, with increasing production
by the "majors" - CBS, EMI-Angel, RCA,
and now the Polygram complex (Deutsche·
Grammophon, Philips, and London).
But what of the millenium? When can
we expect to own in our homes a real digital
record player? And will it be another story of
competing, incompatible machines such as
virtually killed quadraphonic discs in the
70's? At present four systems are vying for
acceptance:
Philips Compact Disc (CD): discs 12 ce~ti
meters (5 inches) in diameter, played back vIa
laser, using the same technology as in the
Philips Magna Vision video-disc format.
Teldec Mini-Disk: discs 13.5 cm (5 1/2
inches) in diameter played with a piezoelectric stylus tracking a groove. The system
is an audio-only adaptation of the Teldec
video-disc fonnat.
JVC VHDIAHD: discs 10 inches in diameter pla yed with a capacitance-sensing electrode traveling the surface. The VHD sy~t~m
is the video-disc format, and the AHD dlg.tal
audio discs are played on the same player,
decoded via an accessory digital-to-analog
converter.
Pioneer LaserDisc: an interchangeable
audio-video disc (with necessary converter)
accepting 12-inch optical discs patterne.d after the PhilipslMagna Vision/Pioneer Videodisc format.
With the decision by rhe powerful Sony
Corporation to shelve its 12-inch .optical d isc
and join forces with Philips to refIne and p romote the CD (Compact Disc) format , the way
seems clearer now for th e introduction o f a
real, commercially viable digital home unit.
In particular the sophistication. ~f the ~~ny
Philips CD pla yer with its efhclent dIgIta l
coding logic and error-correctIOn system
(making the tape-caused "d.ropouts" an d
other imperfections less audible) ~eems to
suggest that it may eventuaUy dOIDlnate the
field. In addition, the combined corporate
forces ha ve· at their disposal an enormouS
"software" library, with CBS Records and
other U.S. labels agreeing to lease arrangements, and the Polygram complex of DC ,
Philips and London in hand.
But there is a fifth contender. Sound stream was acquired last year by the Di~ital
Recording Corporation of Connecticu t.
While Soundstream is con Hnuing and expanding its recording activities in this (oun-
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try and abroad , the join company plans to deyelop and bring to market a new type of digi tal audio record, one that is utterly different
from other records. Un like the four prototypes mentioned above, the ORe will remain
stationary, while being scanned by a laser
and a rotating lens-and-mirror system. The
Signal, encoded like a TV screen or printed
page with data in straight lines, is in the form
of black and white dots just one micron wide,
"-hich are originally generated by pulsing a
laser. Once the signal-encodi ng dot pattern
has been produced, it can be reproduced pilofogrllpfm:ally . Those last two words immediately conjure up a veritab le new world of record processing and production . The sys tem
achieves an information density of 300 million bits per square inch, meaning that a record resembling a four-b y-six inch file card
can accommodate 40 minutes of stereo digital
audio. The card form of the record lend s itself
to the design of an automatic changer, much
l~ke. a slide projector, yielding virtually unl~lted playmg time with minimal interruphon.

If this last system is adopted, it w ill put
an end at last to the plastic or vinyl disc of
whatever size with its built-in problems of
manu facture. Gone will be the laborious
chain of lacquer discs and "father" and
"':"?ther" discs still necessary for the current
dlSltal product. Gone also will be the dis tort1~ns caused. by scratches, dust, dirt, fingerpn~ts, warpm g, and static attraction of polIUhng .ele~ents, that have plagued sound
recording tor almost a hundred years.
The possibility of cheap photographic
reproduchon of high-fidelity recordings has
enormous implications for music lovers. At
present the initial expense of produ cing a
new recording is enormous. As a result, record companies are hesitant to issue record-

ings of new artists and unfamiliM pieces that
will not be best sellers. II is the sup r nl,.ul-..e t
syndrome ~ bulk sa les or nunc. So Ih e IllM.ket is glutted with \...·ar horses: f()rt~· Bole,o~ 0 1
Ravel , 32 Dvorak N~u' lVorld:'"- , clnd -14
Tchaikovskv 1812 '.~ crowd the c.ltalogs in Ihis
cou ntry alone.
Moreover, greal pe rform.w ct's of tl1t'
past decades are allowed to go o ut of pnnl ,
because even a re-iss ue mu st involvl" I\\'o or
three thousa nd copies 10 bt> pro fitabl e. A ~ .l
result man y g reat periormancE' s, though
the y exist in archives, cHI" no longer on ~.:d(' .
These include work s conducted by SL(' II ,
Reiner, Siokowski, Furtw<lngler, Monteu>.. ,
Horenstein, a nd Ansermet; composers interpreting their own works - Stril v insky, 8artok , and Britten . for example; and great soloists - Rubinstein, Lipatti, Heifet.l, Denn is
Brain, and many mo re.
If the process now being developed by
ORC can be refined to the point of commercial fea sibilit y, and the now -considerable
costs can be brought down to the co mpa rable
levels of today' s LP, imagine the diversity
possible for the colleclor of unlimited appetite. Not on ly will he have access to indestru ctible co pies of a flawless origi nal, but
also to a limitless catalog of performances theoreticaUy all tho se ever made (fro m the archives of the producing companies) and everything else Ihat is recorded from whatever
source (live broadcasts, recitals, private performances ) .
After many years of relati ve s tagnation ,
the world recording companies seem at last
on the verge of moving beyond the flat disc
played with a stylus on a spinning cylinder.
May their research and deve lopment of the
digital process bring us quickly to a golden
age of recorded sound which wiU inform and
delight gene rations to come!

David Citino

Four poems from the SHAMAN series
DREAMS OF THE FIRST SHAMAN
I.
When his pare nts shri veled
and fell , he drea med
of a cure for tea rs and loss,
for memories th at ache like
a bad toot h under cold water,
for rotting fl esh, for flies.
He called it "Six Feet of Earth."

2.
He dreamed of a pouch
of potent feathers, stones
and bones, and called it "Cures. "
He dreame d of three cures for
weariness of the thighs, called
the first "Sleep," th e second
"Flying," the third "The Dance ."
3.
He dreamed of a cure
for separations, and gave
the people the gift
of parts that correspond like
spear and prey, pine and sky,
quiver and shaft, bear
and cave. He named it "Love."
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Th e Literary Revi ew, Modem Poetry Studies, Poe try
Northwest. Sou th Dakota Review, and other periodicals.

FOUR POEMS

LEITER FROM THE SHAMAN:
CEREMONIES OF INNOCENCE
Practice dreaming until
you can drink the moon's reflection
on a pond on a rain y night,
kiss again the warm flesh
of a father's hand after he's gone
underground , see smoke and snow
blow against the wind, a dull saw
cut slTaight and clean
against the pine board's grain,
butterflies flourish in hail storms ,

LEITER FROM THE SHAMAN:
LESSONS OF THE HEART
What teaches us the rhythm of march,
of chant, to fathom hour and era,
gasp and grasp, clutch and sigh ,
even to move together? Put your hand
on your chest. Feel. Cover
your ears with your hands. Listen .

LEITER FROM THE SHAMAN:
THE WAKE
Open every faucet , damper, window, door.
Turn all glasses upside down, pockets
inside out. Cover every pot and pan.
Make the women cross their legs.
Turn all portraits to the wall. Mirrors.
Bury the water you used to bathe the corpse,
the razor and comb you used to groom it.
When every conceivable word's been said,
sing. When the last song's been sung,
cry your eyes out. Sit next to the bed.
All night long, lTy to think
of one other thing that matters .
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ARTHUR GEOFFRION'S LANDMARK COMPLEX
Cleveland ' s situation at the edge of a large body of water has always fascinated architects
builders, designers, a nd the residents of the city. They have proposed various projects to exploit
it: airports, landfills, malls, entertainment centers. One of the more imaginative proposals is that
of Arthur Geoffrion of Willowick, Ohio, who worked with Waco CG gliders during World W il T II
and '(vas until his retirement an art director at TRW. Geoffrion's idea, expressed in the plans and
renderings reproduced here, has three components: it is a landmark, a transportation base, and
an entertainment center.
The landmark aspect is revealed in the drawing below, which shows an immense, graceful
arm holding a sphere suspended from its end and pointing over the lake - in Geoffrion's words
"a sophisticated sculptural ed ifice which. . Would rival the Eiffel Tower or the arch at St
Louis." The arm is a launching ramp for gliders (see sectional Fig.1). Each glider would hold
twelve paying passengers and be launched by means of a catapult from a moving platform supported on a cushion of compressed air. The glider ride might be for amusement (a silent tu rn
through the ai r over the city) or tra nsportation (a flight to Canada or Put-in-Bay).
As the figure shows, the arm can be turned in any direction to project the gliders, which are
designed to land on any smooth water- they are equipped with retractable hydrofoils and auxil iary motors for taxiing. GUders that land at a distance from the Landmark can be economicall ~
tmved back over the lake. They dre stored in the base of the complex until ready for use.
The most striking part of this unusual idea is the baU on the end of the arm. As Fig. 2sho\,;s,
the ball is a globe 70 feet in diameter suspended by cables from the arm and regularly movin g up
and down to receive and discharge customers. The globe has six levels, including an entran ce,
restaurants, and a lounge, with total room for 700 eaters, drinkers, or spectators.
The project is in the planning stage but its author has received some publicity in local ne\,'spapers. Although the entire complex would cost some hundreds of millions to build, Geoffrion is
at present seeking $10,000 for a scale model, which he believes would convince skeptics of th e
beauty and practicality of the Landmark. He also maintains that the restaurant, entertain~ e.n t
activities, and glider rides would make his Landmark a financially profitable operation. \t\: hile
this last point is difficult to judge, few would dispute that the plan is bold and ingenious.
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Gary Engle

THE GRAMMAR OF VIDEO:
CUMULATION, REFLEXIVITY, AND GAME
Television programs can be m o re subtle and complex
than traditional critics allow - if you k now how to watch them
The re are st ill a few cu r mudgeons
around who scorn television because it does
not live up to acce pted Li terary crite ria: programs seem fragm ented , repetitio u s, a nd in·
adequately developed - all the th ings good
plays. stories, or essays shou ld not be. To be
sure, T.V. fa res poorly when judged by the
rules or written litera ture, but that is because
it has its own p rincip les and criteria, d iffe ren t
from bu t not necessa rily less va li d tha n th ose
of print.
For cen turies the written word has been
equated with knowledge and education, and
not so long ago it was fashionable to refe r to
people who relied o n television for in fo rm a tion and entertainmen t as vidiots. O n e h ea rs
the term less freque ntly n ow; heavy users of
the medium such as preschool children a re
increasingly being described, wit h au t pejorative intent, as video-literate. That we can
nQ..w distinguish between print li te racy a nd
"'Video litera " indicate at we a r comm
to accept the two me ia not as mu tu a lly ex(~slVe but as com plementary ways o f d ealing WIth the worl d.
I he art of television - "video-lit." as it is
familiarly called - has the same functio n s as
traditional literature: to instruct and ente r tain. But before we can
sensibly w ith this

creal

new li teratu re, we must accept its own structu ral conventions ~ its gramm ar, so to s pea k
- instead of imposin g on it the ca te go ries of
traditio n al criticism . The ce ntral crite ri o n of
traditional criticism since Aristo tle ha s been
that of w l ity. Even if we do not insist o n the
rigid neoclassical uni ties of ti.m e an d place,
we expec t a n ovel, play, or history to have a
perceivab le for m , u sually a logical progression fro m b eginning to end , w ithou t inte rruption s, re p eti tion s, or digression s. Television shows d o h ave their unity, but it is often
radically di ffere nt from the sort of u nity we
find in a book.

T h e Principle of Resonance
Every thing o n the television scree n is in
a perpetu a l sta te of becoming. Images m elt at
the very insta nt they for m. The p h osphor dot
is here and gone an d there is no retriev ing it.
In fact, th e image we think we see on a televisio n scree n is n ever there. Television d isasse mbles its v isu a l informa ti on into hundreds
of tho u sa nds of d o ts of light w hich it then
projects one at a time ont~ th e screen: The
image exis ts o nly in the mlOd o f the Viewer,
which re m e mbers the locations of the dots
and pu ts th e m all together to form a pattern.
By a n a n a lo gous process on a l ~ rger
scale , th e te levision viewer a utom a ti call y

Gary Engle was born hi Hu tchinson, Kansas, a ,,~,. it! Iris
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G rotesque Essen ce (Lo uisiana State Unzverslty Press),
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sorts ou t Ir~lgmenled images and scenes and
puts together tho~(' that are re la ted even
\\,hl'!1 they drt:' se pdrJled by long gaps of time
and h\' l11u("h e xtran eo us mate rial. The coheren(t' produced by thi ::. sortin g Ollt a nd match II1g lip - a process tholl Ton y Schwartz ca lls
rl':.'OI/(1 I/I"t' cons titut es \'ideo-lit's own IGnd
o( unitv . '

In ' a Iy PIC.:a I T. V. s how , se parate bits of
in formation - epi sodes and scenes - are
broadcast piece meal at regular intervals over
iln exte nded period of tim~ . The predomi l1i1nCC of series format s in television programming sugges ts how natural this mode of
organization is to th e medium. While some
program s adhere 10 th e principl es of the well made play, the vas t majority fragment their
subject fnaller into d a ily or weekly episodes.
The lack of linea r thematic development· and
the abse nce of observable change in cha ra cters are actua ll y an alternative mode o f dramatic organ izat ion particularly compatible
with the technological characteristics of th e
medium .: The audience participates by re spondin g not to logical development of information but rather to repeated informational
patterns.
The same thing happens in news programs. Whil e television occasionaJly employs the traditional documentary form for
news iss ues too compl ex for simple headline
treatment, more often information about
such issues is fragmented into one- o r twominute ins tallments spread out over several
news broadcas ts. As with dramatic series,
the audience takes in the information by perceiving repeate d patterns. The fact that documentaries have some of the smallest audiences and that fragmented sequentia l news
programs have some of the largest sugges ts
that television viewers do not have an aversion to news information per se but rather to a
particular form of organization of the information .)
Hostile critics object especially to the discontinuity between successive units of information in television programming. An evening's schedule generally includes several
s hows as different in subject matter, point of
view and intended emotional response as the
fifteen orso unrelated items in a typical news
broadcast. Yet such disconnection is the natural fare of the video-literate, whose mjnds
organize the discrete units of information by
responding to repeated patterns in the flow.
Information that does not bear some relationship to an established pattern either is rejected as irrelevant, or, quite often, is simply
not perceived by the viewer, at least not until
it is repealed often enough to establish a pat-

tern of its own.
In tel evision art we ca n distinguish m'e
kinds of mea ning: the contained meaning of tht
individual episode of a show and the roo~ed
meaniNg arising from the patterns of the
whole series.
Contained meaning is what we look for
in traditional dramatic structures. In any episode of aT.V. show there is a central conflict,
a clear line of dramatic action that leads to it
resolution , and a paraphrasable theme embodied in the dramatic action. The contained
meaning is usually quite simple, partly because individual shows must be c1earenough
on the surface to hold the attention of the
viewer, partly because the contained meaning must be expressed in 25 minutes or less,
and partly because the demanding production schedule of a regular weekly show
makes subtle refinements impossible.
Evoked meaning, however, is not restricted by these limitations. Resonance can
call up intricate ideas and emotional subtleties built up over a number of earlier installments of the show . So any given episod e
merely has to connect the mind to a ,preestablished reservoir of meaning and feehn g.
The validity of this notion of resonance is
strikingly illustrated in the differe~t r eactions to a given program of first-.time v~ewers
and habitual viewers. The habitual viewers
seem to get more out of a single episode.
Their reactions are invariably more mte nse,
their attention more deeply engaged. The
first-time viewers react only to the contained
meaning of a single episode, whereas the
"addicts" have access on a deeper level to the
entire structu re of the program, to the estab~
lished character relationships, to the limits of
personality, to the patterns of situations, ~o
the socia l milieu, to the values and themati c
assumptions of the s how - all of whi~h they
more fully understand because of th eir familiarity with other episodes of the pro~am.
The artistry of television thus reSIdes not
in the traditional literary characteristics of individual episodes of a program, nor entirely
in the features of the underlying pattern of a
show, hut rather in the relationship between
episode and pattern. .
.
'
This relatlOnsnlp , the artIculatIOn of
which may be call ed the grammar of videoliterature, has been analyzed by television
critics from severaj points of view. One im ~
portant aspect is the CIlmulativt effect of successive episodes, by which com plexities and
subtleties are built up . A second aspect, the
reflexive, treats the accumulated in formation
as an efficient sort of ready-made exposition
for each individ ual episode, To them I would
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add a third way in w hich the rela tionship
functions - something very much like the
interplay between the action and the rules in

agame.
Cumulation
just as the tel evision image is the sum of
tne dots of light on the screen, and , for that
maUer, as a novel is the sum of its chapters,
so the pattern of a show is the s um o f the
meaning of its episodes. In ot her words, the
evoked meaning is cumulative, as Paula Fass
sugges ts in her useful essay on tele vision
s vmboli s m.~

, The cumulativ e relationship occurs in
every ~orm of television prog ramdramabc shows it is more clearly evIdent In soap operas and television n ovels
(Roots, Shogu,. , Rich Mall Poor Mall) . With
t ese, an individual episode is not anI a self50ntame
r rna
, I a so contribosition for future e iutes necess
sades, yen in non-sen a programs meamng
can accumulate over tim e.
One can begin, for example, to und erstand how the early yea rs of Uiverne and Shirley synthesized pre - and post-liberation concepts of women's roles only if one adds those
episodes in w hich the heroines overcame the
tnreat of dependence on Lenny and Squiggy
to I.hose episodes in which they pursued
theIr dreams of finding white knights w ho
would lift them out of the tenement basement in which they lived. Similarly, the dra matic impact of the death of Henry Blake in
one episode of M. A.S. H . was directly related
to how much the audience knew about him
and now deeply they were attached to him
throug~ their experience o( prior episodes,
A.t Its best, televisipn art employs the cu~lula ti ye effect to create a whole pattern that
IS greater t
n ·the sum of its parts. All u1 the
Paml y,.one of t~e more Ig y acc aimed progra m.s In the history of American television,
~rovldes a good illustration_ A large proportion of the show' s episodes dealt with the
t~em e of .prejudice . A typical episode proVIded a sltuat.ion in which Archie was allowed to express his bias against some pers?n or group, then resolved that situation
either by making him suffer some humorous
form of punishment or by having anoth er
cha racter. (usually Mike or Gloria) clea rl y
state the mcorrectness of his views. Taken
s.eparately, each episode seemed to contain
little more meaning than the liberal assertion
that. bigotry is wrong. However, whe n one
begInS to consider the resonance which
builds in the mind of the audience as episode
succeeds episode, it becomes clear that what

\'I~tually
~mg, .In
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the show had to sa y an the subject of prej udice waS far m ore complex than figurativel y
throwing a pie in the face of anyone w ho categorized people by th eir reli gion, sex, politics, race or eth ni c h e rita ge.
During its several years on the a ir, th e
show explo red a variety of fOnTIS which prejudice can take . No t th e le<lsl importa nt of
these was Mike's political and social orienta tion, ,which regu larly tended toward th e doc trin aire and . . \,hich could of te n be fairlv
charac teri ze d as libe ral bigo try. The re presentation of s u ch a point of view in the sho w
not only helped to sustain the con tliet and ,
hence, th e dramatic ene rgy oj man y ep isodes, it also helped refi ne the audien ce 's
understanding of p rej udice by dissocia tin g it
from the ste reotype of blue-collar con servatism. Mo reover, Archie's bigo try (a s we ll as
Mike's) wa s never presented as th e result of
malice, but co uld invariably be tra ced to any
of several hum an weaknesses - ignorance,
fear, van ity, egocentrism, the inabili ty to deal
'with the fru stra tions of dail y life in an in creasingly complex, threatening, and depersonalizing world .
By re p eated ly cond emnin g prej udi ce
while recognizin g the mult iplici ty of its
causes and effects, All in tile Fam ily crea ted a
pattern of m eaning which tran scended the
liberal attitudes u sually iden tified w ith individual episod es. The show's overriding
moral was that prej udice result s not fro m a
specific poli tical -social point of v iew but
rather from the rigidity of any point o f view.
In the Bunke r household, the culprit was not
a particular ideology, but Ideology itself. The
locus of positive values was, as stated in the
title, in the famil y. Interdependence, group
loyalty, open discussion of values, hon es t expression of feeli ngs- these were the show's
positive values, and they were not ti ed to any
single political position. It is revealing and
ironic that critics from the extreme right, who
often condemned the show for addressing
such topiCS as ga y rights, wom e n' s libera~
tion , and the anti·war movement, should at
the same time ha ve so closel y ide ntified
themselves with the show's consistent emphasis on strong famil y ties ,
Reflexivity
Though th e cumulative effect co ntributes to th e over-riding meaning of a television show, it is not the only kind of re lationship betwee n episode and pattern . (f it were,
there would be a positive co rrel ation betwee n the number of episodes watched and
the degree to which the evoked meaning is
understood . Yet such is simply not th e case.
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The intensity of the a rguments between Archie
and Mike made it seem as ttlough All in the Family's

primary purpose was the airing of politica l-socia l
issues. But in the long run itdidn" matter who was
right . Theculpril was not a particular ideology. bu t
rather Ideology itself, (Photo: Viacom)

Episodes ca n be missed withQ!lt appreciably,
ci!.minis hing th e meaning or dramatic intensity of thE niCg. alii a "!liole. C~ivemence
and flexibi ity are a ra chve side ben efits of
the aesthehcs of teleVIsIon. 1his convenience

7(,

is a result of the effect Davia Thorburn has
called the " multiplicity princi Ie. "6 For Thorburn he re a on
een e isode and

is triggered by the lyrics and background visuals of a show's theme song.
. Consider how much of a context is proVIded by the lead-in to All in th, FamIly. The
Visual progression from skyline shots of
Manhattan to blue-collar suburban tract
houses .succinctly summarizes the show's geographical and socia-economic setting, and
reminds the viewer how far behind the van·
guard o( cultural values Archie is. The dosing family-album shot of Archie and Edith at
th e piano recalls the broad theme of domesticity and suggests the important sense of insu larity horn the world which characterizes
the life Archie would like to lead. The song's
lyrics too are important, for they clearly convey Archie's political and social values.'
It is important to understand that the
function o( the lead-in is not to contain the expository material but to (VOke it. Archie's political o·r ientation, Ollr full appreciation of
which is determined by our experience of aD
the show's episodes, is merely epitomized by
the single detail that he looks to Herbert
Hoover as a political ideaL'
Because of the expository function of
resonance and evoked meaning, television
shows seem to lack dramatic probability. In
Thorburn's words "The multiplicity principle allows the story to leave aside the question of how these emotional entanglements
were arrived at and to concentrate its ener~
gies on their credible and powerful present
enactment. "9 Television drama, then, be-

ave
essentially self-re eXlve, In
at the evoked meamng serves pnma yas
a refeTe ce 001 lor the mdivldual e isode.
hus the re anon
e 0 cumulation. When we watch a show we are not only
adding to our und ersta nding of its pattern;
more importantJy, we are drawing upon that
understanding to fles h out our appreciation
of the immediate episodes. By providing necessary exposition the evoked meaning eliminates the need for highly repetitive elaboration of such e lemen ts as character and
setting.
It is unnecessary, for example, to explain
each week in believably dramatized detail
why Richard Kimba U of The Fugitive is running, even though that explanation is crucial
to each episode. Nor is it necessary to perpetually recount Ann Romano's divorce on One
Day at a Time in order to appreciate its effect
on each of her decisions about how to raise
her daughters. Such exposition occurs not
within the episode itself but rather within th e
mind of the au~ien.ce and can be triggered by
a word, an object In the set, or a musical refrain. Often this reca U of expository material

In a real sense Edith was the central figure in All in
the Family. An inveterate peacemaker, her ignorance of sophj sticated political and social issues
generally made her the one character who did not
contribute to the tension that threatened the family
stability at the heart of the show. Thus she embodied the series's most important values. (Photo:

ViReo",)
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comes a succession of climaxes with w hat on
the surface seems to be chronically insuffi cient build-up and denouement. No wonder
thai a non-habitual viewer who evaluates acco rding to traditional dramatic standards
cannot help dismissing the medium as aesthetically weak.
Resona nce can provide a single episode
of a television series with certain advantages
over traditiona l dramatic forms . Because it
can concentrate on the climax, an episode is
capable of exploring a complex theme in a rel atively brief span of time . Thorburn offers
specific examples of the way episodes of
medical shows normally balance the drama
of a "fe-and-death situation with a parallel
drama involving social or psychological issues raised by the medical crises. As a result
of such a dual focus , Marcus Welby and his
ilk become doctors and father confessors, an
artful combination of roles for which the audience is willing to suspend its disbelief in
great part because of the exposition performed by resonance . IO Perhaps the most
stnKing example of the effective use of resonance presently on the air is Hill Street Blues,
~ show ~hich interweaves several plot lines
In a seml-soap-ope ra fashion, sustaining a
de licate balance between humor and pathos
and creating astonishing depth in an unprecedented (for prime time) number of regular
characters.
The evolution of television's dramatic effi~iency may be seen in developments in situatIOn comedy over the last decade . In the first
years of sitcom art, the fonn's brevity generally controlled content to the extent that a
show's episodes were organized around single plot lines or single comic crises - Ralph
Kra~den over-reaching himself and then restonng order to his life by undergoing a ritual
proces.s of self-humiliation; Lucy Ricardo
schemmg her way into a role for which she is
not suited or into a set of circumstances over
which she has no control; Beaver Cleaver repeatedly learning that no matter what mistakes he makes as a result of his naivete. all
can be set right as long as he keeps an open
channel of communication with his parents.
In the sixties, though, there was a quantum leap in the sophistication of sitcom art as
producers and writers found the confidence
to em plo y the resonance principle more
fully. The Dick Van Dyke Show was the first to
~aster the art of counterpointing situations
m a series. By dividing its focus between
home and office. the show was able to
achieve the dramatic impact of two sitcoms in
one. it also achieved a kind of creative elbow
room for its writers by virtually doubling the

number of co ntinuous characters with whom
the audience wo uld be famil iar and a rou nd
whom specific e pisod es cou ld be struc tured .
Such a de ve lopm e nt also meant th a t ep isodes could focu s on one or the other of th e
situations or, as was more ofte n th e case, o n
both in a kind of contrapun tal s tru cture in
which the h o m e family a nd work famil y
served as humorously dist orted a nd thu s revealing reflections of each other.
This tendency towa rd struc tura l complexityco ntinu ed in sitcoms deve loped in th e
seventies . The Mn ry Tyler Moore Show and Tllr
Bob Newhart Show, fo r example, re ta ined the
homeloffice dual focus of Til, Dick Van Dyk'
Silow , while M .A.S .H. and Bamev Miller involved a sli ghtl y different kind o-f multipli city. Both of these latter se ries are char~ terized by episodes which develop three or four
subplots rather than follow a single line of acti on . M ,A.S. H .. in its occasiona l " le tt e r
home " e pisodes, ca n simpl y survey how
each of its severa l cha racters res ponds to the
wartime s ituation in which th ey all find
themselves . Such episodes are distinguished
by rapid intercutting among events that have
no dramatic relati on to one another. The effect is as though th e audience were wa tching
the shuffli ng of several skeletal sitcom plots
each one of which might have the dramatic
impact of an entire episode of 1 Love Lucy or

Father Knows Best.
Barney Miller follows a similar structural
principle. In any given episode there is likely
to be a plot line involving a personal problem
of one of the members of the group or a problem faced by the group as a whole (bad
weather, late pa ychecks, accusation of corruption within the department, a fire in the
office). In addition there will be two or three
plot lines involving the disposition of various
specific case s. Of these, some involve social
offenses which result occasionally in detention but more commonly in referral for psychiatric observation. The rest involve personal disputes between citizens for which
Barney or one of his men will negotiate a resolution. As a result of intercutting among
these various lines of action the show is able
to present a far more sensitive view of police
work than is generally to be found in popular
culture , By making discussion of the personal problems of the characters an integral
part of the office routine, the show tends to
humanize the image of policemen. It also deemphasizes the physica l activity of police
work (all arrests occur offstage) in favor of a
view that plays up the intellectual processes
involved. Barney, like most te levision heroes, is multifaceted. Within a representative
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episode he wi ll combine the roles of police ofthus unpredictable, Thus, every playing of
ficer , bureaucrat ic admi nis tra tor, soc ial
the game is both familiar and new.
wo rker and lay psychologist. By providing
Garnes, like television, are also highly
different kinds of ou lcom s for the three or
rl?petibve and tend to increase in appeal the
fo ur cases within a n episode , the show emmore they are played. The more one playsa
bodies th e serious notion that a lega l sys tem
game, the better one understands the limits
depends for its integrity On how its e nforcers
and nuances of its framework, the nooks and
interpret bo th th e la w and the si tu a ti ons to
crannies and angles of its rules; one of the ap'
which the law is app lied. Finally, by relyi ng
pea ls of a game is the exploration of the
upon a variety of plot lines, he s how is able
framework.
to guara ntee th e presence of characters who
The importance of games to television is
are not reg ul ar members of th e cas t, which in
suggested by th e sheer number of programs
turn heighte n s the dramatic illusio n of novdevoted to them. Consider how many longeJty and thu s inten sifies the show's aes th etic
running game shows and quiz shows there
have been and how much air time is devoted
effec t.
The ove ra ll point is that bot h M ,A.5,H,
to the coverage of sports. Game structure is
and Barney Miller represen t a significa nt deperhaps not as immediately obvious in tele\;velopment in si tco m art. Both are charactersion drama; yet the sitcoms, soaps and
action-adve nture series employ it perhaps
ized by unprecedented s tructural and the most fully and intelligently, To understand
mati c multiplicity in whi ch an episode can be
this it is useful to view each episode of a seformed not a ro und a s ituation but around sitries not so much as adding to the pattern or
uations . Sitcom art ha s become sitscom art
drawing meaning from it, but rather as exwithout losi.ng dramatic plausibility, all beploring the pattern in the way that play exca use of the expository and elaborative funcplores the framework of a game.
tion of resonan cE'.
As an illustration, let us look at The Mary
Usefu l thou g h the multiplicity principle
Tlfler Moore Show. An essential part of this
is, if used too exclusively as a critical principle
show's pattern is the dearly identifiable comit can, like the cumulative effect, lead to critimun ity of people defined by Mary's work
cism that is merely quantitative. But the betand home situations. Within this community
ter of two shows is not necessa rily the one
there is a sense of stability and in tegrity
that has more plot Jin es or sustains our interwhich is reaffirmed in episode after episode
es t in a greater n umber of characters. SJUllful
and which can be considered a significant eluse of multiplicity is only one of the criteria
ement of th e show's meaning. An aspect of
that .the critic of television art must take into
the game structure is to be observed in the
account.
way in which most of the show's episodes
Game
mount chaJlenges to this crucial sense of
There is a third way of looking at the relationship between episode and pattern that
group stability.
Sometimes this chaJlenge takes the fo rm
is less closely ti ed to purely quantitative judgof situations in which characters consider
ments than th e two just discussed. As I have
then rejec t the possibility of leaving the
suggested, the pattern in any show is the fagroup, as when Mary is wooed for a prod ucmiliar, eco nomicall y evoked framework
tion job at another station, or when anchorwithin which the new conten t of the particuman Ted Baxter auditions for a job as a gamelar episode takes place_ Unpredictable novel
show hosl. At other times the introduction of
activity within a framework of familiarity is
an outsider into the group creates instabi~ty
also a definitive characteristic of games; and
which preven ts the outsider from becommg
it is a game structure that I suggest is at the
hea rt of all television art.
assimilated . Most of the episodes dealin g
with Mary's romantic associations generally
Every game has rules that players and
spectators know , specifying what each
foUow this line of development.
player can do, and what players must do to
Much more common, though, among
win. Rules, however, are merely a part of the
the show's on e hundred sixty-eight episodes
game, for within their framework there must
are those in which instabiJityis created when
be room for freedom of play. When two
regular characters begin to behave in wa ys
players sit down for a game of chess they
that violate the tadt rules governing the perknow that they can make only certain moves
sonal relationships on which the integrity of
and that one of the kings will be mated or else
the community depends. This is perhaps the
the game will end in a draw. No other outsingle most common plot device in the series,
come is poSSible; ye t the moves which lead to
and numerous examples of its appli cation
the known ou tcome are freely chosen and
ca n be cited involving virtually all of the
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show's regular characters. Murra y, for example, discovers after years of working with
Mary that he is romantically in love with her.
It becomes Mary's responsibility to remind
him of the difference between romantic love
and the love that is friendship , and to dissuade him from the former without dimin ishing the latter. In another episode, Mary
persuades Lou to become less belligerent in
his dealings with office personnel. The result
is that Ted takes advantage of Lou' s change
in behavior and becomes insufferably
boorish. Group stability is re-established
only whe n Lou resumes his threatening behavior, and Mary learns the lesson that communal harmony depends on the intricate
meshing of personality traits which may
seem undesirable when measured in isola tion agai nst some abstract ideal. I
Not all applications of game structure involve this sometimes mechanical challenge
to and reaffirmation of fundamental values.
Many of a show's more interesting episodes
are used to explore and refine rather than
challenge a particular aspect of the pat tern.
Sometimes this occurs in the form of
c.haracter exploration. Ted's personality, for
example, is explained (though not excused)
by the episode in which he receives a visit
from his father, who had abandoned him as a
child. The reunion results in the conscious ar~
tkulation of many o( the insecurities which
plague Ted and which help to account for his
generally infantile behavior.
Other episodes refine themes rather
than characters. The theme of friendship, for
exam ple, is refined by the plot in which Lou,
upon learning of Mary's growing addiction
to sleeping pills, must weigh his respect for
~er right to make personal decisions regardmg her private life against his concern for her
welfare and his desire to interfere. During
another episode Ted, in his characteristically
thoughtless and egocentric fashion, spreads
false rumors about having an affair with
Mary. As a result of his actions Mary is forced
to measure the subtle and often shifting line
between being patient and tolerant of the occasional embarrassments caused by one's
friends and being victimized by their indiscretions. Taken separately, the morals of the
episodes might seem contradictory. Lou
learns that friendship means interfering with
someo ne else's personal life , while Ted
learns that friendship means not interfering.
Yet when resonance is employed to weave
these and other details together, a more comprehensive, more intelligent refinement of
the theme emerges. Ideal friendship, the
show tells us, means having the sense and
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the se ns itivity to know when to interfere and
when not to interfere. This is merely one of
the thematic statements that emerge from the
framework of the sho\\' as a result of exploring th e rules of the game originally estabHshed by the earlie r episodes .
An important feature of a ny game is that
its rules can be cha nged in response to the inte re s ts and needs of it s players . Su ch
changes, however, are more effective when
they occur slowly, organically, as nat ural
outgrowths of the participants' awareness
that certa in limitations in play have been
reached. Similarly, television series are free
to change their ground rules, and often do.
When these changes are abrupt and radical,
as with programs trying to bolster low ratings, the effect on audience interest can be
ca ta strophiC and generally results in cancel~
lation. MTM Productions, for example, attempted to save Pllyllis after one season by totally redesigning the situation on which the
series was based, with no success. Petticoat
Junction , a relatively successful se ri es, lost its
audience after changing the show's central
character following the death of the show's
sta r, Bea Benaderet, in 1968, and was can~
celled as a result. But when such changes are
allowed to occur organically, with sufficient
time for the audience to assimilate them into
the evoked meaning, the result can be a dramatically enhanced struc ture that expands
the show's potential meaning and extends its
popularity .
One such change occurred over a fouryear period during the production of The
MTM Show. Of all the male-female relati onships among its regular characters, that between Mary and Lou was the richest and
most complex. Not only were they friends
and co-workers, but there was a clear if unstated father/daughter side to the relationship as well. Most intriguing of all, though,
was the gradual emergence of the unavoid ~
able implication that there could be a romantic attachment between them. A conscious
exploration of this dimension was impossible
given the situation with which the series began. Lou was a married man, and any development of a romance with Mary would have
been a breach of the show's values, a violation of the ground rules of the game.
During the show's fourth season, the
writers began laying the groundwork for this
possible relationship with several scripts ~e
tailing the gradual disintegration of Lou's
marriage . This was a basic change in the
show's pattern and culminated with his
wife's remarriage in the first episode of the
sixth season. From that point on, an increas~
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Critics are fond o f stressing the family nature of the relationships among characters in situation comedies
focusing on work environments . Anchorman Ted Baxter, one of the most vividly conceived sitcom pariahs,
was the most infantile of the numerous problem chiJdren in the metaphorical MTM family, as is indicated by
this "(amily" portrait of Mary (mother), Lou Grant (father) and baby Ted. (Photo: Viocom)

ing number of episodes were devoted to the
growing intimacy between Mary and Lou ,
leading to widespread speculation among
viewers that the co uple would eve ntually
wed. Not until the last half of the show's seven th and final season, however, were there
episodes which openly dealt with this possibility. In one, the subject was broached in the
form of a daydream in which Lou fantasized
about what it would be like to be married to
her. Not until the series' penultimate episode
did Mary and Lou actually date, thus fulfilling a thematic potential that would have
been impossible in the show's early seasons.
The episode concluded , interestingly
enough, with both cha ra cters acknowledging that while the ir romantic feelings were
real, they were also unrealizable because of
the barriers created by all the other dimensions of their relationship. In effect, w hat the
writers of the episode did was to resolve a
sustained element of suspense by recapitulating all the other factors in volved over the
preceding seven years of the program, a dramatic achievement that would have been impossible witho ut resonance.
In establishing the rules of the game in
any tel evision series, the producers must pay
attention not only to the resonance between
episode and pattern within the specific series, but also to the resonance between spedfic elemen ts of the series' pattern and estab-

lished conventions in the genre to which the
series belongs. Nowhere is this more eviden t
than in those programs which introduce original material or points of view into ma instream television culture.
The American tel evision audience is notoriously conservative, with an ingrai.n ed resistance to radical change. Revolutionary
programs soften this natural resistance to
new points of view by cultivating strong reSonance with established programs. Put an other way, successful television art evol ves
new patterns by deliberately evoking old .
Again, The MTM Show serves as an excellent
illustra tion of this point.
More than any other program of the seventies, The MTM Show embod ied the principles and goals of the women 's liberat.i on
movement. Mary Richards is a respon Sible
career woman, sexually liberated, single and
emotionally independent - a character diametrically opposite to the materialistic, dependent, upper-middle-class suburban
hou sew ife, Laura Petrie, played by Ms .
Moore in The Dick Van Dyke Show. The two
characters exemp lify the changes that occurred in the ideal of the middle-class woman
during the decade and a half spanned by the
two programs.
Ye t the essential difference between
Laura and Mary is somewhat illusory, for it
derives not from the characters themselves
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Neutral traits in primary cha racters often appear positive in contrast to exaggerated versions of the same traits
in secondary characters. Mary's sexually liberated attitudes , for example, are much more acceptable to a conse rvative audience in light of the self-proclaimed promiscuity of Sue Ann Nivens (Betty White) , who here
plies her skills on co-worker Murray Slaughter (Gavin Macleod). ( Photo: Viacom )

but rather from their situations. Watching
the shows together one becomes conscious of
a strong and deliberate continuity, as though
Mary Richards were Laura Petrie divorced
and relocated in th e Midwest. In other
words, there is a powerful resonance betwee n the shows which governs meaning
and audience re s ponse. This resonance
stems from The MTM Show's careful emphasis on preserving the femininity with
which Ms. Moore was identified in her earlier role. Fashion, grooming and poise are essential points of this emphasis, but it goes beyond such superficial characteristic s to
include deeply rooted aspects of personality
as well. Like Laura, Mary is socially nonaggress ive, co n versationally deferential,
given to indecision, often girlishly sentimental. Both characters radiate an aura of impeccably virginal decorum which serves as an
audience bridge for the radical transition in
values embodied by the characters' differing
si tuations. The MTM Show was ab le to
present what was at the time a radical set of
social values by discriminating between yet
promoting both feminism and femininity ,
If successful programs are distinguished
in part by skillful and intelligent explOitation
of resonance, failure often stems in part from
the degree to which reSonance is ignored or
misunderstood. During the seve nties the
popu larity of sitcoms resulted in unprece-

dented numbers of spinoffs in which cast
members of successful series were given vehicles of their own. Ironically, The MTM
SII01O, perhaps the most successful and critically praised sitcom of the era, had the worst
record with its s pinoffs. Phyllis limped
through two weak seasons; and subsequent
shows starring Ted Knight (Ted Baxter) and
Betty White (Sue Ann Nivens) were pulled
before a full season had passed. While there
is seldom a single reason for a program's failure, a strong arg ument can be made that
these shows fell victim to a misunderstanding of resonance.
There are two clearly distinguishable
character types in sitcoms. What might be
called primary characters (usually though
not always the figures around whom series
are structured) are invariably defined by admirable personality traits and inspire positive audience identification. Secondary or
sidekick characters - a type John Bryant has
aptly called sitcom pariahsll - are often built
on exaggerated human weaknesses (vanity,
ignorance, intemperance and the like) and
tend to inspire a negative audience response
like the affectionate condescension shown
toward mischievous children or fools . This
dichotomy can be seen in a broad spectrum of
sitcom relationships - Andy Griffith and
Barney Fife, Quinton McHale and Ens~gn
Parker, Sherriff Lobo and Deputy Perkms,
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Bob Hartley and Howard Borden, and a host
of others. Though in such relationships the
pariah is genera ll y the source of the program' s humor, his major function is to serve
as a ~oil who underscores through contrast
the vutues of the primary character.
Tile MTM Show used pariahs with more
~op~isticatio n and wit than any other sitcom
In history. Phyllis Lindstrom, Ted Baxte r and
Sue Ann Nivens were comically irritating

Mary Richards and Laura Petrie. It is significant that the actors from Th, MTM Show who
did have success in subsequent series - Valerie Harper in Rhoda, Ed Asner in Lou Grant
and Gavin MacLeod in The Love Boat - all
had essentially sympathetic role s in Tire
MTM Show and moved into sympathetic
roles in their new series.

per~ona litie s w hose socially egregious behavlOT stemmed in each instance from deep-

By discussing cumulative, reflexive, and
game relationships separately I have not in·
tended to imply that these aspects of televi·
sion art are mutually exclusive. It is in fa ct
hard to imagine a show without all three. Nor
do I wish to suggest that the structural principles which govern video-tit are unique to the
medium of television. The fragmented aes·
thetic experiences of television have their
parallels in traditional folk and print literature and in theatrical entertainments; action!
adventure series are the progeny of dim e
novels, soap operas of Victoria n serial
novels, variety shows of burlesque theater
and the American minstrel stage. The emphasis on patterned repetition in television
art invites comparison with the structural
principles of oral literature, ofbaUad forms in
both poetry and song. More immediately.
television series have incorporated and de veloped techniques that were standard in radio soap operas and weekly series such as
Stella Dallas, Fibber McGee and Molly, Mayor of
the Town and many others. The idea of the relationship between episode and pattern is, in
the long run, a manifestation of the u.ni ~ersal
aesthetic principle of theme and vanatJOn to
be observed in all art, whatever its medium of
expression. It might even be said that th es~
structural principles grow out of the expenence of real life: daily, weekly, and yearly
repetitions of patterns, with incre mental
growth a.nd change. Indeed, video lite rature,
with its vaga.Ties and open-ended ness is a
truer reflection of actual experience than
many neat, welJ constructed plays or novels
held up as models by critics of traditional lit·
erature. At any rate, television has brought
the development of certain broadly based
aesthetic principles to a degree of sophistication never before attained, and in the process
has enriched human culture by making them
accessible to a wider audience than art ha s
ever enjoyed _

seated feelings of insecurity. They were the
problem children in the metaphorical MTM
family , who regularly provided the show
with its sharpest humor and served the them~tic. function of making Mary's relatively
mild insecurity seem like a feminine virtue.
They were crucial elements in the show's
Structure and contributed immeasurably to
both its popularity and its artistic quality. Yet
It was the talented perfonners who played
these roles whose spinoffs failed so miserably.
The series Phyllis, though well written
and well acted, failed , it might be argued, because of the producers' misunderstanding of
the different kinds of audience identification
~ith primary characters and pariahs. No senous attempts were made in the scripts to
give Phyllis positive qualities that could outweigh her comic insecurity, and audiences
continued to respond to her as they had on
The MTM Show. The result was an anomaly a show in which the primary character was
t~e constant butt of satiric laughter . This
VIolated a cardinal rule of sitcom art - that
audiences prefer to laugh with rather than at
a show's primary cha racter.
. In The Ted Knight Show and The Betty
While Show, attempts were made to give the
perfonners new characters perceptibly more
sympathetic than their roles on The MTM
Show. m doing so, though, the producers
created a cognitive dissonance ll in the mind
~f the a~dience . The attempt to create positive audIence identification contradicted the
image of the MTM pariah which each p erform.er evoked through resonance . The result .In both instances was stunning fai lure,
preCIsely what one might have expected for
T~e MTM Show itself, had its producers not
wisely chosen to cultivate the image of extreme femininity which resonanted between
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NOTES
;1am indebted, as is anyone who takes television seriously, to Tony Sc hwartz' s elucidation of the resonance
principle in The Respollsive Chord (Gard en City , New York: Anchor PresslDoubleday . 1973). This book offers a
much fuller statement of the resonance principle than space permits h e re. but it is limited as television criliosm in that it applies the resonance principle to commercials but not to the art ..... hlch jus tifies o ur watching
them.

=Two critics who take this view are Horace Newcomb, TV: TJJ~ Most Popular Art (Gil rd en City . Nl"w York:
Anchor PressIDoubleday. 1974) and Richard Adler. ed .• Tllevisioll as a Cultural Forcr (New York: Praeger Pub-

Iishers. 1976).
'For a complete discussion of the organization of information in television news , see Edward Ja y Epstein .
IVro.OS From Nowhere (New York: Random H ouse. Inc., 1973).
'See "Television as C ultural Document: Promises a nd Problems," in Ad ler.
l'fhough All in the Family continues on the air as Archie BUllktr's Place. the wholesdle changes in cast, situation
and themati~ focus which occurred during the 1979 season iustify treating the two phases of the program as
separate senes.

"See "Television Melodrama" in Adler.

ror example:
Those were the days
.. . you knew w ho you were then .
Girls were girls and men were men.
Mister, we could use a man like Herbe rt Hoover again.
Didn't need no welfare state.
Evel)'body pulled his weight. ...
(Music and Lyrics by Charles Strouse and Lee Adams)
INewcomb touches on the evocative function of lead-ins in his discussion of sitcoms, pp . 43ff.
' Adler, p. 85.

~'See Newcomb's discussion of the variations on this type. pp. 110-]34.
H"Emma , L ucy and the American Situation Comedy of Manners," JOt/mal of PoplI/arCulllire (Fall 79), 248-256.

"hleo~ Fes.ti.nger's term for a conflict of incompatible stimuli , which can only be resolved by ignoring one of

t

e stimuli.
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BACK MATTER
The Big Apple and the Silly Plum
Those w h o believe it is their res ponsibil ity to worry about the good reputation of thi s city
r,ecently devised a, plan for ,I mproving thmgs which unfortunately consisted mainly of a series of
hnked errors. T~eLf reasorung seen;s to have ~een that "The Big Apple" isa name (or nickname)
for New Yo rk City, that New York 5 success IS somehow related to its nomenclature, a n d there-fore ,that a similar m?niker for CIev,e land would have the same good effect, bringing ho rdes of
tou nsts and conventi oneers here WIth bundles of money in hand, and directing important a ttention to the city' s a ttractions. Thus was born the Cleveland plum campaign, which as far as ca n be
detected has m ade only slight and local impact.
The Plain Dealer puts bumper stickers bearing a picture of a piece of wet purp le fruit in its
Sunday paper, a nd its ads offer T-shirts, posters and tote bags depicting this near relative o f the
prune. The sid es of buses and other s urfaces at first exhorted the passer-by to believe th at "New
York's The Big Apple but Clevela nd is a Plum." More recent versions have reflected the reaJization that the reference to New York was not helping Clevelan d .
It is not certain how New Yo rk received this particular nickname. It has had others, among
them Baghdad-on-the-Hudson, Empire City, Knickerbocker Town, Sodom-on-th e-S u bway ,
Babylon, Gotham, as well as, of course, simply The City. But it and other cities with a pronounced character have always attracted a lternate names. Such names, not mere abbrevia tions,
are part of the American passion fo r slang, which is a process of naming and renaming . It is curious that ci ties like Pittsburgh, Chicago, even Rochester and Cincinnati ha ve (or have had) nicknames, but C leveland has been nearly free (or deprived) of that stigma, though it was o nce ca lled
the "Forest City," a term that survives in the names of some local business firms.
The desire to rename a place (or anything) comes from an atti tud e one has toward it. A ffection or loathing can equally genera te a lterna te names. Indifference, however, inspires no redundant nomenclature, unless such as " Whatsitsname. " In fac t, big apple wa s once a term a pplied to
any city (a big o bject) as opposed to a town, village, haml et. People have speculated vai nly about
the etymology of this term : why apple, a nd how came it to be applied to New York. We kn ow th at
it became popular in the mid-1970's." At least we know that people started asking qu es tions
about the name around that time. The answers given in the papers and magazines always mentioned the writer Damon Runyon , H arle m, the dance ca lled th e "Big Apple," and the a na logy to
the "big time," a show business term meaning the desirable vaudeville circuit in th ~ big cities as
opposed to the small -time performan ces in "tank towns" (towns where locomotives s to p ped
only to take o n water).
·1 thank Mr . Da vid Guralnik of Webster's New World Dictionary, one of our local treasures, for the use of hIS
files of citations in preparing this article .
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The Big Apple was a da nce popular in the 1930's, which in volved people in hopp ing around
waggling their ind ex fingers. At th a t tim e the name mea n t "New Yo rk" no more th an any oth er
dance of that era. It became attached to the city onl y arou nd 1972 or 1973, when th e New York
Convention and Visi tors Bureau sta rted using it without explanation. By the end of th e d ecade,
such uses as these could be found in th e public prints: "Here in the Big Apple.
gas pu m ps
have already been crowned wi th a price posting of 98.9 cents per gallon " (1979); "Jackie g rudgingly leaves the Big Apple" (New Wes t , 1980); "When I was youn g, 1 we nt to the Big Ap p le to seek
my fortune" (Time , 1980). And tod ay the usage is so widesp read it has even been reported by a
visitor to Shanghai.
It is possible tha t this usage cau g ht on beca use duri ng th a t period of near-bankru ptcy New
Yorkers were feeli ng loyal to thei r city a nd felt like asse rting its size an d its att ractive n ess, tho ugh
New Yorke rs have always take n the ir city fo r granted and h ave been utterly indifferent to other
people's opinions about it: every place else was always Peoria. To be sure, the symbolic associations of apple are mostl y positive: apples are tempting (as k Eve), th ey are wholesome (one dai ly
keeps physicians at a distance). they are the essence of Mom 's special pie. Even th eir classical
associa tion with discord (in th e myth of the judgment of Pa ris) comes abo ut because th ey a re th e
prize for the fa irest goddess. Plums, on the other hand . have associa tions with decade nce . A
plummy accent is a li tt le too rich; a p o litical plum is not hon estl y ea rn ed. If a d rough t h it Cleveland it would become a pru ne.
The associa tion of th e premier city in th e country with a w holesome and attracti ve e m blem
was not an acciden t, nor was it simpl y asserted or co ntri ved . The association was bro ught out of
dorma nt existence: in the 1920's Da mon Runyon, the ch ronicler of th e gamblers and horseplayers of Broadway. made occasional reference to the Big Apple, while musicia n s a nd va udeville artis ts were "playing the Big A pple," in the sense of securing e ngagements in New York.
But it is ha rdly the associa tio n o f New York with apples th at has made the city fa mous. [n~
deed there is no sign that the nickna me has done anythi ng a t all for New York except to let its
residen ts ex press their affection for it. It did not noticeably increase the nu mber of vis itors, which
has always been high . To supp ose t h a t findi ng a suita ble fruit name for Cleveland wou ld accom~
plish anything was merely an instance of the leaky thinking tha t public rela tions £lacks so rea dily
faU into. The chain of argu me nt n eed ed for the cam paign to succeed would have to b e the following: fi rst, the popu lation of Clevela nd must be induced to believe in th e associa tion be twee n their
city and plums; the n the populatio n of the rest of the wo rld must be ex posed to it; the n the posi~
tive link between the New York a p ple and th e Cleveland plum must be perceived by eve ryone
from Atlanta to Anchorage; the n th e desire to visit the ci ty of the lesser fruit must ta ke hold of a\1
these outlanders. Ta ken altoge the r, this line of reasoning d oes not seem plausible to a half-way
sensible perso n, bu t it doubtless shone w ith Singular clarity arou nd Eas t Ninth Stree t.
The tru th, whi ch somehow h as faiJ ed to become clear to the image-makers, is that the re is a
grea t difference between a city and a product, whether the p roduct is a politicia n o r a ba r of soap .
Any city worth y of the name is too complex to be red uced to a slogan . A city. as Ari stotle said of
any large aesthe tic object, ca nnot be beautiful because it cannot be taken in readily; it cannot be
perceived as a unit. It is a myriad o f pieces, different for each inhabi tant. If you cross it by one
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. different
.
rOad it. looks like. different a'ty fr. om t h at crossed by another. It IS
at sunset, on Sunday

mornl~g,

. fter • foo tboU game, during the evening rus h hour. The town of Poplarville, Ar·

kansas~ welco mes VIsitors wI th a s ign announcing that it is the home of the state champion cheerlead"rs; bu t a poster aUempting to convey the sense of a real city would be a thousand yards long.
The dimenSIon s of a City resist defi nition.
To an assembJy~ line worke r at the Fisher Body plant whose parents came from the Ukraine.
CJevel~nd is.., place Where he works and has been able to buy a house and have a garden and
send hI S ch Ildren to college; to a boy studying the violin, it is a place where there are violin
ma kers and teachers, concerts, and every opportunity for making that activity a career; to a lawye r with a ta s te for sa iling, it is a place wh ere she can keep her boat in a basin only ten minutes by
car from her office. To attempt to reduce any city to one thing - a plum, a prune, a piece of wet
fruit is incautious and impertinent. Worst of all , it won't work as language.
Notice that New York is Tile Big Apple, but Cleveland is only a plum. You can say snappily,
"I'm goi n g to The Big Apple." But you ca n' t do the same with an indefinite article before an un'
qualified noun. You ca n't say: ''I'm lea ving a plum," "I love living in a plum," "Things are nicer in
a plum, n un less you'rea worm . Som ehow, this obvious linguistic booby trap was not apparent to
those who were intent on fixing up the city's reputation. By trying to do what they were not wise
or informed en oug h to do they have done the city some dirt. This patently deriva tive nickna~e
has the same effect as promotions that use the tell· tale word pride. Whenever a group asserts Its
pride, it is a su re bet that the grou p feels insecure.
Fortunately the harm isn' t serious, because words ca n't really hurt a city, an~ anyway ~o
one outside C uyah oga County is pay ing any attention. When Cleveland's reputation was at It,S
worst, p eop le sti ll came here to visit or to live. When you think of moving to a place, you don t
first consu lt the cu rrent television scripts or the joke books. You look at the place. ~ou re,ad ~he
papers . You wa lk through its stree ts and sam ple its quality as a taste~ s.amples a wiO.e, sl,ppmg,
savoring it, comparing it with memories of other vintages and decldmg whether It WIll last.
Maybe we should enact stringent laws about labeling cities, as France and Germany.have done
about labe ling w ines. That seems to be the only way to persuade the hucksters that m the long
run you don' t make anything better or worse by giving it another name.
_ Louis T. Mille
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